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General Introduction
Plants are sessile organisms that cannot escape but must deal with the
environmental conditions and threats they encounter. Many of these are not
beneficial to the plant and induce stress, which can be broadly divided in
abiotic and biotic forms of stress. Examples of abiotic stress conditions are
drought, high salinity, unfavorable light, and extreme temperatures, whereas
biotic stress factors include infection by pathogenic microorganisms, phloem
sucking by insects, or herbivory by other animals. These forms of stress
require plants to alter their metabolism and/or growth and development in
order to avoid or limit damage. A remarkable example of the plasticity of
plants is well illustrated by the effect of light on seedling development. In
order to grow from the soil to the light and become phototrophic, seedlings
show etiolated growth that is characterized by rapid elongation of the
hypocotyl and inhibition of cotyledon expansion and leaf initiation. Once
above the soil and exposed to light seedlings rapidly become de-etiolated,
visible by suppression of hypocotyl elongation and initiation of cotyledon
expansion and leaf growth, so that photosynthesis can commence (Chen et
al., 2004; Kami et al., 2010). A dominant role, in this transition from
skotomorphogenesis to photomorphogenic growth, is played by the plastic
interaction between light and the plant hormone gibberellic acid (GA)
(Alabadi et al., 2008). Another important hormone in the regulation of
various developmental processes and crucial in abiotic stress responses is
abscisic acid (ABA). With the recent discovery of ABA receptors (Ma et al.,
2009; Park et al., 2009), the ABA signaling pathway has been molecularly
dissected and even in vitro reconstructed (Fujii et al., 2009; Umezawa et al.,
2009). ABA, like other hormones such as GA, auxin, jasmonic acid (JA) and
salicylic acid (SA) initiate transcriptional responses by inactivation of
repressors either by inhibition of their activity or targeting them for
degradation (Chini et al., 2007; Dharmasiri et al., 2005; Dill et al., 2004; Fu
et al., 2004; Kepinski & Leyser, 2005; Spoel et al., 2009; Thines et al., 2007;
9
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Yan et al., 2007). Cytokinin was found to activate a conserved twocomponent signaling cascade, where phosphorelay from sensor to response
regulators is at the basis of gene expression changes (Inoue et al., 2001).
Both types of regulation have been identified in ethylene signaling, which in
addition heads another conserved signaling mechanism, a mitogen activated
protein kinase (MAPK) cascade (Yoo et al., 2008).
Light and other abiotic factors determine to a large extent the developmental
program and growth phenotype of the plant, predominantly by affecting
hormone-mediated transcriptional responses and activities of regulatory
proteins. And although we understand part of how this is regulated we still
only have a limited understanding of the intricate responses plants have
evolved to deal with their ever changing environment.
When the plant encounters biotic stress factors, it is often not sufficient to
adjust growth and development to limit damage caused by attackers.
Instead, plants have inducible defense mechanisms to avoid damage or
disease, besides their constitutive fortifications, e.g. rigid cell walls and
chemical compounds to deter possible pathogenic microbes and prevent their
entry into the plant tissues. Microbes that can overcome this first line of
defense activate inducible plant defenses that are elicited following their
recognition by the plant immune system. The ability of a given plant to
recognize potential pathogens and to induce effective defense responses
determines the outcome of the interaction that can range from fully resistant
to severely diseased.
In this introductory chapter the main focus is on these biotic interactions, in
particular those encountered by the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. First,
general concepts of plant immunity are introduced, followed by approaches to
study quantitative traits, e.g. disease susceptibility, through natural variation.
Finally, the application of genetical genomics to fill the gap between genotype
and phenotype is outlined.

Arabidopsis immunity
Similar to the innate immune system of animals (Ausubel, 2005), also plants
can initially recognize microbes through microbe- or pathogen-associated
molecular patterns. These MAMPs/PAMPs constitute conserved structures of
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microbes, e.g. bacterial lipopolysaccharides, which are detected at the host
membrane. Upon recognition of these patterns, the plant mounts PAMPtriggered immunity (PTI) that includes defense responses like production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and anti-microbial compounds, as well as the
transcriptional activation of a suite of defense genes (Nicaise et al., 2009).
PTI responses in Arabidopsis have been well studied following recognition of
the bacterial PAMP flagellin by the trans-membrane receptor kinase FLS2
(Gomez-Gomez & Boller, 2000; Chinchilla et al., 2006). Activation of FLS2
triggers the production of ROS and a MAP kinase cascade that induces
transcriptional responses that eventually limit in planta growth of nonadapted bacteria (Asai et al., 2002; Melotto et al., 2006). Other patternrecognition receptors (PRRs) have been identified; bacterial elongation factor
Tu (EF-Tu) is recognized by the plant receptor EFR1 (Zipfel et al., 2006) and
fungal chitin by CERK1 (Miya et al., 2007). In addition to pathogen-derived
PAMPs, plant endogenous peptides can induce PTI. These damage-associated
molecular patterns (DAMPs) (Huffaker et al., 2006) are perceived by PEP
RECEPTORs (Yamaguchi et al., 2006) which are suggested to enhance PTI
signaling (Krol et al., 2010; Huffaker & Ryan, 2007; Yamaguchi et al., 2010).
Recent findings show that all known PRRs, but CERK1, interact with family
members of the SERK receptor-like kinases (Chinchilla et al., 2007; Heese et
al., 2007; Roux et al., 2011; Schulze et al., 2010). These SERKs were
previously identified as co-receptors, together with the receptor-like kinase
(RLK) BRI1, of the plant hormone brassinosteroid (Li et al., 2002) and as
interacting partner of BIR1, that is involved in cell death control (Gao et al.,
2009; He et al., 2007; Kemmerling et al., 2007). The involvement of BAK1/
SERK3 as a shared co-receptor in the regulation of brassinosteroid-mediated
growth, cell death responses and PTI raises the question whether regulation
of these diverse processes is balanced by this single regulatory factor (Boller
& He, 2009).
Adapted pathogens are not halted by PAMP-triggered responses. These
microbes deliver virulence factors, or effector proteins, inside the plant cell,
where they are able to suppress PTI and interfere with plant cellular
processes to generate a favorable environment (Li et al., 2005; Block &
Alfano, 2011; Fabro et al., 2011). This effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS)
11
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has been the subject of many studies in the last decade. Gram-negative
bacteria were found to deliver effector proteins through their type III
secretion system (T3SS), a needle like structure, into host cells to interfere
with plant immune responses (Alfano & Collmer, 2004). Delivery into host
cells was also revealed for effectors of fungal and oomycete pathogens
(reviewed in (Kale, 2012)). Many of these filamentous pathogens form
haustoria, feeding structures that invaginate the host cell, during infection. At
the haustorium effectors are secreted after which they are taken up by plant
cells, probably through an endocytic route (Kale et al., 2010). In oomycetes
two types of proteins have been found to be host-translocated; the so-called
RxLR proteins (Whisson et al., 2007) and Crinklers (Schornack et al., 2010).
It was striking to see that of 64 RxLR effectors of the oomycete
Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis the majority was able to suppress PTI and to
enhance disease susceptibility in Arabidopsis (Fabro et al., 2011). For a
limited number of bacterial effectors their mode of action has been elucidated
(Block & Alfano, 2011). Much data has been gathered on the action of
bacterial AvrPto, a kinase inhibitor, and of AvrPtoB that has E3 ligase activity.
These effectors can suppress PTI and defense gene expression in Arabidopsis
(Hauck et al., 2003; de Torres et al., 2006). AvrPto and AvrPtoB directly
target the RLK complex of FLS2, CERK and BAK1 by preventing their kinase
activity or by targeting them for degradation, respectively (Shan et al., 2008;
Göhre et al., 2008; Gimenez-Ibanez et al., 2009).
Adapted pathogens, that have overcome PTI and have penetrated into the
host plant tissues face a second layer of inducible defenses. Pathogen
detection, at this stage, involves the recognition of effectors, the pathogen’s
weaponry. This recognition can be direct or indirect by monitoring the
changes brought about by effectors. Originally or historically, pathogen genes
encoding recognized effectors were named avirulence genes, as the encoded
proteins are recognized through the action of specific plant resistance (R)
genes, as initially described in the gene-for-gene hypothesis (Flor, 1971).
Over the last decades, a multitude of R genes have been cloned and most of
them were found to encode proteins with Leucine-rich repeats (LRR). Most R
proteins recognizing host-translocated effectors have in addition to the LRR
also a nucleotide binding (NB) site and are located inside the cell, either in
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the cytoplasm or nucleus (Bernoux et al., 2011). Upon activation these R
proteins initiate signaling leading to effector-triggered immunity (ETI) that
limits pathogen growth, and that often is accompanied by a hypersensitive
response (HR) or localized programmed cell death (Greenberg & Yao, 2004).
About 150 NB-LRR genes are predicted in the Arabidopsis Col-0 genome that
have evolved by duplication and rearrangement, suggestive of a variety of
recognition molecules available in an individual genotype to detect diverse
biotic challenges (Meyers et al., 2003). R genes between Arabidopsis
accessions are highly variable. Sequence comparison of 27 NB-LRR genes
between 96 Arabidopsis accessions, however, was not supportive of an
evolutionary arms race between plant and pathogen that would involve major
selective sweeps. The data rather suggests there is balancing selection to
maintain variant alleles within the population (Bakker et al., 2006).

Defense signaling networks
Systemic acquired resistance (SAR), which can be triggered in distal parts of
the plant to protect against subsequent pathogen invasion, can be induced
concurrently with ETI and requires the plant hormone salicylic acid (SA).
Mainly biotrophic or hemi-biotrophic pathogens are restricted by SA-mediated
defenses. On the other hand necrotrophic pathogens, that kill host tissues,
are halted by defense responses that are activated by the hormone jasmonic
acid (JA) (Spoel et al., 2007). Plants are able to mount the appropriate
defense response to a given pathogen and can optimize the immune
response by extensive crosstalk between the SA-, JA- and other hormone
signaling pathways (Pieterse et al., 2009).
Many components of the Arabidopsis immune system have been identified
through mutant screens and transcriptional profiling (Nishimura & Dangl,
2010). The identification of “loss-of-resistance” mutants has led to the
cloning of many genes involved in defense-signaling (Glazebrook, 2001;
Eulgem, 2005), both in PTI and ETI, as well as in systemic signaling. In
addition, many “loss-of-susceptibility” mutants have been identified that
show constitutive activation of plant immune responses (Bowling et al., 1994;
Dietrich et al., 1994; Greenberg et al., 1994; Yu et al., 1998), of which
several show severe cell-death related phenotypes and dwarfism. Most
13
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immunity-related genes or mutants identified so far have a strong qualitative
effect on disease or resistance. However, quantitative forms of disease
resistance have been observed in many plant-pathogen interactions, although
the underlying molecular mechanisms are still largely unknown (reviewed in
(Poland et al., 2009) en (St.Clair, 2010)). Although quantitative resistance
cannot completely abolish disease, the means to reduce or restrict the level
of disease can contribute greatly to durable crop protection, e.g. by slowing
down the build-up of inoculum and reducing disease pressure.
Expression analysis of the response in Arabidopsis to strains of the bacterial
pathogen Pseudomonas syringae eliciting PTI, ETI or ETS revealed
remarkable similarity in transcriptional responses, albeit different in timing
and strength (Tao et al., 2003; Truman et al., 2006). It was clearly observed
in these expression studies that PTI-related transcripts were actively
suppressed by Type III- effectors (Navarro et al., 2004; Thilmony et al.,
2006; Truman et al., 2006). The important Pseudomonas toxin coronatine
not only induced the expression of JA-regulated genes, but also affected
responses to other hormones, as well as genes involved in secondary
metabolism (Thilmony et al., 2006). The finding that upon P. syringae
infection Arabidopsis activates different defense signaling pathways to induce
effective defense responses was recently corroborated in an analysis of
Arabidopsis mutants impaired in SA-, JA-, and ethylene (ET) signaling. Tsuda
et al. (2009) focused on the genes SID2, DDE2 and EIN2 that are essential
for biosynthesis of SA (Wildermuth et al., 2001) and JA (Park et al., 2002)
and most of the ethylene (ET) (Alonso et al., 1999) responses, respectively.
In addition, the PAD4 gene was studied that is essential for SA accumulation
and has a SA-independent role in immunity (Jirage et al., 1999). In the dde2/
ein2/pad4/sid2-quadruple mutant both PTI and ETI were reduced by ~80%,
much more than the simple addition of the single mutant effects on
immunity. A comparison of the effects on in planta growth of P. syringae
bacteria in the single, double, triple and quadruple mutants allowed a
dissection of the individual effects of the SA, JA and ET sectors of the immune
network and provided a means to study their interactions (crosstalk). It was
shown that for the induction of PTI all sectors (SA, JA, ET and PAD4) had a
positive synergistic contribution to resistance to Pseudomonas infection. Also
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in response to effectors (ETI), all sectors contributed positively to immunity,
even stronger than in PTI. However, interactions between sectors had
negative effects on ETI. In a subsequent study from the Katagiri laboratory
(Sato et al., 2010) the analysis of ETI, induced by the effector AvrRpt2, was
extended to more signaling sectors, such as nitric oxide (NO), MAPK- and
early-MAMP-triggered (EMT) signaling and ROS. Based on expression analysis
of mutants, relationships between the different sectors could be assessed. In
general, negative relationships between sectors were prevalent, corroborating
their earlier findings. These negative or compensatory interactions can
explain the robustness of ETI, as loss of one sector is compensated, providing
an intrinsic mechanism to contain the defense responses and prevent
collateral damage. The general view that JA confers resistance to necrotrophs
and SA to biotrophs (Glazebrook, 2005) and act antagonistically on each
other is nuanced by these studies, as both sectors were found to contribute
positively to immunity against both types of pathogens, although not with
equal strengths (Tsuda et al., 2009).
The stronger transcriptional response in ETI and the mild resistance
phenotype often observed in PTI, has led to the general idea that ETI is an
enhanced form of an intrinsically weaker PTI. A (strong) HR and the induction
of SAR have been considered a hallmark of ETI. Although PAMPs in general
do not elicit the HR, flagellin derived from P. syringae pv tabaci 6605 was
shown to induce cell death (Naito et al., 2008). Thomma et al. (2011) in their
commentary provide additional examples that blur the distinction between
PTI and ETI. Together with the strong similarity between PTI and ETI in
transcriptional responses and employed signaling components, the output of
plant immunity can be regarded as a single quantitative response. Although
the two-branched model of PTI and ETI upholds the historically distinct
research lines into PAMP-induction of PRRs and effector-recognition by R
proteins, in practice both branches intertwine and can actually be considered
as one tree that serves to recognize pathogens and induce defenses to
provide a sufficient level of resistance.
Given that timing and magnitude determine the level of resistance in a
quantitative manner, the identification of the regulatory genes controlling this
quantitative regulation could provide key information on resistance control. A
15
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method well established to study the quantitative effects on traits is the
analysis of natural variation.

Natural variation in Arabidopsis
Arabidopsis is found worldwide, although its native range is considered
Eurasia and North Africa (Al-Shehbaz & O'Kane, Jr., 2002), and as a species
it has adapted to a wide array of conditions. DNA polymorphisms form the
genetic basis of the local adaptation of Arabidopsis accessions to the
environment and to biotic agents active there. The wealth of genetic variation
in natural Arabidopsis populations is expressed in the wide range of
phenotypes observed, and is especially visible when different genotypes are
grown in the same environment. Through comparison of the genotypes and
correlation to the observed phenotypes, genetic loci can be identified causal
for the phenotypic variation. Traits that are regulated by single genes, that
are polymorphic between genotypes, segregate in a Mendelian fashion in a
mapping population derived from these genotypes. The responsible genes
can be effectively cloned by making use of available molecular genetic
markers that co-segregate with the qualitative phenotype. When traits are
affected or determined by multiple genes, segregation of the phenotypic trait
becomes quantitative, complicating linkage of trait and co-segregating
markers. In addition, genes can interact with other genes or the
environment, adding complexity and noise to the phenotype. The heritability
of a trait is the contribution of the genotype to the variation in phenotype. To
increase heritability, environmental effects can be reduced by making use of
inbred lines which allow repeated measurements on the same genotype.
At the moment there are two main strategies to go from phenotype to
genotype; family-based mapping and population-based association studies
(Mitchell-Olds, 2010). Family-based mapping is performed on crosses
between different parental genotypes. Mostly used are F2’s in map-based
cloning or recombinant inbred lines (RILs) for the analysis of quantitative
traits. RILs are generated by single seed descent of individuals from the F2
generation until practically homozygous lines are obtained (e.g. in the F8
generation). About 60 RIL populations, derived from different parental
accessions, are currently available in Arabidopsis (Weigel, 2012). Phenotypic
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variation observed in the RILs can be linked to genomic loci that contribute to
the variation in the trait using statistical methods of quantitative trait locus
(QTL) analysis (Doerge, 2002; Jansen, 1993). QTLs have been mapped for a
vast number of traits related to development, physiology, and biotic and
abiotic forms of stress (Koornneef et al., 2004; Alonso-Blanco et al., 2009).
For a number of these traits, the underlying polymorphic genes have been
identified, e.g. the DOG1 gene that underlies the major QTL for delay of
germination (Bentsink et al., 2006). The mapping resolution in these familybased approaches, however, remains limited by the number of recombination
events. In an effort to increase allelic and phenotypic diversity as well as the
level of recombination, MAGIC (Kover et al., 2009) and AMPRIL (Huang et al.,
2011) collections have been generated, derived from multiple parents. By
using several rounds of crosses between multiple parents the number of
recombinations increases considerably that in turn enhances the mapping
accuracy.
Population-based mapping is performed on unrelated individual genotypes
within the species. Over 7000 Arabidopsis accessions have been collected
worldwide (Weigel, 2012) and linkage disequilibrium (LD) has been found to
extend from 5-10 kb (Kim et al., 2007). Initial identification of genome-wide
polymorphisms (Borevitz et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2007; Plantegenet et al.,
2009; Zeller et al., 2008) yielded the insight that the Col-0 reference
genome, released in 2000 (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), would
not suffice to capture all gene content of the entire species. In the 1001
genomes project more than 1300 accessions were interrogated with the 250k
SNP chip which corresponds to 1 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) per
480 bp (Kim et al., 2007), and the aim is to sequence 1001 accessions, in
order to discover the whole-genome sequence variation in Arabidopsis
(Weigel & Mott, 2009). The first 80 accessions representing the native range
of geographic regions have been published (Cao et al., 2011). This wealth of
data enables genome-wide association (GWA) mapping, the linkage of
phenotypic information of accessions to the underlying SNPs. The first GWA
studies have been successful, with one of the clearest linkages observed for
the HR in response to the bacterial elicitor AvrRpm1, which identified the
corresponding R gene RPM1 (Atwell et al., 2010).
17
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The two strategies described are complementary approaches (Mitchell-Olds,
2010; Myles et al., 2009). A complicating factor in GWA studies is the
population structure. Related genotypes derived from shared lineages lead to
false positive correlations between neutral SNPs and traits correlated to the
population structure. Family-based QTL analysis is not confounded by
population structure and can evade this complication. The relatively large QTL
-regions can be used to focus GWA studies, which would allow mapping to
single nucleotide level. Nevertheless, QTL analysis using segregating
experimental populations remain an invaluable source to analyze quantitative
traits, which will become more efficient and cost-effective with new methods
to generate homozygous lines (e.g. RILs) and cheaper genotyping.

Quantitative disease resistance
Disease resistance is an important trait in crop breeding. Natural resources
provide interesting resistance traits that can be crossed into varieties with
otherwise valuable traits. At the same time, by studying the molecular
mechanisms that determine the resistance level of plants novel resistance
breeding strategies can be designed all aimed at obtaining durable disease
resistance. One of the few examples of a durable form of resistance is the
broad spectrum resistance to powdery mildew mediated by recessive mlo
alleles in monocot and dicot plants (Humphry et al., 2011). However, most
forms of genetic resistance are based on dominant R genes, which are rapidly
overcome by new strains of the pathogen that have evolved to circumvent or
suppress their recognition. The search for quantitative resistance loci is
therefore incited, as these may have smaller effects but broader specificity,
making them more difficult to overcome. What new insights can be expected
from these quantitative resistance loci? Poland et al.(2009) propose several
hypotheses for factors involved in quantitative disease resistance. These
factors can be
1.

genes regulating development and plant morphology, like ERECTA
affecting many developmental traits (van Zanten et al., 2009) and
susceptibility to R. solanacearum (Godiard et al., 2003) and
P.cucumerina (Llorente et al., 2005)
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components of basal plant defense, like FLS2 that was found to underlie
a QTL for basal resistance to P. syringae pv. phaseolicola (Forsyth et al.,
2010) and is known to be involved in PAMP-triggered immunity (Zipfel
et al., 2004)

3.

weak forms of R genes; large effect QTLs were identified in two screens
for partial resistance to P. syringae pv. tomato (Kover & Cheverud,
2007; Perchepied et al., 2006). These loci have not been cloned, but
one major QTL affected SA-dependent defense responses, reminiscent
of R gene triggered signaling (Perchepied et al., 2006)

4.

components of defense signal transduction, like the MAPK kinase MPK4
involved in SAR induction (Petersen et al., 2000), or other negative
regulators of immunity, e.g. DMR6 (van Damme et al., 2008) that is
required for susceptibility of Arabidopsis to downy mildew

5.

components of chemical warfare; the genetic regulation of the response
to Botrytis cinerea is highly complex, and tightly correlated to camalexin
accumulation (Rowe & Kliebenstein, 2008)

6.

unique unidentified genes

A genome-wide survey of downy mildew resistance deployed a combination
of family-based QTL analysis and GWA studies to analyze natural variation in
H. arabidopsidis resistance (Nemri et al., 2010). This extensive study on 5
isolates of H. arabidopsidis, 6 Arabidopsis RIL populations and 96 accessions
revealed regulation by 4 major recognition complexes (MRCs) that are
genomic clusters of R genes, and in addition pointed to EDS1 and ACD6 as
candidate loci contributing to disease resistance. EDS1 is an important
mediator of basal resistance to (hemi-)biotrophic pathogens (Wiermer et al.,
2005). A naturally occurring ACD6 allele confers broad spectrum resistance,
but negatively impacts plant growth (Todesco et al., 2010). Despite this
fitness cost, the protection gained maintains this costly allele at relatively
high frequency in the population (Todesco et al., 2010). Loci mediating
resistance to H. arabidopsidis outside the MRCs were revealed in crosses
between two susceptible or two resistant parents. These loci could point to
genes affecting disease susceptibility and highlight the potential of natural
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variation in the discovery of genetic variants that quantitatively influence
resistance (Nemri et al., 2010).

Gene expression QTLs
The identification of candidate regulatory genes underlying QTLs can be aided
by analyzing the QTL effect on whole genome gene expression (Juenger et
al., 2006). Transcriptome levels provide a representation of the active parts
of the genome and are therefore a first step in establishing a link between
genotype and phenotype. Transcriptional changes are specified by genetic
and environmental inputs and can be directly related to phenotypic
responses. Gene expression differences can be linked to the polymorphic
genetic loci, just like any other heritable quantitative trait. This is most easily
achieved in segregating experimental populations, e.g. in RILs. The genetics
of gene expression, the concept which was named genetical genomics
(Jansen & Nap, 2001), has been intensively studied in the last decade. Many
studies have shown that variation in gene expression levels is highly heritable
and complex in human, mouse and yeast (reviewed by Kliebenstein (2009))
as well as in Arabidopsis (DeCook et al., 2006; Gan et al., 2011; Keurentjes
et al., 2007; Vuylsteke et al., 2006; West et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011).
The model plant Arabidopsis thaliana is particularly suitable for genetical
genomics studies as well structured experimental family-based populations
and natural populations are available and a wealth of genotype and
phenotype data has been collected and is available to the community
(Koornneef & Meinke, 2010). The prospect that coincident genetic regulation
of both gene expression and phenotypic variation can aid in elucidating the
molecular basis of natural variation makes genetical genomics an attractive
concept.
The mechanisms by which polymorphic loci effect gene expression levels
(also called expression QTLs, or eQTLs) can be because of polymorphisms in
coding or regulatory regions that affect promoter activities, DNA methylation
status (Zilberman et al., 2007), mRNA stability, or protein activity (Rockman
& Kruglyak, 2006). The location of the regulatory eQTL relative to the
regulated gene can be either local or distant. Distant or trans regulation can
be caused by a polymorphic transcription factor affecting the expression of its
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downstream target. However, this is not the only possible scenario as studies
in yeast revealed that trans-regulatory variation was by no means restricted
to transcription factors (Yvert et al., 2003). Local or cis regulation could be
caused by a polymorphism in for instance the promoter region of the
regulated gene, e.g. by affecting the binding of a transcription factor.
Notably, in yeast Ronald et al. (2005) discovered enrichment for cis-acting
polymorphisms in transcription factor binding sites for locally regulated
genes. However, not all locally-regulated genes are truly cis-regulated, but
might be linked to nearby polymorphic loci that actually act in trans. The fact
that many cis-regulatory eQTLs can be directly linked to the causal
underlying genes makes them very useful for the identification of candidate
regulatory genes. The same genes that have cis eQTLs could also be
important for the regulation of other genes that map to them in trans. This
then allows the construction of genetic regulatory relationships (Bing &
Hoeschele, 2005; Zhu et al., 2004). The causal links between eQTLs and
target genes can form the bridge between the underlying genetic factors and
resulting phenotypes, e.g. in the responses of Arabidopsis to the
environment.
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OF THIS THESIS

The aim of the research described in this thesis was to dissect the regulation
of environmental responses in Arabidopsis by applying genetical genomics,
the quantitative analysis of gene expression.
Chapter 2 describes the effect of the different genetic backgrounds on
genome-wide gene expression levels in Arabidopsis. Variation in gene
expression, observed in RILs from the parental accessions Landsberg erecta
(Ler) and Cape Verde Islands (Cvi), was used as a quantitative trait to
identify the underlying genomic loci. This genetical genomics study identified
regulatory loci for gene expression (eQTLs) that were used to construct a
genetic regulatory network for flowering time.
An extended approach to build such a network is described in chapter 3.
Here the genome-wide expression QTLs were combined with microarray
analysis of an Arabidopsis single mutant to unravel the genetic regulatory
network downstream of a master regulator, the RLK ERECTA. Part of this
network was found to consist of components involved in disease resistance.
In chapter 4, natural variation in disease development following infection
with the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae was analyzed and further
studied. A major QTL for disease was identified on chromosome 5 that,
besides containing a mutant allele of the PRR gene FLS2, could also be linked
to jasmonic acid-mediated responses. Although the eQTLs in chapters 2 and
5 were obtained in healthy plants, they aided in the identification of candidate
regulatory genes affecting symptom development in response to bacterial
infection.
A second genome-wide screen of gene expression on the same Ler/Cvi RILs
is described in chapter 5. Transition of plants to low light conditions was
used to trigger gene expression changes. A major regulatory locus was found
as a hotspot in light-affected responses and further dissected to identify a
candidate master regulator. In addition, comparison of the two genetical
genomics experiments revealed extensive plasticity in the regulation of gene
expression.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summarizing discussion of the results.
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ABSTRACT
Accessions of a plant species can show considerable genetic differences that
are effectively analyzed using Recombinant Inbred Line (RIL) populations.
Here we describe the results of genome-wide expression variation analysis in
a RIL population of Arabidopsis thaliana. For many genes variation in
expression could be explained by expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTLs).
The nature and consequences of this variation are discussed based on
additional genetic parameters such as heritability and transgression and by
examining the genomic position of eQTLs versus gene position, polymorphism
frequency and gene ontology. Furthermore, we developed a novel approach
for genetic regulatory network construction by combining eQTL mapping and
regulator candidate gene selection. The power of our method was shown in a
case study involving genes associated with flowering time, a well studied
regulatory network in Arabidopsis. Results, revealing clusters of co-regulated
genes and their most likely regulators, were in agreement with published
data and novel relationships could be predicted.
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INTRODUCTION
In analogy to classical traits, quantitative genetic variation is often observed
for transcript levels of genes. Jansen and Nap (2001) therefore introduced
the concept of genetical genomics, where Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL)
analysis is applied to levels of transcript abundance, identifying genomic loci
controlling the observed variation in expression (eQTLs). One of the best
studied organisms with regard to gene expression regulation nowadays is
yeast (Bing & Hoeschele, 2005; Brem & Kruglyak, 2005; Brem et al., 2005;
Brem et al., 2002; Ronald et al., 2005; Storey et al., 2005; Yvert et al.,
2003). However, in recent years several studies have demonstrated the
feasibility of this approach in different organisms and diverse types of
populations (Brem et al., 2002; Bystrykh et al., 2005; DeCook et al., 2006;
Hubner et al., 2005; Morley et al., 2004; Schadt et al., 2003). A logical next
step would be the construction of genetic regulatory networks (Kendziorski &
Wang, 2006), which only a few studies have addressed up to now (Bing &
Hoeschele, 2005; Kliebenstein et al., 2006).
Although many studies on higher eukaryotes suffered from small populations
or only analyzed a subset of genes present on the genome of the organism
under study, the main reason holding back the identification of gene-by-gene
regulation has been the lack of a reliable identification of candidate
regulators. Although powerful in detecting loci controlling the observed
variation for trait values, support intervals of QTLs are still of considerable
width, often covering hundreds of genes. Consequently, the molecular
dissection of quantitative trait regulation is still in its infancy and would
greatly benefit from approaches reducing the number of candidate genes in a
QTL support interval. Promising results have been obtained by combining QTL
analyses of physiological and gene expression traits, based on co-localization
of (e)QTLs (DeCook et al., 2006; Hubner et al., 2005; Wayne & McIntyre,
2002).
However, when expression differences in genes are caused by differences in
expression of their regulator, it is likely that multiple functionally related
genes, which might be members of a common pathway, show correlation in
expression with the regulator, especially when their eQTLs colocate. We
therefore developed a novel approach for the assignment of maximum35
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likelihood regulators by combining QTL analysis of gene expression profiling
and iterative Group Analysis (iGA) (Breitling et al., 2004) of functionally
related genes with coinciding eQTLs. To apply the concept of genetical
genomics to higher plants we analyzed genome-wide gene expression
variation in a large and well studied Recombinant Inbred Line (RIL)
population of Arabidopsis thaliana. We show that for many genes the
variation in transcript level can be explained by genetic factors. By
integrating current knowledge of the genetics of a specific trait, we
demonstrate the construction of genetic regulatory networks, which can serve
to form hypotheses about as-yet-unknown regulatory steps.

RESULTS
Genetic control of gene expression in plants is highly complex
To determine the effect of genetic factors involved in the regulation of
expression we analyzed genome-wide gene expression in the parents and a
RIL population of a cross between the distinct accessions Landsberg erecta
(Ler) and Cape Verde Islands (Cvi) consisting of 160 lines (Alonso-Blanco et
al., 1998b). Transcript levels of 24065 genes were analyzed by DNA
microarrays of which 922 showed significant differential expression between
the parents (P<2.5x10-3; false discovery rate (fdr)=0.05). Subsequent
mapping resulted in 4523 eQTLs detected for 4066 genes (P<5.29x10-5;
fdr=0.05, corresponding to a q value of 0.01 (Storey & Tibshirani, 2003)).
Because the microarray probe set was designed on the sequenced accession
Columbia (Col), we performed hybridizations of genomic DNA of the parental
lines and found relatively few hybridization differences (Supplemental Table
1). However, the low power to detect differences, due to the small number of
replicates, might have led to an under estimation as indicated by other
studies (Borevitz, 2006).
Heritability values calculated from the parental data and the RIL population
reached a median value of 28.6% and 74.7% respectively (Supplemental
Figures 1 and 2), which is in agreement with the discrepancy between the
number of differentially expressed and mapped genes (i.e. genes for which
an eQTL was found).
Although the fraction of mapped genes increased with higher heritability
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values, for many genes showing high heritability no eQTL could be
significantly detected (Supplemental Figure 3). These findings suggest that
the regulation of expression of many genes is controlled by multiple eQTLs, of
which many might not have passed the significance test due to their small
effect. Likewise, only 65.6% of the genes differentially expressed between
the parents could be mapped. However for 15.0% of the genes for which the
parents did not show a significant difference in expression levels, eQTLs could
be detected. These observations and the much lower heritabilities calculated
from the parental data, compared to those from the RIL population, indicate
that eQTLs for a given gene might exert opposite additive effects leading to a
balanced expression in the parents but a transgressive expression pattern
among the segregants of the population. To determine this we tested each
gene for significant transgression and found significant transgression of
expression for 10849 genes (45.1%). No relationship was found between the
number of mapped genes and transgression (Supplemental Figure 4).
These data indicate that the regulation of gene expression in plants is largely
under genetic control but is highly complex because of the involvement of
multiple genes.

Distribution of eQTLs identifies regulatory hot spots
To characterize in more detail the genes whose expression showed significant
linkage, we determined several features. We first analyzed the distribution of
eQTLs along the genome of Arabidopsis and found a number of genomic
regions containing numbers of eQTL significantly deviating from what can be
expected by chance, as determined by permutation tests (Supplemental
Figure 5). These hot spots may reflect local gene-dense regions, in contrast
to cold spots, which may reflect low-gene-density regions like centromers.
Alternatively, hot spots may contain master regulators: genes controlling the
expression of many other genes. The large number of genes mapping to the
ERECTA gene, which was included as a phenotypic marker, illustrate this
finding. Because 176 genes mapped to the ERECTA marker, this locus was
considered to be an eQTL hot spot. Polymorphisms in ERECTA, a receptor
protein kinase (Torii et al., 1996), are well known for their pleiotropic effect
on many traits, including morphological differences (Koornneef et al., 2004).
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Distant gene expression regulation occurs more frequently but local
regulation is stronger
Genomic differences responsible for eQTLs either occur in regulatory genes
affecting the transcript level of other genes (trans-regulation) or in the genes
encoding the mRNA for which the eQTL was found (cis-regulation) (Rockman
& Kruglyak, 2006). To compare the position of genes and their eQTLs we
anchored the genetic to the physical map and found an almost linear genome
-wide relation of 4.1 cM per Mbp (Supplemental Figure 6). When the position
of each eQTL was plotted against the position of the gene for which that eQTL
was found, a strong enrichment along the diagonal of the graph was
observed (Figure 1). This enrichment indicates that many genes, of which the
majority are expected to be cis-regulated, map to their own physical position
(Ronald et al., 2005). To quantify this result we defined local/distant
regulation in terms of positional coincidence of genes and their accompanying
eQTL(s). Of 4066 mapped genes, 1875 (46.1%) colocated with the support
interval of one of their eQTLs, corresponding to a region consistent with max
{-Log10P}-1.5 (where P expresses the significance of association (Keurentjes
et al., 2006)), and were therefore classified as locally regulated. Genes

Figure 1: Distribution of mapped genes versus the position of their
accompanying eQTL. Positions of detected eQTL are plotted against the position
of the gene for which that eQTL was found. Chromosomal borders are depicted
as horizontal and vertical lines.
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outside such intervals (1958; 48.1%) were classified as distantly regulated. A
minor number of 198 genes (4.9%) with multiple QTLs showed both local and
distant regulation, whereas the physical position of 35 genes (0.9%) was
unknown (Supplemental Table 2). Because cis-regulation is often much
stronger than trans-regulation (Bing & Hoeschele, 2005), as also indicated by
the median –Log10P values of 7.1 and 5.3 and the median explained variance
of 30.3% and 22.6% for local and distant eQTLs respectively, the ratio of
detected local versus distant eQTL depends on the applied significance
threshold (Hubner et al., 2005; Morley et al., 2004; Schadt et al., 2003). The
stringent threshold applied here, corrected for multiple testing, might
therefore have underestimated distant regulation. When the threshold was
decreased from 5.29x10-5 to 6.5x10-4 (fdr=0.25, q=0.05), 7604 transcripts
showed at least one linkage, with 2167 (28.5%) being locally regulated, 4587
(60.3%) being distantly regulated and 794 (10.4%) being both locally and
distantly regulated. Based on their P value distributions (Storey & Tibshirani,
2003), the overall proportions of locally and distantly regulated genes were
estimated at 40.5% and 15.3% respectively. A second parameter affecting
the assignment of locally versus distantly regulated transcripts is the setting
of the eQTL support interval. However, when a wider interval of max{–
Log10P}-2.0 was used at P<5.29x10-5, results were similar with 2007
(49.4%), 1832 (45.1%) and 192 (4.7%) genes classified as locally, distantly
and both locally and distantly regulated respectively.

Local regulation correlates with SNP frequency and is less frequent in
regulatory genes
To determine whether a relationship exists between SNP or gene density and
the number of mapped genes we performed a sliding-window regression
analysis. A strong correlation was observed between gene density and the
number of locally and distantly regulated genes (r2=0.88, P<0.0001 and
r2=0.91, P<0.0001, respectively) (Supplemental Figure 7). A weaker but
significant correlation was also found between gene and SNP frequency
(r2=0.34, P<0.0001). Even when the number of mapped genes in a window
was corrected for gene density, a significant correlation was still found
between SNP frequency and the number of locally regulated genes (r2=0.32,
39
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P<0.0001), although incidental differences in hybridization efficiency might
have contributed to an overestimation. Such a relationship was not found for
distantly regulated genes (r2=-0.003, P=0.89) (Supplemental Figure 7).
To assess if there was a functional enrichment for genes whose variation in
expression could be genetically explained, we computed the proportion of
these genes for each Gene Ontology (GO) molecular function and biological
process category (TAIR website; www.arabidopsis.org) (Supplemental Figure
8). Genes involved in regulatory processes showed significantly less
genetically explainable variation in expression (Al-Shahrour et al., 2004)
(Supplemental Table 3). However, small changes in expression level, which
may be more frequent in regulatory genes, are more difficult to detect but
can nevertheless be very relevant from a biological point of view, resulting in
large changes in expression of target genes. Furthermore, many regulatory
genes often display pleiotropic effects. A change in expression of such key
regulators can affect the expression of many more target genes, which may
skew the distribution of differently expressed genes in favor of classes
containing predominantly target genes.
Interestingly, when these analyses were performed separately for locally and
distantly regulated genes, regulatory categories showed a comparable
proportion of distantly regulated genes with other classes but a much smaller
proportion of locally regulated genes (Supplemental Figure 8). Comparing
locally to distantly regulated genes (Al-Shahrour et al., 2004) resulted in
significant overrepresentation of distantly regulated genes in ten GO
biological process categories, all involved in regulation (Supplemental Table
4). This finding agrees with the general assumption that regulatory genes are
much stronger conserved than other genes because of their often pleiotropic
effects.

A dual approach for the construction of regulatory networks reveals
novel regulatory steps for flowering time
Genetic regulatory networks consist of a collection of genes, which are
interconnected because one gene regulates the transcription of another
directly or indirectly. The analysis of gene expression in a mapping population
can greatly enhance the construction of such networks. If an eQTL results
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from differences in expression of a regulator this regulator is likely to show
correlation in expression levels with the gene that mapped to its position
(Bing & Hoeschele, 2005). Multiple genes involved in the same biological
process mapping to the same position indicates that many of them might be
under the control of the same gene. We reasoned that the best candidate
within an eQTL interval is the gene whose expression best correlates with
multiple genes mapping to the position of that gene. We therefore combined
expression trait profiling with eQTL mapping, gene annotation and extended
iGA (Breitling et al., 2004) to sort candidate regulators based on their PC
(Possibility of Change) value, which tells how likely a given regulator is to
observe a strong correlation with multiple members of a selected group of
genes. This approach enabled us to drastically narrow down the number of
candidate genes in an eQTL interval and select the best candidate for the
construction of genetic regulatory networks. However due to coincidental
genetic linkage of regulators, independently regulated genes may show a
high correlation in expression. This potential source of false candidate
assignment is especially prone to hot spots of locally regulated genes.
To verify our approach we focused on one of the best studied and most
complete genetic regulatory networks available in plants: the regulation of
flowering in Arabidopsis. Flowering time is highly variable between accessions
of Arabidopsis (Koornneef et al., 2004). Variation in flowering time also exists
between Ler and Cvi, and several studies have reported QTLs for this trait
(Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998a; Juenger et al., 2005; Ungerer et al., 2002).
Although flowering starts much later, the expression of genes that indicate
commitment to flowering are already apparent at very early stage and find
their transcription peak in the seedling stage (Kobayashi et al., 1999;
Zimmermann et al., 2004). We selected a set of 192 genes known to be
involved in the control of flowering from recent literature (see Supplemental
Table 5 for a full list) and keyword searching in the TAIR database; 175 of
these genes were analyzed in our study. Analysis of their expression level in
the parental accessions assigned 8 of them as being differentially expressed.
However, 83 genes showed at least one eQTL at a genome-wide threshold of
2.23x10-3. We calculated PC values for correlation in expression profiles,
using the group of 83 mapped flower genes and all candidate genes within
41
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their eQTL support intervals. We then selected the genes within the eQTL
support interval of a given flower gene with significant PC values (fdr=0.05)
as candidates for this eQTL (Supplemental Table 5). Regulators were
predicted for 51 genes, whereas for 32 genes no significant PC value was
obtained. Figure 2 shows a network of flower genes and their most likely
regulators. The most significant regulator detected was GIGANTEA (GI) with
a PC value of 1.01x10-12. Thirteen genes mapped to GI, including GI itself,
and all of them contributed to the lowest PC value. GI is the first member of
an output pathway of the circadian clock that controls flowering time and has
been shown to regulate circadian rhythms in Arabidopsis (Mizoguchi et al.,
2005). At the position of GI, a minor flowering-time QTL (Alonso-Blanco et
al., 1998a) and a circadian period length QTL (Michael et al., 2003; Swarup
et al., 1999) were identified, which indicates the physiological consequences
of this complex pattern of gene expression variation. Indeed, many of the

Figure 2: Regulatory network of genes involved in the transition to flowering. Flower
genes (green dots) are connected to their most likely regulator (blue dots) by
directional edges. Arrows and bars represent stimulative and repressive regulation
respectively.
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genes, such as CCA1 (see Supplemental Table 5 for details), LHY1, ELF4 and
TOC1, for which GI was identified as their most likely regulator, belong to the
core circadian oscillator (Boss et al., 2004). Others are involved in the
regulation of the circadian clock, such as PCL1, APRR9 and FKF1 (Michael et
al., 2003; Onai & Ishiura, 2005), or play a role in floral transition, such as
ELF7 and the CONSTANS-LIKE family COL1, COL2 and COL9 (Cheng & Wang,
2005; He et al., 2004; Ledger et al., 2001). A second cluster of coregulated
genes is involved in floral repression and mapped to FLG, another major QTL
for flowering time. Where the floral repressors FLC, MAF1, MAF4, MAF5 and
TOE1 (Boss et al., 2004) are up-regulated, the floral promoter CRY2 (Boss et
al., 2004) is down-regulated by this locus, in agreement with findings that
FLC expression negatively correlates with CRY2 (El-Din El-Assal et al., 2003).
In addition to FLG, CRY2 and FLC are major-effect QTLs for flowering time in
the Ler x Cvi population and significant epistasis has been found between
CRY2 and FLC (El-Din El-Assal et al., 2003) and between the FLC region and
the FLG locus (Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998a). Although HUA2 was previously
suggested as a candidate for the FLG locus (Doyle et al., 2005), we did not
identify it as such and found a gene with unknown function (At5g23460) to
be the most likely candidate. Other clusters are predominantly involved in
hormonal pathways (MYB33, ARF6, ARF8, RD29B and SHI) (Mouradov et al.,
2002; Nagpal et al., 2005) and the photoperiod pathway (PIE1, CAM1, PHYE
and ESD4) (Boss et al., 2004; Levy & Dean, 1998) of flowering.
To identify other possible target genes of the most significant regulator (GI),
we calculated the correlation coefficient between the genes of the GI
regulatory cluster and all other genes. Strong correlation was observed for
280 transcripts at an empirical correlation coefficient cutoff of 0.55,
corresponding to a fdr of 9.5x10-5 (Supplemental Table 6). Many of these
genes showed no significant linkage at the position of GI but several
displayed a suggestive QTL. Although correlation can be a result of linked
genetic effect, only 32 locally regulated genes were located within 2.5 Mbp of
GI. The highest correlation coefficient (0.75) was found for a CONSTANSLIKE PROTEIN encoding gene (At1g07050). The long day integrator
CONSTANS (CO) has been shown to be a direct target of GI (Mizoguchi et al.,
2005), although it was not identified as such in our study. Two other genes
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associated with circadian rhythms, APRR5 and WNK1,were detected, and both
showed a suggestive QTL at the position of GI. APRR genes are paralogs of
TOC1 and have been shown to be regulated by the protein kinase WNK1
(Nakamichi et al., 2002). These results suggest that the feedback regulation
of the circadian clock by GI acts, at least partly, through WNK1 and APRR5.

DISCUSSION
Genetic variation in gene expression is abundant and complex
We determined differences in gene expression between two distinct
accessions of Arabidopsis and within a RIL population derived from these
accessions.
Our data suggest that variation in gene expression among genetically
different plants of the same species is for a large part genetically controlled
and highly complex. Although eQTLs were detected for more than 4000
genes, only 922 were differentially expressed between the parents, which
suggests that the expression of many genes is controlled by multiple loci with
opposing effects, avoiding large differences between natural accessions but
generating strong transgression in a segregating population. This suggestion
is supported by the differences in heritability, as calculated from the parental
and population expression analyses. This difference between the two
heritability estimates might have several reasons. First, statistical issues
might bias the outcome of the analyses. False negatives might bias the
number of genes differentially expressed between the parents downwards,
because statistical power was limited to ten replicate measurements of each
parent. On the other hand, false positives due to low signal-to-noise ratios for
low-expressed genes might bias the number of mapped genes upwards.
However, most mapped genes had medium-to-high expression levels
(Supplemental Figure 3).
A second and more likely reason why mapped genes were not significantly
different expressed between the parents might be the complex genetic
inheritance of gene expression. Illustrating this finding is that although the
median heritability of mapped genes was 82.4%, only a median 28.4% of the
variation observed for mapped genes could be explained by significant eQTLs.
Furthermore, although the proportion of mapped genes increased with higher
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heritability values, many genes with a high heritability could not be mapped
significantly. Together with the strong transgression observed for many
genes, these data imply, that regulation of expression often occurs through
the added effect of numerous small effect loci, each of which fail to pass the
significance threshold.
Because two color arrays were used in this study, a dye effect can be
expected in subsequent analyses. In our experiment, dye effect was
controlled and corrected at two levels. At the level of the experimental design
we balanced the dye effect between two alleles by optimizing for the number
of Ler-Cvi and Cvi-Ler comparisons at each marker position (Fu & Jansen,
2006). At the analysis level we included the gene-specific differential effect
between the two dyes in the QTL analysis model (Dobbin et al., 2005).

Molecular background of expression variation
Factors ranging from abiotic external influences to direct active control of
transcriptional activity influence the level of transcript abundance of a given
gene. Here, we focused on genetic factors contributing to whole-genome
transcript levels. Our data showed that genes whose transcript variation
could be mapped are not equally distributed over the Arabidopsis genome.
Although a strong correlation between the total number of genes per unit of
chromosome and those that could be mapped was observed, other
explanations, such as differences in chromatin structure or SNP frequency,
cannot be excluded. The correlation observed between SNP frequency and
the proportion of mapped genes illustrates this result.
Anchoring of the genetic map enabled us to define local versus distant
regulation. Although, in general, local regulation seems stronger, distant
regulation occurs more frequently. This distant regulation was demonstrated
by decreasing the significance threshold; only a minor number of additional
locally regulated genes were detected, whereas the number of distantly
regulated genes increased > 2-fold. Because the vast majority of genes
showing local linkage are expected to be cis-regulated (Ronald et al., 2005),
this difference in increase can be explained by the direct influence of cispolymorphisms on expression, whereas trans-polymorphisms exert their
effect indirectly through a change in expression or coding sequence of a
45
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second gene. Taking together the strong transgression observed for many
genes and the number of distantly versus locally regulated genes, it is
conceivable that many cis-regulated genes exert pleiotropic effects on the
expression of other genes and are causal for many of the eQTLs acting in
trans.

Regulatory networks
For many biological processes, the genes contributing to a certain phenotype
are often well known. However, in many cases, little is known about the
regulation and interaction of these genes. We combined expression
information with eQTL mapping, gene annotation and iGA to identify likely
regulators. This approach enabled the construction of maximum-likelihood
genetic regulatory networks from a genome-wide genetical genomics
experiment. A case study using genes involved in the well known process of
transition from a vegetative state to a flowering state confirmed many of the
interactions identified previously. Moreover, numerous interactions that can
serve to form hypotheses for future studies were predicted . It must be
noted, however, that analyses were performed on data from a single time
point. It is not unlikely that regulation occurs differently at other
developmental stages or diurnal phase or organ, specifically. Especially for
pathways influenced by the circadian clock, such as flowering time,
expression differences at one time point can be caused by differences in
circadian phase (Michael et al., 2003; Darrah et al., 2006). Accuracy and
reliability would therefore benefit from gene expression analysis at multiple
developmental stages and time points. Nevertheless, confidence in the
followed approach was gained, because many functionally related genes
grouped together indicating common and simultaneous regulation. We
assigned the gene with the lowest PC value as the most likely candidate
responsible for this regulation although other genes with significant PC values
can not be ruled out a priori. Subsequent in-depth analysis should be
performed to unambiguously identify genes underlying eQTLs, but the
number of candidate genes decreased substantially with the described
method.
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METHODS

Plant material and tissue collection
Aerial parts of seedlings from the accessions Ler and Cvi and a population of
160 recombinant inbred lines derived from a cross between these parents
(Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998b; Keurentjes et al., 2006) were grown and
collected as described previously (Keurentjes et al., 2006).

Linkage map construction and anchoring to the physical map
Genotype data for the Ler x Cvi population individuals are available at http:/
nasc.nott.ac.uk/. The genetic map was constructed from a subset of the
markers available with a few new markers added. The computer program
JOINMAP 4 (van Ooijen, 2006) was used for the calculation of linkage groups
and genetic distances. In total 144 markers were used with an average
spacing of 3.5 cM, the largest distance between two markers comprised 10.8
cM.
To anchor the genetic map to the physical map of Arabidopsis the total set of
291 available markers was analyzed. First a genetic map was constructed
comprising all 291 markers. Physical positions of molecular PCR markers
were obtained from The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR release 6.0;
www.arabidopsis.org). Sequences of AFLP markers were obtained by in silico
amplification of Col markers which were polymorphic between Ler and Cvi
(Peters et al., 2001) or by sequencing fragments polymorphic between Ler
and Cvi but absent in Col. The retrieved marker sequences were then blasted
against the completely sequenced Col genome and center positions of
positive hits were taken as the physical position. Physical positions could be
established for 179 markers, positions of remaining markers were inferred
from interpolation using the closest nearby markers for which a physical
position was known. The largest gap between two markers with confirmed
physical position comprised 3.5 Mb corresponding to a genetic distance of
approximately 15 cM.
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Sample preparation
Total RNA of each line was isolated from two biological replicates by using
phenol:chloroform extraction (Jones et al., 1985). Extracts were then
combined and purified with RNeasy (Qiagen, Valencia, U.S.A), amplified with
the MessageAmp aRNA kit (Ambion, Austin U.S.A), with incorporation of 5-(3
-aminoallyl)-UTP and labeled with Cy3 or Cy5 mono-reactive dye (Amersham,
Piscataway, U.S.A.). All RNA products were purified using the Rneasy kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, U.S.A). Labeled RNA was fragmented for 15 minutes
before hybridization (Ambion, Austin, U.S.A fragmentation reagent).

Microarray analyses
Arabidopsis DNA microarrays were provided by the Galbraith laboratory
(University of Arizona, Tucson, U.S.A) and were produced from a set of 70mer oligonucleotides representing 24,065 unique genes (Array-Ready Oligo
Set version 1.0, Qiagen-Operon, Valencia, U.S.A.).
DNA probe immobilization and hybridization was performed according to
instructions from the Galbraith laboratory. Arrays were scanned using a
ScanArray Express HT (PerkinElmer, Wellesley, U.S.A.) and quantified with
Imagene 6.0 (BioDiscovery, El Segundo, U.S.A.).

Experimental design
Genome-wide gene expression analysis was carried out for Ler and Cvi and a
RIL population derived from a cross between these two accessions. Ten
replicates of the parental lines were compared in direct hybridizations using a
dye swap design. The 160 RILs were analyzed by direct hybridization of two
genetic-distant lines on each array, leading to a total of 80 slides. A novel
distant pair design, which was proposed specifically for genetic studies on
gene expression (Fu & Jansen, 2006) was used. An optimal design was
obtained through simulated annealing, in which pairs of genetic-distant lines
were hybridized to maximize the direct comparisons between two different
alleles at each marker. The numbers of Ler/Cvi and Cvi/Ler comparisons at
each marker were optimized for equal ratio to balance dye effects, and their
total number was optimized for minimal extra variation across other markers.
The observed signal intensities on the arrays were subjected to general
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normalization procedures (Smyth, 2004; Yang et al., 2002). Resulting logsignal intensities and log-ratios between co-hybridized RILs were used for
further analyses.

Statistical analyses
Differential expression of genes between the two parents was tested for
significance. For each gene the p value of a t-test and the corresponding q
values (Storey & Tibshirani, 2003) were computed (Smyth, 2004). The p
value significance threshold was 2.5x10-3 at a q value cutoff of 0.05.
Log-signal intensities of gene expression were used to test for genetic
variance of expression traits. Spot effects were removed by treating it as a
random effect in a linear mixed model.
Heritability of expression in the parental accessions was calculated as follows
(Hegmann & Possidente, 1981):

H P2 =

0.5 × Vg
0.5 × Vg + Ve

where Vg and Ve represent the components of variance among and within
accessions respectively. The factor 0.5 was applied to adjust for the 2 times
over-estimation of additive genetic variance among inbred strains.
Heritability of expression within the RIL population was calculated using the
pooled variance of the parents as an estimate of the within line variance.
2
HRIL
=

VRIL − Ve
VRIL

Where VRIL and Ve are the variance among adjusted expression intensities in
the segregants and the pooled variance within parental measurements
respectively. To prevent overestimation we removed outliers more than three
standard deviations away from the mean values. We discarded 1470 (6.1%)
negative heritability values.
Transgressive segregation was determined in terms of the pooled standard
deviation of the parents (Brem & Kruglyak, 2005). We calculated the number
of RILs, n, whose expression level lay beyond the region ì±2*SD; where ì and
SD are the mean and the standard deviation of parental phenotypic values,
respectively. To determine significance, phenotype values of parents and
segregants were reassigned at random to null parents and segregants for
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each transcript. The number of transgressive individuals, n0, was then
recorded. The total number of transcripts with n0 greater than a given
threshold m represented the genome-wide false positive count at m. The fdr
was computed as the ratio between estimated false positive count at m and
the number of non-permuted transcripts with n>m. Results were averaged
over 20 permutations. The fdr=0.05 cutoff corresponded to m=33.

Multiple QTL analysis
Gene expression in the mapping population was analyzed for significant
eQTLs. For each gene the log-ratios of signal intensities were subjected to
multiple QTL mapping (MQM). Cofactors were selected using a backward
elimination process (Jansen, 1993) (Supplemental information). For every
marker-by-gene combination, the MQM mapping model can then be given by:
mk

y = µ + bk x k + ∑ bi xi
i =1

Where y is the expression ratio of a transcript, µ is the gene-specific
differential effect between Cy3 and Cy5 dyes (characterized as consistent
across samples)
(Dobbin et al., 2005), x denotes the genotype comparison and takes the
following values: 1 for Ler/Cvi, -1 for Cvi/Ler and 0 for Ler/Ler and Cvi/Cvi, b
is the substitution effect, k is the kth marker under study and i denotes the
cofactors from 1 to mk, outside a 30 cM interval of the kth marker. The P
value from a t-test, testing the hypothesis of bk being equal to zero was used
as a measure of significance of the association.
A genome-wide p value threshold of 2.23x10-3 at á=0.05 for a single trait
was estimated by a 10,000 permutation test (Churchill & Doerge, 1994). But
for a study with 24,065 gene transcripts, we controlled the fdr based on the
pool of p values for all markers and all transcripts. Because the p values are
correlated when markers are linked, the fdr increases depending on the
number of markers on a chromosome (Benjamini & Yekutieli, 2005). In our
experiment the maximum number of markers reached 35 (chromosome 5)
and a simulation analysis (not shown) using Storey’s algorithm to control the
fdr (Storey, 2002) at a desired level indeed showed a 4.4 fold increase of the
actual fdr. To account for this we corrected the fdr by a factor 5 and
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calculated the genome-wide p value threshold at Storey’s fdr of 0.01 for all
gene-marker p values to make sure that the real fdr rate is below 0.05
(corrected fdr=0.05). The estimated p-value threshold then corresponded to
5.29x10-5 and this threshold was used as significance threshold for the
detection of eQTL.
Explained variance of detected eQTLs was estimated by fitting expression
ratios by all detected eQTLs and their interactions in a linear model. We used
ANOVA to estimate the fraction of variance explained by each eQTL and eQTL
interactions.

Local and distant regulation
We determined the physical position of each eQTL by anchoring the genetic
map of the Ler x Cvi population to the physical map of the sequenced
accession Col. Support intervals were then calculated by setting left and right
border positions associated with max{–Log10P} -1.5, where P represents the
significance value for linkage (Keurentjes et al., 2006).
The physical position of genes (Tair version 2005.12.8) showing significant
linkage of expression values was then compared with the position of their
respective eQTL(s), a gene was classified as locally regulated when its
position coincided with the support interval and distantly regulated when it
did not.

Distribution of hot spots
eQTL hot spots are shown by the frequency distribution of the number of
significant eQTLs detected. Each eQTL is presented by the marker showing
the most significant linkage. The frequency distribution of eQTL by chance
was empirically estimated by 250 permutations (de Koning & Haley, 2005).
The 95th percentile, corresponding to 43 eQTLs, was used as a confidence
threshold for the occurrence of a hot spot.

Sliding window analyses
All 24065 genes analyzed were positioned on the Arabidopsis physical map,
using the ATG start codon as the start of each gene. Each gene was classified
as locally, distantly or non-regulated. The frequency of the total number of
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genes and the number of locally and distantly regulated genes along each
chromosome was determined in a 5 Mbp sliding window using a 50 Kbp step
size. Polymorphisms between Ler and Cvi in 875 sequenced loci (Nordborg et
al., 2005) were downloaded from the MSQT website (http://
msqt.weigelworld.org) and filtered for unique positions. INDELs were
recorded as a single polymorphism using the physical position of the first
nucleotide difference. A total number of 4032 polymorphisms were subjected
to further analysis. A sliding window analysis for SNP frequency was then
carried out as described above. Observed gene and SNP frequencies per
window were standardized using the genome-wide average and standard
deviation and resulting z-scores were plotted at the physical position of the
center of each window.

Genetic network construction
A group of 83 functionally related genes and their potential regulators were
used for the construction of a genetic regulatory network. All the genes
physically located in an eQTL interval were assigned as a regulator candidate
for the gene for which that eQTL was detected. The candidates were sorted
using iGA (Breitling et al., 2004). We postulated that among all possible
regulators, the best candidates are those that correlate particularly well to a
large number of their potential target genes. For that we calculated all pairwise Spearman rank correlations on expression profiles (80 log-ratios of cohybridized RILs) between each of the 83 functionally related genes and all
potential regulators in their eQTL intervals. These values were then rankordered so that the strongly correlated gene-candidate pairs were at the top
of the list. For each given candidate, we determined the iGA possibility of
change value (PC-value, supplemental information). The PC-value threshold
was Bonferroni adjusted as 0.05/m, where m is the total number of candidate
genes. Any candidate with a significant PC value is a putative regulator and
all genes contributing to this value are putative target genes. We defined the
regulatory relation in terms of the sign of the correlation coefficient. If the
correlation coefficient is negative regulation is repressive, otherwise it is
stimulative.
Potential target genes outside the initial group of functionally related genes
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were identified using expression trait correlations (Lan et al., 2006). For that,
we used the regulators and target genes obtained from the iGA study as seed
transcripts. We then split the log-ratio gene expression profile matrix (axb)
into two parts: a1xb and a2xb, where a is the total number of gene transcripts
(a=24,065 in our case); a1 is the number of seed transcripts; a2 is the
number of other genes (a1+a2=a) and b is the number of arrays (b=80 in our
case). We then computed the Spearman correlation coefficient and its
corresponding p value between each a1 seed gene and a2 transcript. A 95
percentile empirical threshold (r=0.55) and its corresponding FDR (Storey &
Tibshirani, 2003) (FDR=9.5x10-5) were estimated by performing 1,000
permutations.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Genomic DNA hybridizations
We determined variation in gene expression between two distinct accessions of
Arabidopsis as well as within a RIL population derived from these accessions.
However, the microarray probe set was designed on the sequenced accession
Columbia (Col) and signal intensity ratios might therefore be affected by
hybridization differences due to DNA polymorphisms between Col, Ler and Cvi. We
therefore assessed this effect by hybridizing genomic DNA of the parental accessions.
Genomic DNA was isolated with CTAB-buffer (100 mM Tris-Cl, 20 mM EDTA, 1.4 M
NaCl, 2% (w/v) CTAB, 1% (w/v) PVP-40, 2% (v/v) b-mercaptoethanol) followed by
phenol:chloroform extraction and subsequently sheared in a nebulizer (Invitrogen,
Valencia, U.S.A.) according to the manufacturers protocol. Ten µg of genomic DNA
was nebulized in 750 µl shearing buffer for 90 seconds at 10 psi. Four µg of each
DNA sample was amplified and labeled with the BioPrime Plus Array CGH Indirect
Genomic Labeling System (Invitrogen, Valencia, U.S.A.). DNA probe immobilization
was performed according to instructions from the Galbraith laboratory (http://
ag.arizona.edu/microarray/). DNA microarrays were three times rehydrated over a
50°C water bath for 10 sec and snap dried on a 70 °C heat block, followed by UV
cross-linking (140 mJ). Four µg of each labeled DNA sample was combined with 2´
hybridization buffer (50% formamide, 10´ SSC and 0.2% SDS) and denatured for
five minutes at 70 °C. Samples were hybridized to the slides for 12-18 hours in
hybridization chambers at 42 °C. Washes were performed at room temperature in 1´
SSC/0.1% SDS, 0.2´ SSC/0.1% SDS and 0.2´ SSC respectively. Arrays were
scanned using a ScanArray Express HT (PerkinElmer, Wellesley, U.S.A.) and
quantified with Imagene 6.0 (BioDiscovery, El Segundo, U.S.A.).
A comparison on 4 microarrays, including a dye swap, yielded no significant
differential hybridization between the 2 genomes (q<0.05).
Alternatively we used CGH-Plotter, which has been designed to identify the deletion
or amplification of groups of genes by applying k-means clustering and dynamic
programming (Autio et al., 2003). Nineteen differentially hybridizing regions were
identified containing 148 genes (Supplemental Table 3). The larger regions are
located on chromosome 3 (genes At3g42240 to At3g42570) and chromosome 4
(genes At4g16830 to At4g17450) and comprise numerous retrotransposon and
transposase family members, as well as disease resistance genes and their
homologs. Only 10 of the 148 genes are also differentially expressed between the
parental accessions (1.2% of 855 differentially expressed genes) and 26 (0.65 % of
4066) showed an expression QTL with no enrichment for locally regulated genes. We
therefore conclude that hybridization effects due to genomic polymorphisms only
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have a minor effect on gene expression analysis as was also concluded by
Kliebenstein et al. (2006).

Automatic co-factor selection
In the MQM mapping, the cofactors were selected using backward elimination
process. A total of 55 evenly distributed markers with an average distance of 9.2 cM
were pre-selected as initial cofactors. We then fitted the observed expression data to
m

y = µ + ∑ bi xi
a model

i =1

, where y is the log-ratio of signal intensities, xi is the

genotype comparison at the ith cofactor (i=1,..,55), taking values 1 for Cvi/Ler, -1 for
Ler/Cvi and 0 for Ler/Ler and Cvi/Cvi and bi is the substitution effect for the ith
cofactor. This model was called a full model, which is an unbiased estimate of the
noise, not suffering from overfitting. We then conducted an ANOVA test to compute
the F and p values for explained variation by each factor, the estimate of residual
variance (Vfull) and the residual degree of freedom (dffull). Of all F statistics not
significant at 99.9% confidence (P<0.001) with 1, dffull degrees of freedom, the factor
with the lowest F value was eliminated from the model. ANOVA analysis on this
reduced model re-computed the F values for explained variance by remaining factors
and the residual variance (Vred). The F values in reduced models were adjusted by a
factor Vred/Vfull and then these corrected F values could be analyzed using the same
cutoff as in the full model. This backward elimination process was repeated until all
remaining markers were significant (P<0.001) and the number of remaining
cofactors was smaller than 10 because we would not expect the number of QTL for a
single transcript to exceed 10. In the QTL mapping procedure, these remaining
markers were used as cofactors for QTL detection.

Genetic regulatory network construction
Combining expression trait correlations and expression quantitative trait locus
mapping has been used to increase the power of identifying the candidate regulator
gene or novel target genes. Bing and Hoeschele (2005) computed the Spearman
rank correlation coefficient between the expression profiles of genes in an eQTL
region and the profile of the gene mapped to that region. At least one candidate was
retained with a significant and highest correlation coefficient. However, the gene
affected by an eQTL region and all locally regulated genes in this eQTL region are
probably co-expressed due to a linked genetic effect. The true regulator may be
among the top list but not always the top one. To improve the reliability in predicting
regulators, especially for those master regulators with a pleiotropic effect, we
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considered the function-related genes in a group. We made an assumption that the
function-related genes mapping to the same eQTL region are likely to have one and
the same regulator in that region. The most likely candidate is the one who best
correlates to the whole group. Another reason for starting with subsets of functionrelated genes is that genome-wide studies always have to face the conflict between
the power of detection (in favor of less stringent threshold) and the control of FDR (in
favor of stringent threshold). The function-related gene can be selected by different
ways based on, e.g., gene family, keywords or GO terms. To illustrate our method,
we first consider the gene regulatory network for flower genes as an example. Flower
genes here are defined as the genes annotated with keywords “circadian rhythm”,
“flower development” or “photoreceptor” in the TAIR database. This initial subset was
complemented with literature mining (Ausin et al., 2005; Ausin et al., 2004; Baurle &
Dean, 2006; Boss et al., 2004; Edwards et al., 2005; Hayama & Coupland, 2003;
Imaizumi et al., 2005; Kevei et al., 2006; Kobayashi et al., 1999; Komeda, 2004;
Levy & Dean, 1998b; Levy & Dean, 1998a; McClung, 2006; Michael et al., 2003;
Mizoguchi et al., 2005; Mouradov et al., 2002; Parcy, 2005; Simpson et al., 1999;
Simpson & Dean, 2002; Swarup et al., 1999; Yanovsky & Kay, 2003). The final set
contained 192 genes, 175 of which were measured in our experiments. A total of 83
genes showed significant linkage at the genome-wide threshold of p-value 2.23x10-3.
The eQTL support intervals of each mapped gene were determined by setting left
anad right border positions associated with max{-log10P}-1.5. The regulator
candidates are the genes physically located in the eQTL intervals. The candidates
were sorted using iterative group analysis (iGA), which was initially proposed to
identify the functional classes of genes that are significantly changed in a microarray
experiment (Breitling et al., 2004). We postulated that among all possible regulators,
the best candidates are those that correlate particularly well to a large number of
their potential target genes. We calculated all pair-wise Spearman rank correlations
on expression profiles (80 log-ratios of co-hybridized RILs) between each of the 83
mapped flower genes and all potential regulators in their eQTL intervals. The number
of potential regulators is yi (i=1,…,83) for the ith flower gene and the total number of
correlation coefficients (

∑y

i

) is 105,899, with 23,306 potential candidate genes.

These values were then rank-ordered so that the strongly correlated gene-candidate
pairs were at the top of the list. We moved along the rank list of all correlation
coefficients from top to bottom, counting the genes mapped to one given candidate
regulator, and each time we encountered a new member we asked: How likely is it to
observe this many members of this given candidate that high up in the list by
chance. This probability (p-value) is exactly:
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 t  n − t 



z − 1 x − z + 1

p( z, n, t , x) = p( z − 1, n, t , x) −
n
 
 x

;

p(0, n, t , x) = 1

,

where n is the total number of correlation coefficients (n took value 105,899 in the
case of flower genes), x is the total number of flower genes mapping to a given

 x
 
 y  indicates the
candidate gene, and t is the rank of the zth member. The notation
binomial coefficient, i.e. the number of ways of picking y unordered items from a list
of x items. By this way, we got a vector of p-values associated with the co-mapped
flower genes for each candidate regulator. For each given candidate, we determined
the position, z, in the vector that yielded the smallest p-value, and assigned this
value as the iGA possibility of change value (PC-value) of this given candidate gene.
Then the top z co-mapping flower genes made a contribution to this PC value. The PC
-value threshold was 2.15x10-6, Bonferroni adjusted as 0.05/m, where m is the total
number of candidate genes. Any candidate with a significant PC value can be a
putative regulator and the flower genes contributing to this PC value are its potential
target genes. We retained the regulator with the lowest PC value and defined the
regulatory relation in terms of the sign of the correlation coefficient. If the correlation
coefficient is negative, regulation is repressive, otherwise it is activating.
We started with a subset of known function-related genes, i.e. 192 flower genes. This
is a knowledge-driven selection. The next natural step is to find whether there are
any novel genes co-mapping with this functional class or co-regulated if linkage was
not significant. A method proposed by Lan et al. (2006) was used. Instead of finding
seed transcripts by clustering QTL profiles, we used the regulators and target genes
obtained from iGA study as seed transcripts. The log-ratio gene expression profile
matrix (axb) was then split into two parts: one is the a1xb matrix for seed
transcripts; the other is the a2xb matrix for other genes, where a is the total number
of gene transcripts (a=24,065 in our case); a1 is the number of seed transcripts; a2 is
the number of other genes (a1+a2=a); b is the number of arrays (b is 80 in our
case). We computed the Spearman correlation coefficient and its corresponding p
value for each a1 seed gene with each a2 transcript. A permutation test was used to
compute an empirical threshold and estimate its corresponding fdr (Storey &
Tibshirani, 2003). For that we randomly permutated the b columns in the seed
transcripts matrix. Therefore, the correlations between seed transcripts and other
genes were interrupted but the correlation structures within these two sets were
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intact. The correlation coefficients were computed as described above and the
highest absolute coefficient was recorded. The process was repeated 1000 times and
the 95 percentile of the rank-ordered coefficients generated an empirical threshold.
The transcripts passing this threshold were potential novel target genes.
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Supplemental Figure 1: Frequency distribution of heritability values of gene expression in a
microarray comparison of the parents. Black and grey bars represent the number of genes that
could and could not be mapped respectively. The solid line depicts the number of mapped
genes as a proportion of the total number of genes for a given heritability class.

Supplemental Figure 2: Frequency distribution of heritability values of gene expression in a
microarray analysis of the Cvi x Ler RIL population. Black and grey bars represent the number
of genes that could and could not be mapped respectively. The solid line depicts the number of
mapped genes as a proportion of the total number of genes for a given heritability class.
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Supplemental Figure 3: Frequency distribution of the mean expression level of analyzed
genes in the RIL population. Black and grey bars represent the number of genes that could and
could not be mapped respectively. The solid line depicts the number of mapped genes as a
proportion of the total number of genes for a given class.

Supplemental Figure 4: Diagram of the number of genes showing linkage and transgression.
Circles are proportional to the number of genes, representing respectively, the total number of
genes analyzed (solid line; 24,065), the number of genes whose expression showed significant
linkage (dotted line; 4,066) and the number of genes whose expression showed transgressive
segregation (dashed line; 10,849).
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Supplemental Figure 5: Genomic distribution of eQTLs. Bars represent the number of distant
(grey) and local (black) eQTLs detected at each marker position. Each eQTL was positioned at
its best controlling marker. The dashed horizontal line represents the significance threshold
value for defining a hot spot. Grey vertical lines depict chromosomal borders.

Supplemental Figure 6: Relationship between genetic and physical positions on the
Arabidopsis genome. Horizontal and vertical grey lines represent chromosomal borders. The
diagonal grey line depicts the average relation based on regression analysis.
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Supplemental Figure 7: Relation between gene and SNP frequency and the number of
mapped genes. The upper panel shows the relation between gene frequency and the number
of mapped genes, divided in locally and distantly regulated genes. The lower panel shows the
relation between SNP frequency and the number of mapped genes, divided in locally and
distantly regulated genes, corrected for gene density.
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Supplemental Figure 8: Frequency distribution of the proportion of mapped genes versus
function. Panel A: proportion of genes that could be mapped in different functional classes.
Panel B: proportion of genes that could be mapped in different classes of molecular function.
Bottom (dark), middle (light) and top (intermediate grey) bars represent local, distant and
both local and distant regulation.
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Supplemental Table 1: Differentially hybridizing regions and differentially expressed or
mapped genes within these regions. The second through seventh columns represent,
respectively, the predicted type of genomic difference; the number of genes present in each
region; the DNA hybridization ratio (Cvi/Ler) of the region; the genes within each region that
are differentially expressed or could be mapped; the RNA log ratio (Cvi/Ler) of differentially
expressed genes; and the type of eQTL detected for the listed genes.
Region
1

Type
Deletion

Number

DNA Ratio

4

0.57

2

Deletion

2

3

Deletion

3

0.58

4

Deletion

13

0.83

Deletion

6

Deletion

3

0.72

7

Amplicon

2

5.36

8

Amplicon

4

1.92

9

Amplicon

2

2.31

10

Amplicon

32

1.24

Deletion

55

Log RNA ratio

eQTL

At1g27540

1.65

Cis

At1g27560

1.27

Cis

0.53

5

11

2

Gene ID

At2g04690

Cis

At2g04700

0.60

At2g04795

0.31

Trans

0.54

0.92

At3g42320

Trans

At3g42400

Trans

At3g42430

Trans

At3g42460

Trans

At4g16830

-0.49

Cis

At4g16840

Trans

At4g16860

Cis

At4g16930

0.91

At4g16940
At4g16950

Cis
Cis

0.67

Cis

At4g17000

Cis

At4g17030

Trans

At4g17050

Cis

At4g17070

Trans

At4g17160

Trans

At4g17190

Cis

At4g17240

Cis

At4g17340

0.41

At4g17440

Cis

At4g17460

Trans

12

Amplicon

2

2.40

13

Deletion

2

0.62

14

Amplicon

2

2.67

15

Deletion

2

0.55

At5g05040

0.83

Trans

16

Amplicon

2

2.58

At5g22460

-1.13

Cis/Trans

17

Amplicon

2

6.12

18

Amplicon

2

2.26

19

Deletion

13

0.88

At5g65690
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Supplemental Table 2: Number of genes showing linkage, separated according to the
position of eQTLs relative to the gene. Shown are the number of genes with a single or
multiple eQTL(s) for different significance thresholds (P) and eQTL support intervals (max{Log10P}-x, where x = 1.5 and 2.0 respectively).
Position

Single eQTL

Multiple eQTLs

P<5.29x10-5; max{-Log10P}-1.5
Local

1875

Distant

1752

Local + distant
Unknown

206
198

31

4

P<6.50x10-4; max{-Log10P}-1.5
Local

2167

Distant

3671

Local + distant
Unknown

916
794

45

11

P<5.29x10-5; max{-Log10P}-2.0
Local

2007

Distant

1676

Local + distant
Unknown

156
192

31
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Supplemental Table 3: Gene ontology categories with significantly different proportions of
mapped versus non mapped genes. The second and fourth column represent, for each
category respectively, how many genes could be mapped or not. The third and fifth column
represent, for each category respectively, the proportion of the total number of annotated
genes that could be mapped or not. The sixth column represents, for each category, the P
value of observed differences between mapped and non mapped genes.
GO category

Mapped

Not mapped
P value

Genes

%

Genes

%

regulation of metabolism

193

10.4

1335

16.4

1.83E-08

transcription

198

13.1

1366

20.3

1.83E-08

regulation of nucleobase,

187

12.3

1305

19.4

1.83E-08

190

10.8

1329

16.9

3.38E-08

regulation of cellular process

216

11.0

1422

16.6

5.35E-08

regulation of cellular

216

11.6

1421

17.4

1.01E-07

regulation of transcription

185

15.8

1301

23.9

1.79E-07

regulation of physiological

224

11.4

1438

16.8

2.06E-07

transcription, DNA-dependent

101

8.6

777

14.3

2.18E-05

regulation of transcription,

100

13.5

754

21.6

5.32E-05

337

19.2

1953

24.8

6.93E-05

response to biotic stimulus

157

8.0

432

5.1

2.04E-04

primary metabolism

1024

55.0

4979

61.0

3.39E-04

response to stress

210

10.7

637

7.5

7.64E-04

Biological process

nucleoside, nucleotide and
nucleic acid metabolism
regulation of cellular
metabolism

physiological process

process

DNA-dependent
nucleobase, nucleoside,
nucleotide and nucleic acid
metabolism
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Supplemental Table 3: (continued)
GO category

Mapped

Not mapped

Genes

%

Genes

%

P value

123

6.6

337

4.1

1.66E-03

response to desiccation

8

0.5

2

0.0

5.03E-03

indole derivative biosynthesis

11

1.5

7

0.2

5.24E-03

indole derivative metabolism

11

0.9

7

0.1

5.59E-03

indole and derivative

11

0.7

7

0.1

7.29E-03

biogenic amine metabolism

14

1.2

16

0.3

2.35E-02

response to other organism

112

6.0

329

4.0

2.59E-02

tryptophan metabolism

9

1.2

7

0.2

4.37E-02

indolalkylamine metabolism

9

1.2

7

0.2

4.37E-02

response to toxin

13

0.7

15

0.2

4.66E-02

nucleic acid binding

405

18.0

2380

23.4

1.34E-05

DNA binding

276

13.9

1712

19.2

1.34E-05

transcription factor activity

202

11.6

1322

16.8

1.88E-05

transcription factor activity

202

9.0

1322

13.0

2.65E-05

7

4.2

2

0.2

2.61E-02

intracellular organelle

1365

60.1

6732

64.7

1.97E-02

intracellular membrane-bound

1318

58.0

6481

62.3

4.45E-02

defense response

metabolism

Molecular function

3'(2'),5'-bisphosphate
nucleotidase activity

Cellular component

organelle
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Supplemental Table 4: Gene ontology categories with significantly different proportions of
locally versus distantly regulated genes. The second and fourth column represent, for each
category respectively, how many genes were locally and distantly regulated. The third and fifth
column represent, for each category respectively, the proportion of the total number of
annotated genes that were locally and distantly regulated. The sixth column represents, for
each category, the P value of observed differences between locally and distantly regulated
genes.
GO category

Local

Distant

P value

Genes

%

Genes

%

regulation of cellular process

69

7.6

135

14.4

1.68E-03

regulation of cellular metabolism

58

7.2

120

14.2

1.68E-03

regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic

57

8.2

118

16.1

1.68E-03

regulation of transcription

56

10.4

117

20.7

1.68E-03

regulation of metabolism

59

7.0

121

13.4

2.02E-03

regulation of cellular physiological process

69

8.2

135

15.0

2.02E-03

transcription

63

9.1

123

16.8

2.52E-03

regulation of physiological process

74

8.2

136

14.5

2.99E-03

RNA processing

31

5.7

9

1.6

3.86E-02

transcription, DNA-dependent

29

5.4

65

11.5

3.86E-02

regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent

29

8.6

64

17.9

3.86E-02

64

6.2

125

11.5

1.60E-02

Biological proces

acid metabolism

Molecular function
transcription factor activity

Cellular component
n.s.

Supplemental Table 5: Genes suggested to be involved in the transition from a vegetative
state to flowering and their predicted regulators can be found at www.pnas.org/cgi/content/
full/0610429104/DC1
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Supplemental Table 6: Putative novel target genes for regulation by GIGANTEA. Numbers in
each cell represent correlation coefficients between the putative target genes and GI and the
highest correlation coefficient between the putative target gene and the subset of flower genes
mapping to GI using iGA.
Gene ID

GI

Cluster Gene ID

GI

Cluster Gene ID

GI

Cluster Gene ID

GI

Cluster

At1g01970

-0.32

0.56 At1g48500

-0.59

-0.59 At3g05220

0.66

0.66 At4g28085

0.05

0.58

At1g02700

-0.61

-0.61 At1g48610

-0.62

-0.62 At3g06860

0.56

0.56 At4g28620

-0.62

-0.62

At1g02860

0.57

0.57 At1g49720

0.67

0.67 At3g07560

0.55

0.55 At4g29210

0.60

0.60

At1g04440

0.58

0.58 At1g53210

0.60

0.60 At3g07640

0.24

0.55 At4g29220

0.56

0.56

At1g04500

-0.55

-0.55 At1g54955

-0.39

0.63 At3g07960

-0.41

0.56 At4g30210

0.56

0.56

At1g06530

0.53

-0.55 At1g55500

0.61

0.61 At3g09770

0.58

0.58 At4g32340

0.75

0.75

At1g07010

-0.56

-0.57 At1g62280

0.13

0.60 At3g09900

-0.39

-0.59 At4g33985

0.57

0.57

At1g07050

0.52

-0.75 At1g62660

0.56

0.56 At3g11830

0.55

0.55 At4g35750

0.58

0.58

At1g08800

0.40

0.57 At1g63530

-0.59

-0.59 At3g16410

0.39

-0.57 At4g36230

0.68

0.68

At1g08960

-0.58

-0.58 At1g63600

-0.57

-0.57 At3g16430

0.48

-0.63 At4g37630

-0.60

-0.60

At1g09420

0.57

0.57 At1g64370

0.50

-0.64 At3g16460

0.60

0.60 At4g39260

0.62

0.62

At1g10200

0.57

0.57 At1g65780

-0.40

0.59 At3g16840

0.56

0.56 At4g39300

-0.56

-0.56

At1g10610

-0.63

-0.63 At1g65960

0.65

0.65 At3g17050

0.62

0.62 At5g01710

0.61

0.61

At1g11595

-0.55

-0.55 At1g66660

-0.38

0.65 At3g19210

-0.45

-0.57 At5g01810

0.59

0.59

At1g11660

-0.42

0.64 At1g67220

-0.57

-0.57 At3g22200

0.63

0.63 At5g01880

-0.32

0.57

At1g12110

0.54

-0.57 At1g67950

-0.40

0.58 At3g22310

0.59

0.59 At5g02890

0.58

0.58

At1g12140

0.59

0.59 At1g69030

0.60

0.60 At3g22440

0.69

0.69 At5g03630

0.27

-0.55

At1g12200

0.58

0.58 At1g69240

0.57

0.57 At3g22620

0.48

0.57 At5g05690

0.57

0.57

At1g13560

-0.21

0.60 At1g70300

0.57

0.57 At3g23670

-0.43

0.59 At5g06640

-0.59

-0.59

At1g15260

-0.45

-0.56 At1g72510

0.60

0.60 At3g23830

0.63

0.63 At5g06980

-0.40

-0.62

At1g15415

-0.50

-0.56 At1g72730

-0.28

0.56 At3g24506

-0.06

0.58 At5g13730

0.52

0.55

At1g15670

0.61

0.61 At1g76590

0.59

0.59 At3g27750

0.55

0.55 At5g15320

-0.56

-0.56

At1g15740

0.62

0.62 At1g78670

0.55

0.55 At3g43020

-0.58

-0.58 At5g16930

0.00

0.56

At1g15880

0.64

0.64 At1g79090

0.58

0.58 At3g44150

-0.13

0.58 At5g17770

0.57

0.57

At1g16140

-0.57

-0.57 At1g79440

0.56

0.56 At3g44950

0.61

0.61 At5g22320

-0.45

0.60

At1g16190

-0.64

-0.64 At1g79510

0.57

0.57 At3g45600

0.55

0.55 At5g24470

0.63

0.63

At1g17130

-0.56

-0.56 At2g01600

0.60

0.60 At3g46970

0.63

0.63 At5g38540

0.58

-0.61

At1g17190

0.56

0.56 At2g04030

-0.13

0.56 At3g47620

0.66

0.66 At5g39270

-0.23

0.58

At1g17250

-0.57

-0.57 At2g10020

0.60

0.60 At3g48100

-0.59

-0.59 At5g42040

-0.33

0.64

At1g17480

-0.19

0.55 At2g14170

0.70

0.70 At3g50660

0.57

0.57 At5g42900

0.51

0.61

At1g17860

0.56

0.56 At2g14610

-0.56

-0.56 At3g51370

0.59

0.59 At5g43320

0.38

0.57

At1g18210

0.75

0.75 At2g18720

-0.55

-0.55 At3g51400

0.56

0.56 At5g43560

0.56

0.56

At1g18270

0.56

0.56 At2g19570

0.29

0.60 At3g53500

0.57

0.57 At5g43760

0.56

0.56
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Supplemental Table 6: (continued)
Gene ID

GI

Cluster Gene ID

GI

Cluster Gene ID

At1g19370

0.69

0.69 At2g19900

-0.39

0.59 At3g53830

-0.60

-0.60 At5g44090

0.45

0.57

At1g20020

0.68

0.68 At2g20040

0.58

0.58 At3g54500

-0.40

-0.58 At5g45800

0.56

0.56

At1g20696

0.75

0.75 At2g20230

0.61

0.61 At3g54830

-0.55

-0.55 At5g47210

0.55

0.55

At1g21100

0.57

0.57 At2g21600

0.55

0.55 At3g55860

0.54

0.56 At5g49840

0.16

0.58

At1g21120

0.63

0.63 At2g22240

-0.52

-0.63 At3g56290

-0.32

-0.58 At5g51105

0.55

0.57

At1g21400

0.72

0.72 At2g22430

0.65

0.65 At3g60890

-0.58

-0.58 At5g51970

0.57

0.57

At1g21610

0.56

0.56 At2g24060

0.62

0.62 At3g61020

0.50

0.60 At5g52040

0.59

0.59

At1g21670

0.66

0.66 At2g24500

0.29

0.58 At3g61950

-0.29

0.59 At5g53140

0.63

0.63

At1g22170

-0.60

-0.60 At2g24620

-0.49

0.58 At3g62330

-0.34

0.56 At5g53350

0.55

-0.58

At1g22400

0.36

0.58 At2g26280

0.59

0.59 At4g00150

-0.55

-0.55 At5g54080

0.57

0.57

At1g22620

0.60

0.60 At2g26340

-0.30

-0.60 At4g00410

0.29

0.58 At5g54170

-0.33

0.57

At1g23040

0.48

0.60 At2g27600

0.31

0.55 At4g00780

0.67

0.67 At5g54760

0.57

0.57

At1g23120

0.62

0.62 At2g28710

-0.26

0.58 At4g04660

-0.57

-0.57 At5g55910

0.56

0.56

At1g23205

0.53

0.64 At2g29630

0.61

0.61 At4g05370

-0.56

-0.56 At5g56000

0.55

0.55

At1g23820

0.61

0.61 At2g30370

-0.43

0.63 At4g08460

0.56

0.56 At5g57110

0.74

0.74

At1g24230

-0.55

-0.56 At2g30390

0.57

0.57 At4g09230

0.59

0.59 At5g57400

-0.08

0.56

At1g24370

-0.58

-0.58 At2g35605

0.61

0.61 At4g09760

0.46

-0.58 At5g57655

0.57

0.57

At1g24909

-0.62

-0.62 At2g36390

0.64

0.64 At4g12310

-0.46

0.56 At5g57710

0.56

0.56

At1g25141

-0.48

0.56 At2g37130

0.59

0.59 At4g12710

0.56

0.56 At5g58450

0.56

0.56

At1g27630

0.63

0.63 At2g37530

-0.59

-0.59 At4g13040

-0.56

-0.56 At5g60540

0.61

0.61

At1g28050

0.19

0.66 At2g37880

-0.55

-0.55 At4g13100

0.55

0.55 At5g61660

0.63

0.63

At1g28060

0.57

0.57 At2g38410

0.55

0.55 At4g13150

0.65

0.65 At5g62010

0.59

0.59

At1g29280

0.58

0.58 At2g39310

0.37

-0.56 At4g14410

0.10

0.55 At5g62440

0.59

0.59

At1g29390

0.33

-0.55 At2g39530

-0.67

-0.67 At4g17080

0.61

0.61 At5g62680

0.56

0.56

At1g29430

-0.37

-0.61 At2g41510

-0.57

-0.57 At4g18870

-0.56

-0.56 At5g64260

0.58

0.58

At1g30690

-0.41

0.59 At2g42180

-0.55

-0.55 At4g19120

0.55

0.55 At5g64270

0.22

0.58

At1g30800

-0.51

0.57 At2g43170

0.61

0.61 At4g20720

0.58

0.58 At5g64430

0.57

0.57

At1g30820

0.57

0.57 At2g43680

0.55

0.55 At4g21940

-0.58

-0.58 At5g64570

0.57

0.57

At1g30850

-0.52

0.57 At2g44420

-0.33

0.58 At4g22020

0.45

0.56 At5g64640

0.57

0.57

At1g31730

.61

0.61 At2g45140

0.57

0.57 At4g23100

0.58

0.58 At5g65670

0.58

0.58

At1g32780

-0.42

0.66 At2g45340

-0.27

-0.57 At4g24180

-0.43

0.61 At5g65730

-0.41

-0.56

At1g34370

0.59

0.59 At2g46030

0.14

0.55 At4g24740

0.58

0.58 At5g66000

-0.48

0.56

At1g35030

0.31

-0.55 At2g46860

-0.48

0.58 At4g24800

-0.40

0.62 At5g66140

-0.59

-0.59

At1g43920

-0.08

0.59 At2g47810

0.64

0.64 At4g25000

0.54

0.55 At5g66160

-0.35

0.59

At1g44674

0.64

0.64 At3g01470

0.61

0.61 At4g25210

-0.38

0.62 At5g66380

-0.55

-0.55

At1g47128

0.64

0.64 At3g01940

0.00

0.64 At4g26730

-0.58

-0.58 At5g66650

0.60

0.60

At1g48010

0.32

0.59 At3g04910

0.56

0.56 At4g27310

-0.25

-0.65 At5g67250

0.64

0.64
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ABSTRACT
Gene expression differences between individuals within a species can be
largely explained by differences in genetic background. The effect of genetic
variants (alleles) of genes on expression can be studied in a multifactorial
way by application of genetical genomics or expression quantitative trait
locus (eQTL) mapping. In this paper we present a strategy to construct
regulatory networks by application of genetical genomics in combination with
transcript profiling of mutants that are disrupted in single genes. We describe
the network identification downstream of the receptor-like kinase ERECTA in
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana). Extending genetical genomics on the
Landsberg erecta/Cape Verde islands (Ler/Cvi) recombinant inbred population
with expression profiling of monogenic mutants enabled the identification of
regulatory networks in the, so far elusive, ERECTA signal transduction
cascade. We provide evidence that ERECTA is the causal gene for the major
hotspot for transcript regulation in the Arabidopsis Ler/Cvi recombinant
inbred population. We further propose additional genetic variation between
Ler and Cvi in loci of the signalling pathway downstream of ERECTA, and
suggest candidate genes underlying these loci. Integration of publicly
available microarray expression data of other monogenic mutants allowed us
to link ERECTA to a downstream MAPK signalling cascade. Our study shows
that microarray data of monogenic mutants can be effectively used in
combination with genetical genomics data to enhance the identification of
genetic regulatory networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Transcript levels of genes can be influenced by many factors, including the
genetic background in which the gene is transcribed. The effects of genetic
variants (alleles) of genes of a given species on transcript levels can be
studied in a multifactorial way by application of genetical genomics (Jansen,
2003). With this method, the level of expression of single genes in individuals
of a segregating population is treated as a quantitative trait for which
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) can be mapped (Jansen and Nap, 2001). These
expression QTLs (or eQTLs) can be identified at a genome-wide scale using
transcript profiling with microarrays. eQTL mapping has been successfully
applied to several model organisms like yeast, maize, C.elegans, mouse,
human (Brem et al., 2002; Yvert et al., 2003; Schadt et al., 2003; Monks et
al., 2004; Li et al., 2006, 2010; Viñuela & Snoek et al., 2010) and recently
also to Arabidopsis thaliana (Keurentjes et al., 2007; West et al., 2007;
Vuylsteke et al., 2005; DeCook et al., 2006).
Because variation in many traits can be explained by differences in
expression of genes (see Alonso-Blanco et al., 2009 and references therein),
genetical genomics can be used as a powerful tool for the identification of
candidate genes for expression and phenotypic QTLs. QTL analysis of gene
expression results in the identification of differentially expressed genes and
the genomic regions contributing to this variation. As these regions often still
contain hundreds of genes it is difficult to establish the causal relationships
between the genes in the QTL support interval (the candidate regulators) and
their potential targets. In contrast, expression profiling of single gene
mutants identifies only genes that are differentially expressed as a result of a
specific mutation. Combining classical physiological QTL analysis with genome
-wide eQTL analyses and targeted expression profiling can therefore greatly
enhance our knowledge about the molecular pathways underlying
quantitative traits (Mehrabian et al., 2005). The power of the application of
genetical genomics in the construction of genetic regulatory networks has
been shown by a number of studies (Keurentjes et al., 2007; Mehrabian et
al., 2005; Li et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2004; Bing and Hoeschele, 2005). Here,
correlations between the expression profiles of genes underlying an eQTL and
the genes affected by the eQTL are analysed to select the most likely
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candidate eQTL genes, e.g. encoding regulatory proteins such as transcription
factors, and directionally link them in a network (Bing and Hoeschele, 2005).
Further refinement of the derived networks can be achieved by incorporating
SNP information of the parental alleles of candidate genes (Mehrabian et al.,
2005; Li et al., 2005) and by using advanced statistical tools, like higherorder correlation analyses and directionality estimates (Mehrabian et al.,
2005; Li et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2004; Breitling et al., 2004).
We have previously described the construction of a genetic regulatory
network for flowering time in Arabidopsis based on the transcript analyses of
a segregating population of recombinant inbred lines (RILs), derived from the
parental accessions Landsberg erecta (Ler) and Cape Verde Islands (Cvi)
(Keurentjes et al., 2007). Furthermore, several regulatory hotspots were
identified of which Erecta was found to be the most effective locus in the RIL
population. More eQTLs mapped to this locus than can be expected by chance
and it was therefore designated a Hotspot for Transcript Regulation. In Ler
this locus contains the mutated ERECTA gene (At2g26330), whereas in Cvi a
functional copy is present. The strong effect of erecta in Ler on the phenotype
makes it an excellent morphological marker, for which it was used in the
construction of the genetic linkage map of the population. The many
pleiotropic effects also make it the prime candidate gene for causing the
hotspot for transcript regulation. The ERECTA protein is a membrane bound
leucine-rich repeat receptor-like Ser/Thr kinase (LRR-RLK) (Torii et al.,
1996), known to regulate developmental processes, hormone signalling and
defense (Llorente et al., 2005; Godiard et al., 2003; van Zanten et al., 2009;
2010). Surprisingly, the regulatory network downstream of ERECTA is still
largely unknown.
Here we describe an extension to the powerful method of dissecting the effect
of a single genetic variant of a regulatory protein on downstream gene
expression. By combining expression profiles of the Arabidopsis erecta
mutant Ler with the multifactorial analysis of gene expression in the Ler/Cvi
RIL population we identified: i. ERECTA-regulated genes in the pleiotropic Ler
mutant, ii, signal transduction components downstream of ERECTA, and iii, a
regulatory network explaining the different classes of ERECTA-regulated
genes. We further show the involvement of MAPK-signalling components
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downstream of ERECTA by exploring available gene expression data on the
corresponding mutants in the MAPK pathway and integrating this information
with the results from the eQTL study. These results will improve our
understanding of the molecular mechanisms of regulation by ERECTA and its
impact on the control of whole plant physiology.

Figure 1: Microarray analysis combined with genetical genomics can reveal signal
transduction components downstream of ERECTA.
(A)

DNA microarray analysis of the monogenic mutant Ler vs LER results in
differentially abundant transcripts (DATs), caused by the erecta mutation
(solid arrow).

(B)

In the Ler/Cvi RILs ERECTA is polymorphic and will affect transcript
abundance, resulting in eQTLs on the Erecta locus. Besides ERECTA many
other genes in this same region are polymorphic and will affect transcript
abundance resulting in eQTLs on the Erecta locus too (dashed arrow).

(C)

Integration of single mutant analysis (differentially abundant transcripts) and
genetical genomics (eQTLs) allows identification of downstream regulators
that are polymorphic between Ler and Cvi. ERECTA affects transcript
abundance of the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts (solid arrows),
resulting in eQTLs on the Erecta locus (dashed arrow 1). Some of these
differentially abundant transcripts are downstream regulators, which have an
eQTL that maps to Erecta, just like the LerLER differentially abundant
transcripts (dashed arrow 2). Transcripts that are affected through these
regulators will have their eQTLs mapped to the physical position of these
regulators, in case they are polymorphic between Ler and Cvi
(dashed arrow 3).
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RESULTS
Identification of the ERECTA-controlled transcription network
The effect of ERECTA on gene expression was determined by analyzing the
differentially abundant transcripts in the mutant Landsberg erecta (Ler)
compared to the wild-type parental accession Landsberg (LER). Since the
phenotypic effect of the erecta mutation in Ler is very pleiotropic, we also
expect this to be reflected at the level of gene expression. To identify the
genes of which expression is potentially controlled by ERECTA we used a
genetical genomics experiment of the Ler/Cvi RIL population that segregates
for the erecta mutation. We then defined ERECTA-regulated genes as having:
i, differentially abundant transcripts between Ler and LER (Figure 1A), and ii,
eQTLs on the Erecta locus in the Ler/Cvi population (Figure 1B).
Transcripts of seedlings of LER and the erecta mutant Ler (grown for 7 days
on MS-medium, the mutant seedlings being slightly shorter but at the same
developmental stage as the wild type seedlings (data not shown)) were
analyzed on DNA microarrays. Of the 24,065 transcripts that can be detected
on the arrays, 2049 (8.5%) were found to be differentially abundant (LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts; false discovery rate (fdr) at 0.05). Of
these differentially abundant transcripts, 1378 transcripts were less and 671
were more abundant in Ler compared to LER.
To identify ERECTA-regulated genes and polymorphic regulators downstream
of ERECTA we combined the data from the single mutant analysis with
expression profiles of 159 Ler/Cvi RILs. These expression profiles were also
generated on 7 day-old seedlings grown under the same conditions and using
the same DNA microarray platform (Keurentjes et al., 2007). In that study,
eQTLs were identified for 4066 genes (fdr at 0.01), which is 17% of the total
number of profiled genes. Of the 2049 LerLER differentially abundant
transcripts, eQTLs were found for 728 genes, which is 36% of the
differentially abundant transcripts. This is a clear and significant enrichment
of the expected frequency of 17% from a random set of transcripts (P = 6e93

), which can be expected from a population segregating for the mutation

that determined the subset of genes (Supplemental Figure 1).
Having observed the overrepresentation of genes with an eQTL in the LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts, we next investigated if their differences in
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transcript abundance mapped to the Erecta locus. The experiments on the
Ler/Cvi RIL population showed that the Erecta locus contained most eQTLs,
and it was therefore called a Hotspot for Transcript Regulation (Keurentjes et
al., 2007) (Figure 2A). For eQTLs that map to this hotspot for transcript
regulation, the gene ERECTA itself is a likely controlling element, as it has a
mutation in Ler. However, because of the poor resolution of QTL analyses no
estimate could be given for the number of eQTLs at this locus that are
actually caused by the ERECTA gene. Of the 4066 genes with an eQTL, a total
of 176 genes (4.3%), have eQTL that map to the Erecta locus. Of these, 140
are distantly and 36 locally regulated. In the set of 728 LerLER differentially
abundant transcripts with an eQTL, 96 genes (13.2%) have eQTL that map to
the Erecta locus, of which 85 are distantly and 11 locally regulated. So,
almost 55% (96 of 176) of the genes with an eQTL on the Erecta locus are

Figure 2: eQTL distributions in the Ler/Cvi recombinant inbred lines (RILs).
(A)

The distribution of eQTLs in all profiled genes. For each marker on the genome
the number of eQTLs is plotted.

(B)

The distribution of eQTLs in the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts
(DATs). Six Hotspots for Transcript Regulation (HTR) can be distinguished.
These significantly over-represented markers are indicated with an asterisk
(p <0.01).
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differentially expressed in Ler compared to LER, which is a strong and
significant enrichment (Supplemental Text 1). This is 31% of the locally-, and
61% of the distantly-regulated genes. These results show that at the Erecta
locus a considerable part of the observed variation in transcript levels in the
RILs is caused by a single genetic polymorphism. Thus, the effect of the
erecta mutation on genome-wide transcript levels is strong and its effects are
clearly detected in a multi-factorial perturbation experiment (Ler/Cvi RIL
analysis).

Polymorphic regulators downstream of ERECTA
Although a strong enrichment was observed not all genes that were
differentially expressed between Ler and LER showed an eQTL at the position
of ERECTA in the analysis of the RIL population. This could be caused by
other polymorphic genes that segregate in the RILs and that strongly affect
the regulation of LerLER differential genes. Prime candidates that could act
downstream of ERECTA are polymorphic- signaling proteins and -transcription
factors. If all genes, encoding these downstream regulators, would be
identical in Ler and Cvi, all LerLER differentially abundant transcripts would
have an eQTL that maps to ERECTA only. However, if one or more of the
downstream regulatory genes are polymorphic between Ler and Cvi, resulting
in differences in transcript levels of their target genes, then part of the
LerLER differentially abundant transcripts will (also) have an eQTL on the
position of the gene encoding such a downstream regulator (Figure 1C).
Combining single mutant expression profiling and multifactorial (Ler/Cvi RILs)
experiments is, therefore, a very useful and powerful method to identify
(polymorphic) regulators downstream of ERECTA and to construct
transcriptional regulatory networks. Of the 728 genes with an eQTL that are
differential in LerLER, only 96 (13%) have eQTL that map to the Erecta locus.
The eQTLs of the remaining 632 (87%) genes might therefore have arisen
from sequence polymorphisms between Ler and Cvi that affect the level of
gene expression downstream in the ERECTA pathway. We examined the
distribution of eQTLs in the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts to
identify the loci containing candidate intermediate regulators. As depicted in
Figure 2B, a total of 6 hotspots for transcript regulation are found for the
genes corresponding to the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts; two
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hotspots for transcript regulation on chromosome 1 and four hotspots for
transcript regulation on chromosome 2, of which one is the Erecta locus.

Overlap in eQTL profiles reveals shared regulation
The result of an eQTL analysis is a significance level (-log (P)) at each
genomic locus tested that indicates the strength of linkage of an expression
trait to these loci. We refer to this genome-wide profile of significance levels
for each gene as an eQTL profile. To identify potential polymorphic
intermediate regulators, that influence the transcript levels of the many
genes that map to the different hotspots for transcript regulation, we
searched for common eQTL profiles in the LerLER differentially abundant
transcripts. If the activity of these regulators is largely regulated through
their transcript levels, a high correlation between the eQTL profiles of these
regulatory genes and their targets (represented in the LerLER differentially
abundant transcripts) can be expected. To find similar patterns in the eQTL
profiles of the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts the data was
analyzed using Self Organizing Maps. One cluster of 643 genes was found
that combined the most prominent pattern (Figure 3A). The mean eQTL
profile of the genes in this cluster (Figure 3B) has a broad eQTL peak on
chromosome 2, which contains Erecta and the 3 other hotspots for transcript
regulation on the same chromosome. Another locus, at the bottom of
chromosome 1, also co-locates with an hotspot for transcript regulation. For
this latter peak, a -log (P) ± 1.5 interval could be defined ranging from
marker 18 (71.9 cM) to 31 (117.4 cM), with the peak at marker 28 (101.6
cM). Thus, the majority of genes differentially expressed between Ler and
LER shows a similar eQTL profile explaining five of the six identified hotspots
for transcript regulation.

Transcription factors regulated by ERECTA
The 643 genes that group in the self organizing map cluster show very similar
eQTL profiles (Figure 3) indicating that their expression level is largely
determined by a similar set of regulatory loci that differ between Ler and Cvi.
Although other receptor- or signaling protein genes could underlie these
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regulatory loci we focused our further analysis on transcription factors (TFs),
which are prime candidates or likely candidates. To investigate the potential
contribution of TFs we examined the 643 genes for overrepresentation of TF
binding sites using the Athena database (O’Connor et al., 2005) that also
provides a statistical significance value using a hypergeometric probability
model. In the 3000 bp regions upstream of the start codon of these genes,
two significantly over represented TF binding sites were found: the
CARCGW8GAT motif present in 497 genes and the W-box present in 550

Figure 3: Clustering eQTL profiles.
(A)

Self organizing map (SOM, 3x3) of the eQTL profiles of LerLER differentially
abundant transcripts (DATs) shows common regions of genetic regulation of
transcript abundance for 643 genes in the bottom left cluster. An indexed –log
(P) score is plotted on the y-axis. The x-axis spans the whole genome.

(B)

Mean eQTL profile of the co-regulated cluster. Average significance of linkage
(-log(P) on the y-axis) is plotted at each marker along the genome (x-axis).
The sign is indicative for the additive effect of the Ler allele on the log-ratio.
The hotspots for transcript regulation (HTR), identified in the LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts (DATs) are indicated by the vertical lines on
chromosome 1 and 2. Chromosomes 1 to 5 are from left to right.
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genes (both p <10-10, Supplemental Figure 2). The CARCGW8GAT motif is the
specific binding site for the MADS-BOX gene AGL15. However, AGL15 does
not co-localize with any of the hotspots for transcript regulation. The W-box
motif is a binding site for WRKY class TFs (named after their conserved amino
acids). In Arabidopsis, this family of TFs has 74 members (Eulgem et al.,
2000; Yamasaki et al., 2005). Several WRKY genes are located near
identified hotspots for transcript regulation and we further analyzed the
involvement of WRKY TFs in the co-regulation of the 643 genes in the
selected cluster. The LerLER differentially abundant transcripts contained 115
TFs, of which 13 belong to the WRKY class of TFs. The WRKYs underlying the
peaks of the mean eQTL profile of the 643 genes (Figure 3B) are considered
the primary candidates. Of these, WRKY6 is physically located on
chromosome 1 near marker 28, which is in the support interval of the mean
QTL profile (Supplemental Figure 3). On chromosome 2, WRKY15, WRKY25,
WRKY33, WRKY44, WRKY46 and WRKY59 are located within the broad eQTL
interval. Together, this reduced the number of candidate TFs to seven.

Co-expression analysis of selected TFs
To determine which of the candidate TFs affect transcript levels downstream
of ERECTA a co-expression analysis was performed. For each of the 7
selected WRKYs, 1000 genes with the highest level of co-expression were
collected (gene sets) and compared to each other and the LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts (Table 1). The WRKYs, of which the gene
sets show the highest overlap with the LerLER differentially abundant
transcripts, are the most likely candidates for the regulation of the majority
of the 643 clustered genes. For WRKY6, WRKY15, WRKY25, WRKY33 and
WRKY46 almost 400 genes (40%) in their gene sets overlap with the LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts. Even higher overlaps were present in the
gene sets between those WRKYs (Table 1). These WRKYs are themselves part
of the SOM cluster of genes regulated by the Erecta locus. WRKY44 and
WRKY59, on the other hand, do not show a clear correlation, as less than 30
of the 1000 most expression-correlated genes overlap with the LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts. These findings were corroborated by
alternative correlation analyses (Supplemental Text 2). On chromosome 1,
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Table 1: Co-expression analysis of candidate WRKY TFs and LerLER differentially
abundant transcripts. Gene sets are the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts
(DATs) and the 1000 most highly correlated genes of each candidate WRKY TF, as
obtained from the co-expression analyser tool (www.arabidopsis.leeds.ac.uk/act/
coexpanalyzer.php). The number of genes that overlap between pairs of gene sets
are listed. The asterisk indicates that there is a highly significant overlap between the
gene sets (p-value lower than e-100, as determined by hypergeometric distribution.

WRKY6
WRKY15
WRKY25

LerLER DATs

WRKY6

392*
392*

X
628*

WRKY15

WRKY25

WRKY33

WRKY44

X

387*

594*

892*

X

362*

584*

842*

793*

X

29

3

1

1

4

X

380*
23

614*
5

833*
6

839*
4

807*
6

3
6

WRKY46

WRKY33
WRKY44
WRKY46
WRKY59

X
3

the hotspot for transcript regulation contains WRKY6 and no other WRKY
genes suggesting that WRKY6 acts downstream of ERECTA to affect the
expression of the W-box containing genes within the set of 643 clustered
genes. However, analysis of genetic interaction within our RIL transcript data
(epistasis) revealed that the expression of only 29 genes is affected by
genetic interaction between ERECTA and WRKY6 (Supplemental Text 3). It is
interesting that genes with an eQTL on ERECTA show a significant enrichment
for epistatic interactions (Supplemental Text 3). WRKY6 belongs to group II
of the WRKY family of TFs, which have one WRKY domain (Eulgem et al.,
2000). The gene contains 6 exons and encodes a protein of 553 amino acids.
The region spanning amino acids 251 – 294 in the 4th exon contains a nuclear
targeting signal (Robatzek and Somssich, 2001). Sequencing of WRKY6
revealed several polymorphisms between the Ler and Cvi allele, of which one
results in a non-synonymous substitution of Threonine (Ler) to Alanine (Cvi)
in the region spanning the nuclear targeting signal at position 286 (data not
shown).

Downstream targets of ERECTA that regulate the WRKYs
A next step in constructing a regulatory network is to find signal transduction
components between the membrane-bound receptor-like kinase ERECTA and
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the WRKYs that act in the nucleus. WRKY TFs are associated with Mitogen
Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) signalling cascades in innate immunity (Asai
et al., 2002). The WRKY25 and WRKY33 proteins are in vitro substrates of
MPK4 (Andreasson et al., 2005) and interact in a yeast two-hybrid screen
with MKS1, a substrate of MPK4. Furthermore MPK4 is part of a MAPK
cascade consisting of the MAP3K MEKK1 and the MAP2Ks MKK1 and MKK2
(Asai et al., 2002; Andreasson et al., 2005; Suarez-Rodriguez et al., 2007;
Meszaros et al., 2006; Teige et al., 2004). Interestingly, the MPK4 gene is a
member of the co-regulated cluster of 643 genes sharing a common eQTL
profile. Although MAPK transcript levels in general do not correlate with the
activity of the protein Ichimura et al. (2006), the shared regulation of MPK4
with the other genes in the co-regulated cluster suggests that there is
feedback regulation on the MAPK cascade. To investigate the possible
involvement of MAPK signaling downstream of ERECTA we integrated publicly
available microarray data on MAPK signaling mutants with our erecta
genetical genomics data.

Common eQTL profiles in MAPK cascade mutants
Transcript profiles of several mutants and over-expression lines of upstream
components of the MPK4 signalling cascade have been analyzed and
published in previous studies (Andreasson et al., 2005; Suarez-Rodriguez et
al., 2007; Meszaros et al., 2006; Teige et al., 2004). We analysed the profiles
of the mutants mpk4, mkk1 and mekk1, as well as of the over-expressors of
MKK2 and MKS1 in a manner similar to that used for the analysis of the
LerLER differentially abundant transcripts. A strong enrichment of genes that
have an eQTL in the Ler/Cvi RILs was observed in the mekk1, mkk1 and
MKK2 differentially abundant transcripts (27%, 28 % and 36% resp.,
compared to 17% genome-wide). In particular, the eQTL distribution for
genes differentially expressed in mekk1 and MKK2 was very similar in profile
and hotspots for transcript regulation, as for those in erecta (Figure 4A, B,
D). Although the eQTL distribution for mkk1 shows less similarity, the
hotspots for transcript regulation are also visible in the mkk1 differentially
abundant transcripts (Figure 4C). Together, this provides strong evidence to
position MEKK1 and MKK2 downstream of ERECTA.
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The double mutant er/mpk4 shows an additional cascade converging
downstream of ERECTA
The genes differentially expressed in the knockout mutant of MPK4, a
downstream target of MKK2, had comparable enrichment for eQTLs (26%),
and a very similar eQTL distribution as the genes downstream of MEKK1,
MKK2 and ERECTA (Figure 4E). This similar distribution was surprising,
because the mpk4 mutant is generated in the erecta background (in Ler).
Genes completely dependent on ERECTA are not expected to be identified in
a comparison between an erecta mutant (Ler) and a double mutant (mpk4/
er) if MPK4 and ERECTA operate in the same pathway. Genes with
differentially abundant transcripts in mpk4/er compared to Ler (mpk4
differentially abundant transcripts) do show overlap with genes downstream
of ERECTA, indicating that MPK4 acts downstream of ERECTA or in parallel
with shared targets, since the MPK4 comparison was made in the absence of
a functional ERECTA gene. An alternative explanation can be the involvement
of an additional regulator, acting through a common part of the pathway
downstream of ERECTA, comprising MPK4 (Figure 5). This would indicate that
at the level of MPK4, or upstream of it, different signalling pathways converge
with the ERECTA signalling cascade.
The eQTL distribution of the mpk4 differentially abundant transcripts showed
an enrichment of eQTLs on chromosome 4 (Figure 4E). However, when the
eQTLs for the genes that did overlap between the LerLER and mpk4
differentially abundant transcripts were plotted, the enrichment on
chromosome 4 disappeared from the eQTL distribution (Figure 4F). Instead,
the eQTLs on chromosome 4 were more pronounced for the genes with
differential transcript levels only in mpk4 and not in Ler (Figure 4G). These
mpk4-related changes in eQTL profiles were statistically analysed and found
to be significant (Supplemental Text 4). This locus on chromosome 4
probably harbours one or more additional regulators. A likely candidate is the
MAP double kinase MKK1, which is located in the eQTL interval on
chromosome 4. MKK1 transcript levels are locally regulated (cis eQTL) in the
Ler/Cvi RILs and this gene is known to interact with MPK4 (Meszaros et al.,
2006). As MKK1 is not differentially abundant in Ler vs LER, we expect its
expression to be independent of ERECTA. This was further supported by
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Figure 4: eQTL-derived MAP kinase signalling downstream of ERECTA.
A-E

eQTL distributions of differentially abundant transcripts (DATs) caused by
mutation of over-expression of genes downstream of ERECTA. For the
mutants mekk1 (B), mkk1 (C), and mpk4 (E), as well as for the overexpressor of MKK2 (D), the eQTL distribution of the differentially abundant
transcripts is similar to that of the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts
(A). The numbers of eQTLs are plotted on the y-axis. The markers along the
genome are positioned on the x-axis.

F

The targets affected by both ERECTA and MPK4 (in mutant mpk4 which is in
the Ler background) show a similar eQTL distribution as the LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts. The asterisk depicts the position of the
hotspot of transcript regulation at the Erecta locus.

G

The targets affected in mpk4 only show an enrichment of eQTLs on
chromosome 4, as compared to the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts.
The asterisk depicts the position of the hotspot of transcript regulation at the
Erecta locus.

H

The eQTL distribution of the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts not
differentially abundant in mpk4.
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investigating the transcripts that are differentially abundant between Ler and
er/mpk4, but not between Ler and LER. The hotspots for transcript regulation
on chromosomes 1 and 2 that contain the WRKY TFs, are still present in the
eQTL distribution for this subset of genes (Figure 4G, confirming that the
WRKY TFs can be placed downstream of MPK4. Most importantly, the hotspot
for transcript regulation on ERECTA is strongly reduced in the eQTL
distribution (Figure 4F compared to 4G, Supplemental Text 4), consistent
with the positioning of ERECTA as one of the upstream regulators of MPK4.

Figure 5: Model depicting an additional regulator upstream of MPK4 that acts independently of ERECTA.
The scheme shows the types of genes affected by ERECTA, the additional regulatory
gene (MKK1) or both. For each group of transcripts, the microarray experiments are
indicated (Fig. 4A, 4E, 4F, 4G and 4H) that revealed their differential expression.
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DISCUSSION
The identification of genes underlying expression Quantitative Trait Loci
(eQTLs) is an important first step in the construction of genetic regulatory
networks. The chromosomal regions that underlie the eQTLs often span
several megabases and may contain several hundreds of candidate genes
responsible for the trait. To identify candidate genes and genetic or
regulatory interactions, different methods can be employed, e.g. Bayesian
approaches (Zhu et al., 2004), co-expression analysis (Bing and Hoeschele,
2005), and protein-protein interaction analysis (Franke et al., 2006). In this
study we combined monogenic mutant analysis with the multifactorial
analysis of gene expression in the Ler/Cvi Recombinant Inbred Line (RIL)
population to analyze the effect of a single genetic variant of the receptor-like
kinase ERECTA on downstream gene expression. The analysis of gene
expression in the RILs (Keurentjes et al., 2007) was performed by Multiple
QTL Mapping (MQM) and has resulted in a robust set of eQTLs. An alternative
method is single marker analysis using LIMMA (Supplemental Text 5) that
resulted in a very similar but larger set of eQTLs. As the MQM analysis is
more stringent and powerful the resulting eQTL set was used in this study.
From the initial eQTL analysis, it was clear that ERECTA underlies the most
prominent hotspot for transcript regulation (Keurentjes et al., 2007). Our
combined analysis allowed us to identify ERECTA-regulated genes.
Furthermore, by combining clustering (self organizing maps), analyses of
Transcription Factor Binding Site, co-expression and additional single mutant
expression data, we were able to deduce signal transduction components
downstream of ERECTA. This resulted in the construction of a regulatory
network describing different classes of ERECTA-regulated genes. This network
is supported by, and partially based on, expression data of candidate signal
transduction mutants downstream of ERECTA. In particular, the distribution
analysis of Ler/Cvi eQTLs for groups of differentially abundant transcripts
from those signal transduction mutants proved a powerful addition. One
should, however, be aware of the limitations of analyzing eQTLs from one RIL
population as effects of individual genes can only be identified if they are
polymorphic between the parental lines of the RILs. Studying additional RIL
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populations will possibly reveal additional intermediate regulators and
pathways.
The largest collection of eQTLs at a single marker found by Keurentjes et al.
(2007) was on the Erecta locus. Because of the possibility of other
polymorphic genes in this area with a strong influence on gene expression,
this could not be solely attributed to ERECTA. By analyzing the differences in
gene expression between Ler and LER we were able to show that ~60 percent
of the genes with a distant eQTL mapping to the Erecta locus are truly
regulated by the ERECTA gene. This is most likely an underestimate as it is
known that expression of the ERECTA gene shows temporal and spatial
regulation during plant development (van Zanten et al., 2009; Yokoyama et
al., 1998). In this study we could only identify those transcripts that are
influenced by ERECTA specifically at the developmental stage (7 day old
seedlings) used in our experiments. At this developmental stage no
pleiotropic effects of the erecta mutation were visible except for a small
difference in hypocotyl length (Ler being somewhat shorter).
Besides ERECTA, other (hotspots for transcript regulation) in the Ler/Cvi RILs
were identified for the genes that are differentially expressed between Ler
and its wild-type accession LER. The promoters of the genes that mapped to
these hotspots for transcript regulation were enriched for the W-box TF
binding site. Co-expression analysis of relevant regulatory WRKY TFs resulted
in the selection of 5 candidate WRKY TFs that may be downstream regulators
in the ERECTA pathway (Figure 6). Polymorphisms between Ler and Cvi in the
regulatory genes, as shown for WRKY6, most likely underlie the differences in
their activity as hotspots for transcript regulation in the Ler/Cvi RILs. We
found strong evidence that the ERECTA protein, a Leucine Rich Repeat –
Receptor Like Kinase (LRR-RLK) protein, affects transcription of a suite of
WRKY TFs (6, 15, 25, 33 and 46). Other LRR-RLKs have been shown to
activate WRKY TF expression. The LRR-RLK FLS2, e.g., regulates the
expression of WRKY22 and 29 via the MEKK1-MKK4/5-MPK3/6 kinase cascade
after recognition of bacterial flagellin (Asai et al., 2002). The co-expression
and redundancy of several WRKYs has been previously described. Besides
WRKY22 and 29, WRKY11 and 17 are found to act partially redundant as
negative regulators of basal resistance (Journot-Catalino et al., 2006).
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Similarly, WRKY18, 40 and 60 show partial redundancy in response to
different microbial pathogens (Xu et al., 2006). In our experiment, we found
multiple WRKYs (6, 15, 25, 33 and 46) that are co-expressed and act
together as likely regulators downstream of ERECTA (Supplemental Text 2).
The redundancy in signalling is also present at the level of the LRR-RLKs,
where ERECTA and its homologues ERL1 and ERL2 act synergistically (Shpak
et al., 2004). These LRR-RLKs have also been connected to another MAP3K,
YODA (YDA), in a study of Ingram et al. (2005), where they were shown to
be involved in stomatal development (Shpak et al., 2005; Pillitteri et al.,
2007; MacAlister et al., 2007).
Map kinase cascades are described as a general activating mechanism for
WRKY type transcription factors (Asai et al., 2002). Although MEKK1 can
signal through multiple MAP2Ks and can be activated by multiple LRR-RLKs,
we found evidence to place the MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 signalling cascade
between ERECTA and the selected WRKY TFs (Figure 6). With the mutant

Figure 6: Model of the ERECTA controlled transcription regulatory network.
ERECTA is regulating transcript abundance through the MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4
cascade. This cascade can also be activated independent of ERECTA through
MKK1.The candidate WRKY TFs are the regulators downstream of ERECTA, as
deduced from the TF binding site (TFBS) enrichment analysis of the co-regulated
genes in the Ler vs LER differentially abundant transcripts. They are placed
downstream of ERECTA and the MPK4 signalling cascade based on eQTL enrichment
and distribution profiles. Black arrows indicate signalling steps. eQTLs are shown by
dashed arrows.
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mpk4, that was generated in Ler, we were able to identify a set of transcripts
that share part of the ERECTA-induced MPK4 signalling cascade, but that are
also controlled by a regulator other than ERECTA. Regulation of transcript
level abundance of this set of genes could be mediated by MKK1.
The transcription of several WRKYs is known to be feedback regulated, either
by direct binding of the TF to the promoter of the corresponding gene (autoregulation) or by influencing the transcription of related WRKYs (crossregulation). In Petroselinum crispum (parsley), PcWRKY1 auto-regulates its
expression by binding to 3 W-box elements in its promoter (Turck et al.,
2004). Arabidopsis WRKY33, an orthologue of PcWRKY1, also contains 3 cisacting W-boxes in its promoter (Lippok et al., 2007), and based on our eQTL
analysis, this WRKY is likely locally regulated, although other WRKY TFs might
also be involved in its regulation (Lippok et al., 2007). Like WRKY33, MPK4
shares a common (regulatory) eQTL profile, indicating that MPK4 might be
under the same genetic control and as such contribute to the feedback
mechanism. Furthermore, Robatzek and Somssich (Robatzek and Somssich,
2002) describe auto regulation for WRKY6. Most of the targets they identified
were confirmed in our study.
Arabidopsis plants with mutated ERECTA, including Ler, all have a small
compact rosette (Torii et al., 1996). This difference in growth is, partly, also
found when genes downstream of ERECTA are altered. The most extreme
example is the mpk4 mutant in a Ler background which has a severe dwarf
phenotype (Andreasson et al., 2005). Over-expression of MKS1, a substrate
of MPK4, has less effect on the phenotype in an er background. The plants
with 35S::MKS1 in a Ler background are compact and slightly smaller than
Ler, although not as small as the mpk4/er mutant. The RNAi line of MKS1,
also in a Ler background shows a less compact rosette than Ler, due to its
longer petioles. When the RNAi construct of MKS1 is introduced in an er/
mpk4 mutant background the plants are phenotypically very similar to Ler
suggesting an opposite effect of MKS1 on growth compared to ER and MPK4.
The mutants of MKK1 and MKK2, of which MPK4 is a direct target, were only
available in a Columbia background, nevertheless mkk2 shows a growth
phenotype (Teige et al., 2004). When grown under normal conditions it is a
little bit smaller than Col, however, when exposed to cold- or salt-stress this
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difference is much more pronounced. One step further upstream functions
MEKK1. Like er/mpk4, mekk1 shows a dwarf phenotype when grown at 24°C,
but this was much less severe at 32°C (Suarez-Rodriguez et al., 2007). The
fact that mutants of genes that possibly operate downstream of ERECTA,
show a similar or stronger effect on growth than the erecta mutation, is
consistent with their role in the ERECTA pathway.
The network reconstruction downstream of the receptor-kinase ERECTA
shows the power of combining genetical genomics (eQTL mapping) with
single mutant gene expression analysis. The segregation of gene expression
traits in the RILs and derived eQTL mapping can be effectively complemented
by analysis of microarray data of monogenic mutants. This provides not only
the identification of genes underlying eQTLs, but allows the identification of
downstream signalling genes and their positioning in regulatory networks. In
our study of the Arabidopsis ERECTA signalling this has allowed us to link the
MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 signalling cascade and downstream WRKY transcription
factors between ERECTA and the differentially expressed target genes.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Plant material
The accessions Ler (NASC ID: N8581, Ler-2) and LER (NASC ID: N163, LER)
were grown for 7 days and the aerial parts harvested as described in
Keurentjes et al. (2006). The er-1 mutant Ler is derived from X-ray
mutagenesis, has previously been back-crossed several times, and is the
same line as used for the generation of the Ler/Cvi RILs.

Microarray procedures
Sample preparation, hybridization and analysis were performed as described
in Keurentjes et al. (2007). Arabidopsis DNA microarrays were provided by
the Galbraith laboratory (University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ) and were
produced from a set of 70-mer oligonucleotides, representing 24065 unique
genes (Array-Ready Oligo Set, version 1.0, Qiagen-Operon). DNA probes
immobilization and hybridization was performed according to instructions
from the Galbraith laboratory. Arrays were scanned by using a ScanArray
Express HT (PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA) and quantified by using Imagene
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6.0 (BioDiscovery, El Segundo, CA). Microarray analysis was performed using
the R-package Limma (Smyth, 2005). Expression data of the Ler and LER
accessions is submitted in the ArrayExpress database with accession number
E-TABM-627. The RIL expression data is accessible with accession number ETABM-214.

Statistics
We used the eQTLs as calculated by Keurentjes et al. (2007). To determine
significant overrepresentation of eQTLs at markers we used 1000
permutations. One permutation was a randomly drawn subset, out of the
total set of genes profiled. This random subset had the same size as the
specific subset to be tested. After all the permutations, confidence intervals
were determined assuming a normal distribution of eQTLs per marker. The
model used in R/Limma is a lineair model with a two-color common reference
design, without dye-swap, as including the dye effect in the model identifies
only 2 genes with a significant dye effect. In a single linear model equal
variances are assumed across genes. In Limma different variances are
accommodated, by application of an empirical Bayesian method to moderate
the standard errors of the estimated log-fold changes. TF binding site over
representation was determined with the Athena database (O'Connor et al.,
2005; http://www.bioinformatics2.wsu.edu/cgi-bin/Athena/cgi/
analysis_select.pl). Co-expression analysis was done in the Arabidopsis Coexpression Tool (ACT) (Manfield et al., 2006; http://
www.arabidopsis.leeds.ac.uk/act/coexpanalyser.php#CO1).
The self organizing map function in the statistical software program R was
used to find correlating sets of eQTL profiles within a specific group of genes
(Kohonen et al., 1996). Kohonen’s Self Organizing Map (Kohonen, 1998) was
used to extract prominent patterns of gene regulation. Self organizing maps,
implemented in the self organizing map package of the statistical
environment R with application in gene clustering (Tamayo et al., 1999), was
applied to the eQTL mapping data of the LerLER differentially abundant
transcripts. Data points are fitted into a predefined number of nodes, creating
a 2-dimensional grid, while preserving relationships of the data. The resulting
clusters of genes are aligned in the grid such that neighboring nodes define
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related clusters (that is they share more similar profiles, than genes in
clusters that are further apart).
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

25

Supplemental Figure 1: Frequency of
occurrence of genes with eQTLs in random
sets of genes. Random sets of genes
the frequency of occurrence of genes with
15

eQTLs is plotted. On average the
frequency is ~17%. When using gene

10

selections from from other microarray
experiments unrelated to ERECTA we
found enrichments up to 25%. However,
we do not observe the 35% that we find

5

Percentage of genes with eQTL

20

between 500 and 2500 were picked and

for the LerLER differentially abundant
0

transcripts, confirming that there is a
strong enrichment of Ler/Cvi eQTL
500

1000

1500

2000

2500

containing genes in the Ler/LER set.

Total genes

Supplemental Figure 2: Over representation of TF binding sites using the Athena database.
(O'Connor et al., 2005; http://www.bioinformatics2.wsu.edu/cgi-bin/Athena/cgi/
analysis_select.pl).
We conducted a wide search as mentioned in the results section using the 643 genes from the
major SOM cluster containing Ler/LER differentially abundant transcripts. The results of the
analysis are shown in the figure above (Athena screendump) from which only two motifs have
an enrichment with a p-value <10-10 and occur in ~500 of genes. Besides the W-box motif we
observed a second highly enriched TF binding site, CARCGW8GAT. As described in the results
we found a clear link between HTRs and the genes encoding TF factors binding the W-box
motif, but not those binding the CARCGW8GAT motif.
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Supplemental Figure 3: Position of WRKY genes on the mean eQTL profile of the coregulated cluster. The approximate positions of the selected WRKY 6 (a), 59 (b), 15 (c), 25
(d), 44 (e), 33 (f) and 46 (g) genes are depicted by letters. Average significance of linkage
(-log(P) on the y-axis) is plotted at each marker along the genome (x-axis). The sign is
indicative for the additive effect of the Ler allele on the log-ratio. The hotspots for transcript
regulation (HTR), identified in the LerLER differentially abundant transcripts (DATs) are
indicated by the vertical lines on chromosome 1 and 2. Chromosomes 1 to 5 are from left to
right.
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Supplemental Text 1
To evaluate the observed enrichment for genes with an eQTL on Erecta in the LerLER
differentially abundant transcripts (DATs) we calculated the significance of this
enrichment.
The question we asked was: “What is the chance that a number of genes with an
eQTL on ERECTA are also DATs between LER and Ler?” :
1) We have 4066 genes with an eQTL, 176 map to Erecta. We have 728 DATs with an
eQTL, of which 96 map to Erecta. When we use a hypergeometric test we ask: What
is the chance to find 96 genes (or more) with an eQTL on Erecta that are also DATs,
when we have 728 DATs with an eQTL, 4066 genes with an eQTL in total and 176
genes with an eQTL on Erecta in total?
p < 1*10-30.

An alternative question on this data set is: “What is the chance that a number of
LER/Ler DATs have an eQTL on ERECTA?”
2) We have 2049 genes corresponding to the Ler/LER DATs, 728 have an eQTL and
96 map to ERECTA, of all genes 176 map to ERECTA. When we use a hypergeometric
test we ask: What is the chance to find 96 genes (or more) with an eQTL on Erecta
that are also DATs, when we have 728 DATs with an eQTL and 2049 DATs in total
and 176 genes with an eQTL on Erecta in total?
p < 1*10-8.

Supplemental Text 2
The Arabidopsis co-expression tool (ACT, Manfield et al., 2006) is used to obtain
significantly correlating genes for each selected WRKY transcription factor. There are
24064 genes on the Arizona arays and 21365 genes in the co-expression angler
output, with 19369 genes in common. Of the 2049 LerLER differentially abundant
transcripts (DATs), 1827 genes are found in the co-expression angler tool output.
Instead of taking the top 1000 strongest correlating genes for each selected WRKY,
one can also look at all the genes that show significant correlation of expression to
the selected WRKYs. Significance of correlation is controlled at a fdr < 0.05.
The overlap between the LerLER DATs and the significantly correlating genes is
tested for significance using the hyper geometric test: the number of LerLER DATs
found in the significantly correlating genes for each WRKY is compared to the number
of LerLER DATs (1827) of the 19369 total number of genes. Both analyses clearly
show that WRKY6, 15, 25, 33, and 46 are strongly correlated to the Ler/LER DATs.
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The data is shown below
Top1000 correlating genes:
cor coeff

p-value

overlap

WRKY6

0.49

3.8E-21

372

WRKY15

0.49

7.3E-21

368

WRKY25

0.50

5.6E-22

368

WRKY33

0.41

1.5E-14

342

WRKY44

0.17

2.3E-03

54

WRKY46

0.48

9.6E-20

363

WRKY59

0.33

1.4E-09

31

cor coeff

minimum correlation coefficient

p-value
overlap

maximum p-value of the top 1000 correlating genes
Nr of genes that overlap the LerLER DATs

Significantly correlating genes:
cor coeff

p-value

corr genes

overlap

overlap pvalue

% overlap

WRKY6

0.12

0.026

10433

1403

1.8E-100

13.4

WRKY15

0.13

0.025

9821

1295

1.1E-75

13.2

WRKY25

0.12

0.026

10444

1346

3.7E-74

12.9

WRKY33

0.13

0.021

8423

1193

1.4E-86

14.2

WRKY44

0.16

0.0033

1311

99

9.9E-01

7.6

WRKY46

0.13

0.025

10123

1364

2.1E-94

13.5

WRKY59

0.13

0.023

9094

715

1.0E+00

7.9

cor coeff

minimum (absolute) correlation coefficient

p-value

maximum p-value at fdr < 0.05

corr genes
overlap
overlap p-value

the number of genes that show significant correlation
Nr of genes that overlap the LerLER DATs
probability to find this overlap
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Supplemental Text 3
Epistasis could be possible between WRKY6 and ERECTA, although this is not what
we predict from our model. Our model puts WRKY6 downstream of ERECTA, which
does not necessarily mean that the two genes have an interaction. We analysed our
data for genetic interactions (see table below), but for only 29 genes that show
differential transcript abundance between LER and Ler we found a significant (fdr <
0.05) epistatic effect. The 2020 other genes did not have such an effect, so we can
conclude that the alleles of WRKY6 and ERECTA do not show a general epistatic
effect. None of the 29 genes with an interaction are regulated through WRKY6
(marker 28) and ERECTA (marker 51). It is interesting to note that genes with an
eQTL on ERECTA (marker 51) show a significant enrichment for genetic interactions,
however, not with WRKY6 (marker 28).

nr of genes
with
significant
interaction
term

% of genes
with
significant
interaction
term

p-value of
hypergeometric test
for
overrepresentation
compared to
genomewide
fraction

all genes

24065

278

1.16%

LerLER DATs*

2049

29

1.42%

0.149

genes with eQTL at marker 28 (WRKY6)

1065

9

0.85%

0.871

genes with eQTL at marker 51
(ERECTA)

908

22

2.42%

0.001

genes with eQTL at marker 28 and 51

77

0

0.00%

1.000

* DATs = differentially abundant transcripts
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Supplemental Text 4
We tested if changes in the Hotspots for Transcript Regulation (HTR) related to mpk4
are significant (using the hyper geometric test).

If we take all the MPK4 differentially abundant transcripts (DATs) and look at the
mpk4 only
Total 461 eQTLs
mpk4 only 293 eQTLs
HTR = marker C4M12 to C4m16
HTR all == 36 eQTL
HTR mpk4 only == 29 eQTL
What is the chance that we randomly find 29 eQTLs from a set of 293 eQTLs, if we
have in total 461 eQTLs of which 36 are on the HTR?
under: p = 0.99 over: p = 0.006
MPK4only HTR is significant

Now the disappearance of the HTR in both LERLer and MPK4 DAT:
Total 461 eQTLs
both 168 eQTLs
HTR = marker C4M12 to C4m16
HTR all == 36 eQTL
HTR mpk4 only == 7 eQTL
What is the chance that we randomly find 7 eQTLs from a set of 168 eQTLs, if we
have in total 461 eQTLs of which 36 are on the HTR?
under: p = 0.018 over: p = 0.98
the disappearance of the HTR in "both" is significant

We tested for disappearance of the HTR on Erecta.
If we take all the MPK4 DATs and look at the mpk4 only
Total 461 eQTLs
mpk4 only 293 eQTLs
HTR = marker 51
HTR all == 32 eQTL
HTR mpk4 only == 8 eQTL
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What is the chance that we randomly find 8 eQTLs from a set of 293 eQTLs, if we
have in total 461 eQTLs of which 32 are on the HTR?
under: p = 4.9e-06 over: p = 0.9999951
the disappearance of the Erecta HTR in MPK4only is significant

Supplemental Text 5
Comparison of MQM and LIMMA mapping
A lineair model (in the R package Limma) was used to evaluate differential
expression between Ler and LER. The same package could be used to evaluate
linkage of gene expresion in the RIL population between ERECTA and erecta RILs,
and for each of the other markers based on the different genotypes per marker. The
results of this single mapping procedure is compared to the multiple mapping
analysis (MQM).Multiple testing is corrected for by controlling the false discovery rate
per marker for all genes (as is done in microarray analysis) at 0.05. This results in
selection of significant eQTLs at –logP of 3. Linkage of markers has not been taken
into account, although eQTLs are selected based on the highest scoring marker in a
significance peak on the genome. The comparison of the MQM and LIMMA mapping
are shown below. Although the LIMMA mapping yield a higher numer of eQTL genes
the overall genome distribution is highly similar (see plots on the next page).

MQM mapping

nr of genes

%

DATs* between Ler
and LER

all genes

24065

mapped

4066

16.9

of all genes

728

35.5

of all DATs

mapped to
Erecta

176

4.3

of mapped genes

96

13.2

of mapped DATs

LIMMA

all genes

%

DATs between Ler
and LER

%

all genes

24065

mapped

8688

36.1

of all genes

1391

67.9

of all DATs

mapped to
Erecta

402

4.6

of mapped genes

174

12.5

of mapped DATs

%

2049

2049

*DATs= differentially abundant transcripts
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Using LIMMA to test for eQTLs within the Ler x Cvi microarrays based on separating
the arrays into two genotype classes at each marker generates a higher number of
significant eQTLs. This has the same effect as lowering of the significance threshold
for selecting significant eQTLs in multiple marker analysis. The fraction of genes that
map to Erecta remains the same (4.3% compared to 4.6%), just as the fraction of
mapped LerLER differentially abundant transcripts (DATs) linked to Erecta (13.2%
compared to 12.5%).
Both limma and MQM mapping are based on linear models. In eQTL mapping there is
a need for correcting for dependence between markers, which is not needed for
microarray analysis (fdr 0.01 vs 0.05).
Different significance thresholds or single gene eQTL analysis do not change our
findings as is shown below.
A table was made scoring the overlap (indicated by p-values) at different thresholds.
Total number of genes with an eQTL at several different thresholds (in –log10 p) and
the total number of transcripts differently abundant between LER and Ler (Ler LER
DATs) at several different thresholds (in –log10 p). The overlap is indicated in the
section with the thick borders. For the overlap the total number of genes, the
percentage of LerLER DATs with an eQTL and the p-value for over-representation of
eQTLs in the LerLER DAT set ( example e-10 == 1*10-10). In bold the most
significant over-representation for the combination of thresholds (eQTLs > 3 and
LerLER DATs > 1.5; in p-values: eQTLs < 0.001 and LerLER DATs < 0.03). These
results show that the over-representation of eQTLs in the LerLER DATs is not an
effect of the threshold used in the manuscript.
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thres
hold

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

eQTLs

24018

22397

17475

11862

7955

5465

4016

3092

2480

2038

1708

7684
98.8%
1

7355
94.5%
e-10

6256
80.4%
e-82

4779
61.4%
e-150

3533
45.4%
e-171

2591
33.3%
e-156

1967
25.3%
e-129

1553
20.0%
e-109

1251
16.1%
e-87

1018
13.1%
e-67

843
10.8%
e-52

4655
99.1%
1

4519
96.2%
e-24

3963
84.4%
e-98

3154
67.1%
e-167

2411
51.3%
e-185

1840
39.2%
e-181

1420
30.2%
e-151

1131
24.1%
e-127

918
19.5%
e-104

745
15.9%
e-80

619
13.2%
e-64

2939
99.3%
1

2881
97.3%
e-28

2592
87.6%
e-97

2130
72.0%
e-158

1678
56.7%
e-176

1312
44.3%
e-174

1024
34.6%
e-145

828
28.0%
e-125

671
22.7%
e-101

545
18.4%
e-78

448
15.1%
e-60

1892
99.4%
1

1865
98.0%
e-24

1712
90.0%
e-83

1454
76.4%
e-140

1202
63.1%
e-173

956
50.2%
e-167

758
39.8%
e-141

626
32.9%
e-126

503
26.4%
e-98

408
21.4%
e-76

336
17.6%
e-60

1248
99.6%
0.90

1237
98.7%
e-23

1152
91.9%
e-70

1000
79.8%
e-116

846
67.5%
e-145

694
55.4%
e-147

561
44.8%
e-128

466
37.2%
e-114

377
30.1%
e-90

298
23.8%
e-65

242
19.3%
e-49

841
99.4%
0.98

838
99.1%
e-18

792
93.6%
e-57

695
82.2%
e-91

605
71.5%
e-120

511
60.4%
e-128

426
50.4%
e-118

358
42.3%
e-106

285
33.7%
e-80

228
27.0%
e-60

181
21.4%
e-43

556
99.1%
1

555
98.9%
e-12

533
95.0%
e-45

474
84.5%
e-70

419
74.7%
e-93

362
64.5%
e-102

314
56.0%
e-103

263
46.9%
e-90

214
38.1%
e-71

173
30.8%
e-54

138
24.6%
e-40

373
98.9%
0.99

372
98.7%
e-8

361
95.8%
e-33

327
86.7%
e-54

292
77.5%
e-72

255
67.6%
e-79

224
59.4%
e-80

191
50.7%
e-72

159
42.2%
e-60

130
34.5%
e-47

98
26.0%
e-31

242
98.4%
1

241
98.0%
e-4

234
95.1%
e-21

215
87.4%
e-37

196
79.7%
e-52

170
69.1%
e-55

152
61.8%
e-58

132
53.7%
e-54

107
43.5%
e-42

86
35.0%
e-32

67
27.2%
e-23

151
98.1%
1

151
98.1%
e-3

149
96.8%
e-16

137
89.0%
e-26

126
81.8%
e-36

118
76.6%
e-47

108
70.1%
e-50

94
61.0%
e-46

78
50.6%
e-37

62
40.3%
e-28

47
30.5%
e-19

83
96.5%
1

83
96.5%
0.06

82
95.3%
e-9

75
87.2%
e-14

70
81.4%
e-21

66
76.7%
e-27

60
69.8%
e-29

52
60.5%
e-26

41
47.7%
e-19

31
36.0%
e-13

23
26.7%
e-9

DATs
1
7780

1.5
4698

2
2960

2.5
1904

3
1253

3.5
846

4
561

4.5
377
5
246
5.5
154
6
86

*DATs= differentially abundant transcripts between LER and Ler
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this work was to identify genetic traits in Arabidopsis that
contribute to disease symptom formation and susceptibility to the bacterial
pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pathovar tomato (Pst). Quantitative trait
loci for disease after Pst infection (QDP) were identified by analysis of
Landsberg erecta (Ler)/Cape Verde Islands (Cvi) recombinant inbred lines
(RILs) of Arabidopsis. Near-isogenic lines (NILs) were used to confirm most
QDPs, including the major QTL on chromosome 5, QDP-1. Whole genome
gene expression data of Pst-infected Ler and NIL plants and available
expression QTL data of the RILs were used to postulate candidate genes
underlying QDP-1. The flagellin receptor FLS2 was found to contribute to QDP
-1, due to a frame-shift mutation in Cvi rendering the protein non-functional.
Expression analysis of an introgression line containing the Cvi QDP-1 allele
revealed that jasmonic acid- and coronatine-induced genes are higher
expressed in the presence of QDP-1. KAT5/PKT2 and NUDT8, both activated
by the Pst phytotoxin coronatine, were identified as candidate genes causing
the enhanced disease symptoms and susceptibility to Pst mediated by QDP-1.
Unraveling the complex genetics of symptom formation in response to
bacterial infection resulted in the identification of QTLs and genes that can
link coronatine-responsiveness to symptom development.
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INTRODUCTION
Plants are exposed to a great variety of microorganisms, a minority of which
can cause disease. Infection can already be resisted when pathogens contact
plant tissue by pre-existing barriers, like the cell wall and cuticle (Cantu et
al., 2008). However, when pathogens cross these first barriers, effective
plant defense responses are induced upon recognition of non-adapted
pathogens, through pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), by
pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). This inducible innate immunity is
termed PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) (Dangl & Jones, 2001). Adapted
pathogens, on the contrary, are able to cause disease on a particular plant
species that can be considered a host. Effectors, produced by the pathogen,
are known to suppress PTI responses leading to so-called effector-triggered
susceptibility (ETS). Resistance within a host species to certain isolates of a
pathogen can be based on direct or indirect recognition of pathogen effectors
by resistance (R) genes of the host (Takken & Tameling, 2009), also named
effector-triggered immunity (ETI). Both PTI and ETI mechanisms and
pathways have been well studied in the interactions between plants and
bacteria belonging to the species Pseudomonas syringae. These Gramnegative bacteria cause a wide range of plant diseases, e.g. brown-spot
disease in tomato, caused by pathovar tomato (Goode & Sasser, 1980), and
the recently discovered bleeding canker, caused by pathovar aesculi, that
kills horse chestnut trees (Aesculus hippocastanum) in several European
countries (Green et al., 2010). The commonly used DC3000 strain of
Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato (Pst) has been identified as a natural
pathogen of tomato that can also infect Arabidopsis thaliana (Whalen et al.,
1991). The interaction with these host species has been intensively studied at
the molecular level. Pst infection induces extensive chlorosis, resembling
senescence, as well as water-soaked lesions (Brooks et al., 2004; Zhao et al.,
2003; Mittal & Davis, 1995; Mecey et al., 2011). Different hormonal
responses are thought to mediate this symptom development. In tomato,
salicylic acid (SA) and ethylene (ET) act sequentially to induce chlorosis after
infection with Pst (O'Donnell et al., 2003a). In Arabidopsis, jasmonic acid (JA)
and SA are considered to be the main regulators (O'Donnell et al., 2003b).
Often disease symptoms develop concurrent with bacterial growth in
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susceptible ecotypes (Kover & Schaal, 2002), and although symptom
development has been used as a measure of infection, it is not necessarily
coupled to bacterial growth (Block et al., 2005; Bent et al., 1992; Mach et
al., 2001).
Pst makes use of a type III secretion system (TTSS) (Galan & Collmer, 1999)
to inject effector proteins into the plant cell (Bonas & Van den Ackerveken,
1997; Chang et al., 2005; Collmer et al., 2000). These effectors facilitate
bacterial growth acting as virulence factors that modulate plant responses
(Chen et al., 2000; Lim & Kunkel, 2005). In a susceptible plant, several
effectors have been identified that target host immune components, e.g. of
the PTI pathway, in order to suppress them (Abramovitch et al., 2003; Kim et
al., 2005). Another weapon employed by Pst is the phytotoxin coronatine
(COR) (Sreedharan et al., 2006) that mimics jasmonoyl–isoleucine (JA–Ile),
which induces the interaction of the F-box protein CORONATINE INSENSITIVE
(COI) to jasmonate ZIM domain (JAZ) proteins that inhibit transcription of JA
-responsive genes. COR is found to induce the interaction between COI and
JAZ proteins much stronger than JA-Ile, acting as an agonist in COI binding
to JAZ (Katsir et al., 2008). The subsequent ubiquitination and degradation of
the JAZ proteins induces the JA signaling pathway, thereby increasing
susceptibility to Pst (Zhao et al., 2003; Sreedharan et al., 2006). This is
probably a consequence of the concomitant suppression of the SA pathway
(Uppalapati et al., 2007). COR also facilitates the entry of the bacteria
through stomata at earlier infection stage (pre-invasion). As opposed to a
passive process, this entry is actively stimulated by induction of stomatal
opening by COR (Melotto et al., 2006).
Natural variation in symptom development and susceptibility has been
measured in previous studies, where a considerable variation in bacterial
growth in a range of accessions has been observed (Kover & Schaal, 2002;
Perchepied et al., 2006; Ton et al., 1999). Two major-effect quantitative trait
loci (QTLs) were identified in a cross between the Arabidopsis accessions
Bayreuth (Bay-0) and Shahdara (Sha) for bacterial growth after infiltration of
the bacteria (Perchepied et al., 2006). One of these QTLs affects SAdependent responses that could explain its effect on disease susceptibility. In
a separate study, F2 analysis of a cross between accessions Col-0 and Sf-2
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revealed one large effect QTL for disease symptoms and bacterial growth, in
addition to several small-effect QTLs, after dip inoculation (Kover &
Cheverud, 2007). In the latter study, disease symptoms were scored on a
predefined scale, classifying each plant individually. One QTL was observed
for bacterial growth and for disease symptoms that behaved like a dominant
R-gene.
In this study we make use of natural variation between accessions Landsberg
-erecta (Ler) and Cape Verde Islands (Cvi) to identify loci for symptom
development and susceptibility to Pst in a Ler/Cvi recombinant inbred line
(RIL) population. For the formation of the disease symptoms chlorosis and
water-soaked lesions we find overlapping, but also separate QTLs. We
investigate the effect of these loci on susceptibility and present candidate
genes that explain the observed variation in symptom development and
susceptibility. We identified FLS2 as underlying the major QTL on
chromosome 5. In Cvi, FLS2 was found to contain a frame shift mutation that
renders the corresponding protein non-functional. By including data on
genome-wide gene expression and expression-QTLs we identify additional
candidate genes. Our studies highlight the genetic complexity of plant
responses to pathogen infection, but also provide tools to untangle this
complexity.

Figure 1: Disease symptoms of the Arabidopsis accessions Ler (left) and Cvi (right)
at 4 dpi with Pst (sprayed with OD600 = 0.05).
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RESULTS
QTL analysis for disease symptoms and susceptibility to Pst
The Arabidopsis accessions Ler and Cvi, and a collection of RILs derived from
a cross between Ler and Cvi, were analyzed for disease symptoms in
response to Pst infection. At 4 days after spray inoculation of Pst strain
DC3000 on 4-week old plants, Cvi showed extensive chlorosis and watersoaked lesions, whereas Ler developed much less symptoms (Figure 1). The
extent of chlorosis and the formation of water-soaked lesions were quantified
by image analysis. Chlorosis was measured as the yellow colored area of the
plant as percentage of the total leaf area. Lesions were measured as the dark
green colored water-soaked areas as percentage of total leaf area. Cvi
showed significantly more (Student’s t-test, p<0.001) chlorosis (53%) than
Ler, which remained relatively green with only 11% chlorosis (Supplemental
Table 1). Although Cvi also showed more water-soaked lesions (2.1%) than
Ler (1.4%), this was not significantly different. Symptom development in 119
RILs tested, showed clear segregation, with chlorosis ranging from 5 – 74%
(Figure 2A) and lesions from 0 – 15% (Figure 2B). Many RILs show more
water-soaked lesions than the parental lines. This transgressive segregation
indicates that multiple genetic traits of opposite effect are present in the
parental lines. Also the broad distribution of chlorotic symptoms suggests
that chlorosis development is a complex trait that is influenced by multiple
genetic loci.

Figure 2:
Symptom development and bacterial titers in Ler and Cvi and the trait frequency distribution in the RILs.
(A)

Chlorosis at 4 dpi in the majority of RILs is between the parental values.

(B)

Lesion formation is transgressive.

(C)

Bacterial titers at 3 dpi
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The influence of the genetic background on the observed variation in these
traits was very high; the measured broad sense heritabilities for the RILs
were 73% for chlorosis and 65% for water-soaked lesions. For these heritable
complex traits, quantitative trait loci (QTLs) were mapped (summarized in
Supplemental Table 2 and Figure 3). The QTLs were named QDP, for
Quantitative trait locus for Disease after Pst infection, followed by the trait
abbreviation (C for chlorosis, L for lesions) and QTL number.
Three loci (QDP-C) showed significant linkage to variation in chlorosis. They
all three showed the same allelic additive effect, with the Cvi allele promoting
chlorosis upon Pst infection. QDP-C1 on chromosome 5 had the largest effect
explaining 31% of the variation. For water-soaked lesions, 5 QTLs were
mapped. QDP-L1 overlapped QDP-C1 for chlorosis and explained 17% of the
variation in lesions. This locus shared the same allelic additive effect, like all
the QTLs on chromosome 1, with the Cvi allele promoting the formation of
water-soaked lesions. At the QDP-L3 locus on chromosome 2, the Ler allele
positively affects the formation of water-soaked lesions although it only
explains 7% of the variation.
In order to assess if there was a correlation in our RIL population between
symptom development and the level of Pst infection we measured bacterial

Figure 3: QTLs for the traits chlorosis, lesions and bacterial titers in the Ler/Cvi RILs.
LOD profiles showing significance of linkage of the traits to positions on the genome.
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titers in 2-week old seedlings of 80 RILs at 3 days after inoculation in
duplicate. The RILs showed clear and strong transgressive segregation of
bacterial growth (measured as cfu per mg fresh weight tissue), whereas the
parental lines did not differ significantly (Figure 2C). The heritability for the
trait bacterial growth was calculated to be 61%, comparable to that of the
heritabilities for the traits lesions and chlorosis and supporting the idea that
there is a strong genetic influence on the level of susceptibility to Pst
infection. Variation in bacterial growth was largely explained by 2 loci with
opposite additive effect. QDP-B1 (for QDP for Bacterial growth) on
chromosome 5 explained 18% of the variation with the Cvi allele contributing
to susceptibility (higher bacterial growth). The second QTL, QDP-B2, of
opposite effect was mapped on chromosome 2, with the Ler allele
contributing to susceptibility and explaining 13% of the variation. In previous
studies on natural variation, a high correlation between disease symptoms
and bacterial growth was observed in 19 Arabidopsis accessions (Kover &
Schaal, 2002) and in F2 plants derived from a cross between Col-0 and No-0
(Kover et al., 2005). Within the RIL population of our study the disease
symptom traits chlorosis and lesions, are highly correlated to each other with
a correlation coefficient of 0.7 (p < 2.2e-16). We also find a significant
correlation between lesions and bacterial growth, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.4 (p = 0.002). However, we did not find a significant
correlation between bacterial growth and chlorosis. Despite the significant
correlation between lesions and bacterial titers, only one locus, the major
QTL for lesions (QDP-L1) and chlorosis (QDP-C1) on chromosome 5, colocates with the QTL for bacterial titers (QDP-B1). This raises the possibility
that a single gene on chromosome 5, which is polymorphic between Ler and
Cvi, is underlying these QTLs.

QTLs are confirmed in near isogenic lines (NILs)
Keurentjes et al. (2006) generated a population of near isogenic lines (NILs),
each of which contains part of the Cvi genome introgressed into the Ler
background. These NILs can be used to assess the effect of QTLs in a uniform
genetic background, and as such to confirm the QTLs found in the RIL
population (that are in a mixed genetic background). A subset of nine lines,
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covering the three identified chlorosis QTLs, was used to verify the
contribution of the Cvi introgressions to the formation of chlorosis. All nine
NILs showed levels of chlorosis that were intermediate compared to the
parental lines Ler and Cvi, but significantly higher than Ler (Supplemental
Figure 1A). This is further genetic support for the three chlorosis QTLs
identified in the RILs. Furthermore, it supports the observed positive additive
effects of the Cvi QTLs on chlorosis. The same NILs with introgressions on
chromosome 5 that showed enhanced chlorosis (LCN5-11, 5-13, and 5-14),
also showed almost a 10% increase in lesions compared to Ler, thereby
confirming QDP-L1 (Supplemental Figure 1B), as well as an increase in
bacterial numbers supporting QDP-B1 (Supplemental Figure 1C).
Besides QDP-L1, also QDP-L2 could be confirmed in line LCN1-2.13, covering
the second largest lesion QTL. The genetic contribution of other QTLs with
small effects on susceptibility and symptom development was in most cases
detectable but too small to be significant. This was observed for the
introgressions on chromosome 1 and chromosome 2, covering the smaller
effect lesion QTLs QDP-L3, -L4 and -L5. The impact of the smaller effect QTLs
could be masked by the strong effect of the Ler allele at QDP-L1 that is
present in all these NILs. To test this, we mapped QTLs for lesions in the subpopulation of RILs selected to contain the Ler allele at QDP-L1 (Supplemental
Table 3). In this sub-population we find a QTL that overlaps QDP-L2, but we
do no longer detect QDP-L3, -L4 or -L5 (Supplemental Figure 2). A new QTL
is observed however, on chromosome 4. This locus is not significantly linked
to lesion formation in the complete set of RILs, but it is in both subsets of
RILs (when split on genotype at QDP-L1). The effect of this locus on
chromosome 4 is probably too small compared to the effect of QDP-L1, and
therefore not significant in the whole population. QDP-L3, -L4 and –L5 on the
other hand, are only observed in the whole population of RILs, but not in
either of the subsets of RILs.

FLS2 contributes to the disease QTL on chromosome 5
The region on chromosome 5, containing the major QTLs affecting symptom
development and infection levels in response to Pst inoculation, spans ~5 cM
and contains ~550 genes. In order to find the gene(s) underlying these QTLs
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we made a backcross of NIL LCN5-11 to the less susceptible parental
accession Ler. The obtained F1 plants were tested for susceptibility to Pst
infection and were found to support less growth of Pst when compared to Cvi
or LCN5-11, but more than Ler (Supplemental Figure 3). The fact that Pst
growth was intermediate between the parental lines suggests that a codominant gene in the introgressed region of chromosome 5 determines the
level of susceptibility. In the subsequent F2 generation we could map the
locus for symptom development to a region between the genes At5g46270
and At5g46750, spanning 55 annotated genes.
A prominent candidate gene in this region was FLS2 (At5g46330), the
receptor for bacterial flagellin, that is known to be involved in resistance to
Pst (Gomez-Gomez & Boller, 2000; Chinchilla et al., 2007). The FLS2 leucinerich repeat serine/threonine protein kinase recognises flagellin monomers and
subsequently activates PAMP-triggered immunity (Gomez-Gomez & Boller,
2000). A 22 amino acid peptide, flg22, from a highly conserved domain of
flagellin is sufficient to stimulate the FLS2 receptor (Gomez-Gomez et al.,
1999). Treatment of leaves with flg22 induces the formation of callose that
can be visualized by aniline blue staining, as shown in Figure 4A where Ler
displayed profound callose deposition in response to flg22 taken up via the

Figure 4: Cvi is insensitive to flg22
treatment. Flg22 induced callose deposition
in Ler after 24 hours of treatment with 10
µM (B). Ler fls2 (D), Cvi (F) and LCN5-11
(H) do not show callose deposition. (A), (C),
(E) and (G) show mock treated Ler, Ler fls2,
Cvi and LCN5-11. The Cvi allele of FLS2
cannot complement Ler fls2 mutant. Flg22
induced callose deposition after 12 hours of
syringe infiltration with 1 µM. Lack of
sensitivity to flg22 in LCN5-11 is
complemented by the functional Ler FLS2
allele in LCN5-11 x Ler F1 (J), whereas
LCN5-11 is not able to complement the Ler
fls2 mutant in the LCN5-11 x Ler fls2 F1 (I).
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vascular tissue. In contrast, Cvi and NIL LCN5-11 leaves did not show callose
deposition in response to flg22 uptake, similar to the fls2 mutant, which lacks
the flagellin receptor (Figure 4A). Responsiveness to flg22 was present in F1
plants obtained from a cross of NIL LCN5-11 to Ler, but not in F1 plants from
a cross of LCN5-11 to the Ler fls2 mutant, indicating that the nonresponsiveness of Cvi is due to a difference in the FLS2 gene (Figure 4B).
DNA sequencing of the FLS2 alleles in Ler and Cvi revealed a single base pair
deletion in the Cvi allele at position 1358 of the coding sequence, leading to a
premature stop codon in the kinase domain. This frame-shift mutation
renders the Cvi protein non-functional with respect to flg22-induced
responses as was reported earlier (Dunning et al., 2007). In a previous
study, the Ler fls2 mutant, but not the parental line Ler, was shown to
develop extensive chlorosis in response to Pst, similar to the symptoms
developed by Cvi (Zipfel et al., 2004), further supporting the finding that
FLS2 is the gene underlying the QTL on chromosome 5.
However, disease symptom formation after Pst infection in the Ler fls2
mutant is not as severe as in LCN5-11. Nor does LCN5-11, transformed with
a functional FLS2 gene, revert to the Ler phenotype completely, although
sensitivity to flg22 is restored. Furthermore, genetic data indicate that flg22
sensitivity is a dominant trait, whereas the QTL on chromosome 5 acts as a
co-dominant trait for Pst susceptibility. We, therefore, conclude that the lack
of a functional FLS2 protein in Cvi explains part of the chromosome 5 QDP-1
effect, but that an additional, so far unknown, locus in the introgressed
chromosomal region is also involved.

Arabidopsis gene expression responses to Pst associated with QDP-1
Host genes that are differentially expressed during Pst infection and that are
strongly influenced by QDP-1 could shed light on the molecular mechanisms
of disease symptom formation and provide candidate genes underlying the
chromosome 5 QTL. Therefore, we measured Arabidopsis genome-wide
mRNA levels in a time series on 5-week-old plants of Ler and LCN5-11 after
Pst infection. LCN5-11 has a Cvi introgression in the Ler background covering
QDP-1. At 5 time points samples were taken; just before inoculation (T0) and
at 1, 2, 3 and 4 days post inoculation (dpi; T1-T4).
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Table 1: Nr of genes differentially expressed in the Nil compared to Ler (NIL/Ler),
in the NIL compared to T0 (NIL) and in Ler compared to T0 (Ler).
NIL/Ler

NIL

Ler

T0

279

T1

196

1357

996

T2

4854

4910

2535

T3

7229

6358

3353

T4

3684

4129

2527

Before infection 279 genes were significantly differentially expressed between
LCN5-11 and Ler (Table 1). Of these 60 are located within the Cvi
introgression in LCN5-11, which is a significant enrichment (p-value 2.04 *
10-24). The expression levels of these 60 genes are probably affected by
polymorphisms in cis-regulatory elements between Ler and Cvi. The number
of differentially expressed genes between LCN5-11 and Ler increases steadily
in time after Pst inoculation and peaks at 3 days after infection where it
reaches 7229 differentially expressed genes. These large numbers of
differentially expressed genes reflect the distinct responses of the two host
genotypes as well as their reaction to the difference in bacterial growth. To
get more insight into what happens within each line in time, we compared
gene expression levels at each time point to that of T0 when plants were
inoculated. During Pst infection gene expression levels changed most in LCN5
-11, with a maximum number of 6358 differentially expressed genes at 3
days after inoculation. In Ler the maximum number of genes that changed
expression upon infection is 3353, also at T3. Of the differentially expressed
genes in Ler, 85-90% is also differential in LCN5-11 at the same time points.
Overall this shows that LCN5-11 responds more strongly to Pst infection.
The enhanced transcriptional response of LCN5-11 to Pst is particularly
obvious for genes that are known to be regulated by methyl jasmonate
(MeJA) and coronatine (COR), that both stimulate JA-responses. As shown in
Figure 5 at 1 dpi (T1) MeJA- and COR-regulated genes are stronger induced
in LCN5-11 than in Ler. At 2 dpi (T2) this induction is even stronger, and
even for JA-repressed genes we observe a stronger negative effect in LCN511. In contrast, genes that are regulated by SA do not show differential
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induction of gene expression between LCN5-11 and Ler. This suggests that
the difference in susceptibility between NIL LCN5-11 and Ler is not caused by
SA-dependent defences, that are known to be effective against Pst.
JA- and SA-dependent signalling pathways are known to be mutually
antagonistic (Kunkel & Brooks, 2002; Koornneef & Pieterse, 2008). Several
WRKY transcription factor (TF) genes are known to play a role in JA/SA
crosstalk. We observed higher expression of WRKY50 (At5g26170), WRKY51
(At5g64810) and WRKY70 (At3g56400) in Ler than in LCN5-11
(Supplemental Figure 4A). These WRKYs are shown to be involved in SAdependent repression of JA-responsive genes (Gao et al., 2011; Li et al.,
2004) suggesting that their repressive effect on JA-induced genes is stronger
in Ler. WRKY70 is activated by SA and suppressed by JA (Li et al., 2004; Li et
al., 2006; Ren et al., 2008). The enhanced JA response in LCN5-11 could
cause the lower WRKY70 transcript levels in this line. Although no general
elevated SA response was observed for Ler compared to LCN5-11,
components of the SA defence pathway, PHYTOALEXIN-DEFICIENT 4
PROTEIN (PAD4 At3g52430) and ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY 1
(EDS1 At3g48090) (Wiermer et al., 2005), showed (significantly) higher
transcript levels in Ler than in LCN5-11, even before infection (Supplemental

Figure 5: Transcript abundance compared to T0 in the NIL (x-axis) versus Ler (yaxis). Grey dots represent significantly differentially abundant transcript at the
indicated time points. Top row COR-regulated genes, middle row MeJA-regulated
genes and bottom row SA-regulated genes.
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Figure 4B). So, JA responses in Ler could be reduced compared to LCN5-11
by an initially higher activity of part of the SA-dependent resistance pathway
in Ler.
A striking example of the stronger JA- and COR-response of LCN5-11 is the
ethylene response factor (ERF) family transcription factor gene RELATED TO
AP2 6 (RAP2.6 At1g43160) (Supplemental Figure 4C). RAP2.6 was identified
as a COI1-dependent transcription factor mediating the JA response to
wounding (Wang et al., 2008) and showed positive correlation to disease
susceptibility in SA compromised mutants (He et al., 2004). The question
remains whether the observed augmented JA-responses in LCN5-11
compared to Ler are the cause of the enhanced susceptibility of LCN5-11, or
whether they are the result of higher Pst infection levels.
It is well known that the Pst phytotoxin COR induces chlorosis. Recently, the
STAYGREEN gene (SGR At4g22920) was shown to be required for chlorosis
development (Mecey et al., 2011). In LCN5-11 SGR is higher expressed
coinciding with the enhanced development of chlorosis. The enhanced disease
symptom formation of LCN5-11, and by extrapolation of Cvi, could thus be
explained by higher expression of the STAYGREEN gene.

Identification of QDP-1 candidate genes by eQTL mapping
SGR and other COR- and MeJA-induced genes could be higher expressed in
LCN5-11 because of a regulatory locus in the introgression on chromosome 5
that likely underlies QDP-1. To find candidate genes, that could explain the
QDP-1 QTL, we deployed available data on genetic regulation of gene
expression (also called Genetical Genomics, GG) in Arabidopsis. In the Ler/
Cvi RIL population, transcript levels were measured in multiple RILs and used
to map QTLs for gene expression (eQTLs) in seedlings grown in vitro (GG1)
(Keurentjes et al., 2007) and in three week old plants treated with low light
(GG2; see chapter 5). The eQTLs found for the transcripts differentially
abundant at T0 (before infection) show enrichment for the introgressed
region on chromosome 5 (Supplemental Figure 5), thereby demonstrating the
usability of the eQTL data. This enrichment is more pronounced in GG2 than
in GG1. One day after infection the enrichment for eQTLs in the introgression
is even stronger. This confirms that gene expression is differentially regulated
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between Ler and LCN5-11 due to the Cvi introgression, and that there is
additional enrichment of eQTLs after infection caused by QDP-1. This
enrichment is not observed anymore for the genes differentially expressed
between the lines 2 days after infection and later.
The advantage of eQTLs is that they can provide direct and causal links
between genotype, the differences in gene expression and phenotype after
Pst infection between the lines. We selected all the genes with an eQTL on
QDP-1 that were differentially expressed at 1 dpi in LCN5-11, Ler or between
the lines (Supplemental Tables 5). Within these 60 genes, only 6 genes are
responsive to COR and induced in LCN5-11 (within the lines), of which 2
genes are also differentially expressed between the lines. The PEROXISOMAL
3-KETO-ACYL-COA THIOLASE 2 (PKT2/KAT5 At5g48880) encodes one of the
core enzymes in â-oxidation in the final steps of JA biosynthesis (Cruz et al.,
2004). The locus underlying QDP-1 causing the differential response to COR
after infection by Pst might exert its effect on the induced JA biosynthesis
through regulation of the expression of PKT2/KAT5. The second gene that
shows differential transcript abundance is NUDIX HYDROLASE HOMOLOG 8
(NUDT8; At5g47240). Before infection there is no difference in transcript
levels for NUDT8, but the gene is stronger induced in LCN5-11 than in Ler by
Pst. In publicly available microarray data, the expression of NUDT8 is strongly
correlated to the JA biosynthesis genes OXOPHYTODIENOATE-REDUCTASE 3

Figure 6: Co-expression network of NUDT8 underlying QDP-1.
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(OPR3 At2g06050) and OPC-8:0 COA LIGASE1 (OPCL1 At1g20510) and the
JA signalling genes MYC2 (At1g32640), JASMONATE-ZIM-DOMAIN PROTEINs
JAZ2 (At1g74950) and JAZ7 (At2g34600), as depicted in Figure 6 that shows
a network of co-expressed genes for NUDT8 obtained from the Arabidopsis
trans-factor and cis-element prediction database ATTED-II (Obayashi et al.,
2007). Most importantly, NUDT8 is the only COR-responsive gene that is
differentially expressed upon Pst infection between the lines, that shows in
addition transcript regulation by QDP-1 and is itself physically located inside
QDP-1. We therefore consider NUDT8 as a prime candidate responsible for
the enhanced response to COR/JA in LCN5-11 compared to Ler and the
associated enhanced susceptibility.

DISCUSSION
Susceptibility to infection and the formation of disease symptoms is largely
determined by the response of the host plant to triggers of the pathogen.
Infection of Arabidopsis with the bacterial pathogen Pst has been extensively
studied over the past decades and has led to the identification of many
immunity-related proteins of the host. Among these the most important ones
are (i) resistance proteins that recognize Pst effector proteins or their
activities mounting ETI, (ii) pattern recognition receptors that signal after
detection of bacterial PAMPs leading to the activation of PTI, and (iii) signal
transduction components that mediate these immune responses. Triggers of
the pathogen consist of PAMPs, e.g. flagellin or EF-tu, or effectors that are
recognized by plant R genes. However, the virulent Pst strain DC3000 is able
to suppress PTI or ETI responses by effector molecules that it injects via the
TTSS into the host cell (Guo et al., 2009). In addition, during infection Pst
produces coronatine (COR) that acts as a virulence factor to promote
bacterial growth (Uppalapati et al., 2008). Bacterial growth often results in
the development of disease symptoms in the infected plants; chlorosis and
the formation of water soaked lesions (Mittal & Davis, 1995). However, the
levels of symptom formation and bacterial growth are not always linked
(Kover & Schaal, 2002).
In this paper we have studied quantitative variation in disease susceptibility
to Pst infection. To identify responsible host loci, we measured symptom
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development and bacterial growth in a population of RILs of the accessions
Ler and Cvi. Both lines are susceptible to Pst, but Ler supports less bacterial
growth and disease symptoms than Cvi. The formation of water soaked
lesions was correlated to bacterial titers in the RILs, but chlorosis was not,
indicating that lesions and chlorosis are distinct host responses. Segregation
of disease traits in the RILs allowed us to map QTLs for bacterial growth and
for symptom development following Pst infection. The largest QTLs for lesion
formation, chlorosis and bacterial growth overlapped and is located on
chromosome 5, suggesting that a single locus (QDP-1) is responsible for all
three traits. In other studies, major QTLs for partial resistance or
susceptibility to Pst were identified (Kover & Cheverud, 2007; Perchepied et
al., 2006). The major locus in the F2 population of Columbia (Col-0) x San
Felin 2 (Sf-2) behaved like a dominant R-gene like locus (Kover & Cheverud,
2007), tempting the authors to speculate that most of the quantitative
variation in resistance to Pst is the result of interaction of multiple R-genes of
small effect. In the RIL population of Bay x Sha, 2 major QTLs were found
(Perchepied et al., 2006). One of these QTLs affected SA-dependent gene
expression, positively correlating with enhanced partial resistance to Pst.
Although the underlying genes have not been cloned, the molecular basis of
partial resistance seems to lie in weakened of incomplete R-gene based
defense signaling.

Arabidopsis FLS2 contributes to bacterial resistance
In our study, fine mapping the chromosome 5 QTL resulted in the
identification of FLS2 (Gomez-Gomez & Boller, 2000) as a candidate gene
underlying QDP-1. A premature stop codon in the kinase domain of the Cvi
FLS2 gene renders the protein non-functional in responding to the bacterial
flagellin-derived peptide flg22, which was previously also demonstrated by
Dunning et al (2007). By showing that F1 plants from Ler x Cvi, but not from
Ler fls2 x Cvi, were responsive to flg22 we could confirm that the nonresponsiveness of Cvi is caused by a defective FLS2 gene. Also the accession
Wassilewskija (Ws-0) is known to express a nonfunctional, C-terminally
truncated form of FLS2 that renders it more susceptible to Pst infection
(Zipfel et al., 2004).
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FLS2 was shown to play an important role in stomatal closure upon
application of bacteria on the leaf surface (Zeng & He, 2010), in particular in
response to COR-deficient Pseudomonas strains. In the fls2 mutant these
COR-deficient strains can multiply to even higher levels than COR-producing
strains in wild type plants (Zeng & He, 2010; Nekrasov et al., 2009). It
seems unlikely that FLS2-mediated resistance can explain all of the reduced
susceptibility of Ler compared to Cvi, as Pst DC3000 produces virulence
factors that can actively suppress this defense. A striking example is the
suppression of PAMP signaling by the effector AvrPtoB that was shown to bind
to the kinase domain of FLS2 and its co-receptor BAK1 (Gohre et al., 2008;
Shan et al., 2008). Also the phytotoxin COR contributes to the suppression of
defense as illustrated by the repression of expression of NON HOST
RESISTANCE 1 (NHO1) that mediates defense against non host Pseudomonas
bacteria (Li et al., 2005). Nevertheless, one can imagine that Cvi plants,
which do not respond to PAMP–derived flg22, have a reduced initial defense
to Pst that contributes to the enhanced susceptibility and symptom formation
of Cvi.
However, the Ler fls2 mutant was not as susceptible as LCN5-11, a near
isogenic line in the Ler background with an introgression of Cvi covering
QDP-1. This suggests that a second gene in the chromosome 5 region of Cvi
contributes to disease susceptibility and symptom formation.

The chromosome 5 Cvi introgression is associated with higher JA/
COR responses
Microarray analysis of Ler compared to LCN5-11 revealed the changes in the
transcriptome caused by the introgression of Cvi on chromosome 5. After
infection with Pst, LCN5-11 showed a stronger expression of genes
responsive to JA or COR than the Ler control. LCN5-11 could be much more
sensitive to COR or JA, or less effective in mediating the suppression of the
JA response, e.g. in response to SA. In contrast to the large difference in
induction of the COR- and JA-responsive genes, the induction of the SAresponsive genes appeared similar in both lines. There might be a difference
in the crosstalk between the hormones JA and SA in the parental lines, which
might result in the disbalance between the JA and the SA transcriptional
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response after infection, or even before infection, as suggested by the
differential expression of PAD4 at T0. In Ler, the reduced JA response in
reaction to Pst infection is reflected by the induction of two other
transcription factor genes WRKY50 and WRKY51. After infection, JA-mediated
suppression of the regulatory gene WRKY70 seemed intact in LCN5-11. Also
the SA-mediated suppression of the JA response is reported to be functional
in Cvi, as application of SA is able to repress the JA-induced PLANT DEFENSIN
1.2 (PDF1.2) (Koornneef et al., 2008), in the absence of pathogen infection.
We propose that LCN5-11, under Pst attack, shows a stronger activation of JA
- and COR-responsive genes by being less sensitive to SA-mediated
suppression of the JA-response. This is supported by the finding that Cvi is
hyporesponsive to SA, as proposed by van Leeuwen et al on the basis of the
differential gene expression in a number of SA gene networks compared to 6
other accessions (van Leeuwen et al., 2007).

Candidate genes for the enhanced JA/COR responsiveness of Cvi
To find a causal link between the observed enhanced COR response in LCN511, we reverted to the results of the quantitative analysis of gene expression
in the same population of Ler/Cvi RILs. Genes that have QTLs for their
transcript levels (eQTLs) at the same position as QDP-1 could be responsible
for susceptibility to Pst. If those genes are also physically located under QDP1, they can be considered as primary candidate genes, as at least their
expression is already differentially regulated between the parental
accessions. By combining data on differential expression after infection and
regulation of gene expression by QDP-1 we could narrow down the number of
candidate genes underlying QDP-1. Only 2 genes, PKT2 and NUDT8, were
also responsive to COR and are linked to JA biosynthesis. PKT2, or 3KETOACYL-COA THIOLASE 5 (KAT5) (Germain et al., 2001) is one of the 5
KAT genes in Arabidopsis. KAT proteins function in the last step of â-oxidation
pathway, which is the final stage in the JA biosynthetic pathway. Although
KAT2 is thought to be most active in the generation of JA, the expression of
KAT2 is not regulated by JA, providing a JA-independent synthesis rate (Cruz
et al., 2004). PKT2/KAT5, however, is inducible by JA, which might
supplement the JA-independent input of KAT2, and add JA- or COR131
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dependence to the regulatory loop of JA biosynthesis. The effect of QDP-1 on
the COR response might therefore be exerted through regulation of PKT2/
KAT5.
The second gene is the Nudix hydrolase gene NUDT8 that is physically
located inside QDP-1 and therefore a prime candidate responsible for
enhanced JA-responsiveness, possibly acting through PKT2/KAT5. The
expression of NUDT8 is strongly correlated with JA biosynthetic genes in
public microarray data (ATTED II database). The gene is part of the family of
23 Nudix hydrolases in Arabidopsis (Ogawa et al., 2005; Gunawardana et al.,
2009). The Nudix proteins, pyrophosphatases, catalyze the hydrolysis of
small nucleotide substrates composed of nucleoside diphosphate linked to
another moiety X (Bessman et al., 1996). NUDT8 belongs to the FGFTNE
family of Nudix hydrolases (Gunawardana et al., 2009), just as NUDT2,
NUDT5, NUDT6, and NUDT7. The members of this family are involved in
hydrolysis of both ADP-ribose and NADH (Ogawa et al., 2005). ADPribosylation has been discovered to contribute to plant defense signaling
(Adams-Phillips et al., 2010). The involvement of NUDT2, NUDT6 and NUDT7
in tolerance to reactive oxygen species (Ogawa et al., 2009; Ishikawa et al.,
2009; Jambunathan et al., 2010; Ge et al., 2007) and NUDT6 and NUDT7 in
SA signaling have been reported (Ishikawa et al., 2010a; Bartsch et al.,
2006; Ge et al., 2007). NUDT7 was shown to exert negative regulation on
EDS1/PAD4 signaling (Bartsch et al., 2006; Ge et al., 2007) and the nudt7
mutant allows less growth of Pst (Adams-Phillips et al., 2008; Ge et al.,
2007). On the other hand, NUDT6 is SA responsive and a positive regulator of
NON EXPRESSOR OF PATHOGENESIS RELATED GENES 1 (NPR1), a key
signaling regulator of SA responsive genes (for instance WRKY70) (Ishikawa
et al., 2010a). The opposite effects on SA signaling of these members of the
same family are explained by the timing of their activity. NUDT7 is proposed
to be active under normal conditions and oxidative stress, relieving the plant
from toxic stress, whereas NUDT6 is active after SA induction (Ishikawa et
al., 2010b). Koornneef et al (2008) suggested that SA-mediated modulation
of the redox homeostasis is important for the SA-mediated attenuation of the
JA signaling. The dual role of the Nudix hydrolases in redox homeostasis and
SA signaling, would suggest their implication in crosstalk between JA and SA.
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Similar to NUDT6, which is activated in response to SA, NUDT8 might have a
specific role after JA/COR induction. Based on differences between Ler and
Cvi at the expression level of NUDT8 after infection with Pst and and the
position of NUDT8 and its eQTL on chromosome 5 under the major QTL, we
propose NUDT8 as a candidate to influence disease development in
Arabidopsis-Pst interaction.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Plant material
The accessions Ler and Cvi, as well as recombinant inbred lines (RILs)
(Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998) and near isogenic lines (NILs) (Keurentjes et al.,
2006) derived from these parental accessions were grown in short day
conditions (9 hr light, 15 hr dark).
The Ler fls2-17 mutant (Gomez-Gomez & Boller, 2000) was kindly provided
by Delphine Chinchilla and Thomas Boller (Univ. Basel).

Phenotypic analysis of infection
Four weeks after germination, plants were spray infected with Pseudomonas
syringae pv tomato DC3000 (Pst) at a concentration of 5x 107 cfu/ml
(OD600=0.05). Four days after infection 3 individual plants per line were
photographed and images were analyzed using KS400 software version 3.0
(Carl Zeiss Vision). For each image the total leaf area was determined and
the percentages of this area that showed chlorosis or water soaked lesions.
For each line the average of three measurements was taken. Measurement of
bacterial infection in the RILs was performed by the method described by
Tornero et al (2001). Three days after dip-inoculation of the seedlings, 5
seedlings were weighed and shaken in 10 mM MgSO4 buffer to release
bacteria. The number of colony forming units (cfu) per mg fresh weight was
determined by subsequent growth of the bacteria on selective KB-agar plates.

Statistical and QTL analysis
Broad-sense heritabilities were estimated in an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
using the variance between the individual measurements per line (VG) as a
fraction of total variance: H2 = VG / (VG + VE), where VE is the error
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component of the variance.
To assess the genetic contribution to the measured traits chlorosis and water
soaked lesions, the Composite Interval Mapping procedure from the software
package Windows QTL Cartographer 2.5 was used (Wang S. et al., 2007).
Walk speed was set at 1 cM, 10 control markers were selected and
significance was analyzed using 1000 permutations.

Fine mapping
To refine the region of the major QTL on chromosome 5, the NIL LCN5-11
was crossed to Ler. In F2 lines, the QTL was refined using markers based on
the CEREON database (TAIR) and SNPs collected in 95 accessions (Aranzana
et al., 2005).

Flg22 treatment and microscopy
To assess callose deposition in response to the bacterial peptide flg22, 1week old seedlings were transferred to liquid medium with 10 µM peptide or
expanded leaves of 4-week old plants were infiltrated with 1 µM flg22.
Callose deposition was visualized, after staining in fresh 0.05% (w/v) aniline
blue staining solution (0.07M NaH2PO4, pH=9.0) for 1 hr at room
temperature, on an Olympus AX with DAPI & WU filters (excitation between
330-385 nm and 420 nm barrier).

Microarray analysis
Just before inoculation (T0) and 1-4 days after inoculation (T1, T2, T3 and
T4), samples were taken of infected leaf material of 5-week-old Ler and NIL
LCN5-11 for RNA extraction.
Labeling and hybridization were performed as described before (de Jong et
al., 2006). mRNA was amplified using the MessageAmp aRNA kit (Ambion)
and cDNA, modified with 5-(3-aminoallyl)-dUTP, was labeled with Cy3 and
Cy5 (Amersham). Two samples of each line were labeled with Cy3, and two
were labeled with Cy5 at each timepoint. Samples were hybridized to CATMA
arrays (Allemeersch et al., 2005).
Statistical analysis of the arrays was performed using Limma (Smyth, 2005)
in the statistical environment R. Log ratios were obtained after print-tip loess
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normalization for all the genes on the array and compared between LCN5-11
and Ler. Single channel data was obtained after quantile normalization.
Gene Ontology (GO) overrepresentation was determined with the R function
GOHyperGAll (Horan et al., 2008).
Co-expression data, based on publicly available microarray data, was
obtained from the A. thaliana trans-factor and cis-element prediction
database ATTED-II (Obayashi et al., 2007).

Correlation analysis to expression-QTL data
Genetic analysis of gene expression data on the Ler/Cvi RIL population in
seedlings was used from Keurentjes et al (Keurentjes et al., 2007) and in
three-week-old plant treated with low-light from Snoek et al (manuscript in
preparation). The gene expression profiles in the RILs resulted in the
identification of genetic loci linked to variation in gene expression (eQTLs).
Enrichment for eQTLs in the differentially expressed genes was assessed
using hypergeometric tests.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Figure 1: Confirmation of QTL in the NILs
(A)

Chlorosis QTLs on chromosome 1 and 5 were confirmed in NILs with introgressions

corresponding to the chlorosis QTLs. The NILs differed significantly from Ler at p < 0.05.
(B)

The largest lesion-QTLs were confirmed, QDP-L1 and QDP-L2. The effects of the smaller

QTLs on chromosome 1 were not significant and the reduction in lesions on chromosome 2 was
not observed.
(C)

QTL on chromosome 5 for partial resistance was confirmed in NIL LCN5-11. Bacterial

titers were determined in seedlings before inoculation and 4 consecutive days after infection.
Error bars denote the 95% confidence interval.
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Supplemental Figure 2: LOD profiles showing significance of linkage of chlorosis, lesions and
bacterial titers (T3) to positions on the genome, mapped in the sub-population of RILs with Ler
genotype in QPD-L1.

Supplemental Figure 3: (Co-)dominant nature of QDP-B1. Bacterial titers of Pst in Ler, Cvi
and the reciprocal F1 crosses of LCN5-11 to Ler 3 days post inoculation. Error bars are
standard error of means.
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Supplemental Figure 4: Expression of selected genes, in the
NIL in red, in Ler in blue.
(A) and (B) SA-responsive genes, (C) COR-responsive genes,
(D) expression of the STAYGREEN gene. Solid circles represent
significantly differentially expressed between Ler and Cvi

GG1

GG2

Supplemental Figure 5: Enrichment of eQTLs in the genes differentially expressed between
Ler and LCN5-11 at T0 and T1 on the Cvi introgression in Ler and on QDP1 respectively. eQTLs
are mapped in seedling stage (GG1) or mature plants treated with low light (GG2). Log2-fold
p-values for enrichment are shown for each time point and marker on chromosome 5. Vertical
lines indicate the introgressed region of Cvi in Ler background and QDP-1.
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Supplemental Table 1: Mean, standard deviation and broad sense heritability of the
measured traits in the parental lines Ler and Cvi and in the RILs. Significance of the difference
between the parental lines was assessed with a t-test.

Chlorosis
Mean

log CFU/
mg seedings

Lesions
Stdev

Nr

Mean

Stdev

Nr

Mean

Stdev

Nr

Ler

10.7

5.44

8

1.4

1.31

8

5.1

0.27

2

Cvi

53.1

11.60

9

2.1

1.03

9

4.9

0.58

2

RILs

32.6

17.47

356

4.0

3.50

356

4.8

0.47

122

H2
p-value

73

65

61

<0.001

n.s

n.s

Supplemental Table 2:List of QTLs for chlorosis, lesions and bacterial titers, with their
position, significance, additive effect, explained variance and 1-lod confidence interval.

Trait

QTL

Chlorosis

Lesions

Log CFU/mg

Chrom

Position
(cM)

LOD score

Additive
effect

R2 (%)

Interval

QDP-C1

5

72

15.6

-10.5

31

71-75

QDP-C2

1

7

6.9

-5.9

12

6-10

QDP-C3

3

9

5.1

-5.0

8

7-13

QDP-L1

5

73

9.0

-1.4

17

71-76

QDP-L2

1

13

7.0

-1.2

10

12-15

QDP-L3

2

58

4.4

0.8

7

55-59

QDP-L4

1

93

4.0

-0.9

6

89-98

QDP-L5

1

31

3.5

-0.9

5

28-38

QDP-B1

5

76

5.5

-0.2

18

74-78

QDP-B2

2

49

4.5

0.3

13

48-51
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Supplemental Table 3: List of QTLs for chlorosis, lesions and bacterial titers, with their
position, significance, additive effect, explained variance and 1-lod confidence interval, in the
sub-population of RILs with the Ler genotype on QDP-L1.
Overlapping
QTL

Chrom

Position
(cM)

LOD score

Additive
effect

Chlorosis

QDP-C2

1

5

4.0

-6.0

16

0-11

Lesions

QDP-L2

1

17

5.9

-1.3

26

16-21

4

70

4.4

1.0

11

65-71

1

60

7.5

-0.2

28

59-62

2

20

3.6

0.1

11

18-26

3

69

2.6

0.1

10

68-71

4

22

8.3

-0.3

33

21-24

5

11

3.9

0.2

19

7-14

5

19

4.8

0.2

20

15-20

5

89

3.3

0.2

9

85-92

Trait

Log CFU/mg

R2 (%)

Interval

Supplemental Table 4: Pst infection expression data in LCN5-11 (Nil1..Nil4) and Ler
(Ler1..Ler4) compared to T0 and log-ratios between LCN5-11 and Ler (T0..T4) of 17 CORresponsive genes underlying QDP-1. PDF1.2 was not available on CATMA. The first table lists
the log-ratios, the second part of the table lists the corresponding Benjamini-Hochberg
corrected p-values at fdr < 0.05.
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Nil2

Nil3

Nil4
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Ler1

Ler2

Ler3

Ler4

T0

T1

T2

T3

T4

At5g44020

-1.26

-4.42

-5.35

-4.14

-0.83

-3.30

-5.82

-3.31

0.15

-0.27

-0.97

0.83

-0.68

At5g44050

0.75

0.43

-0.75

-0.07

0.69

0.90

0.55

0.20

0.08

0.14

-0.39

-1.23

-0.19

At5g44680

-1.09

-3.80

-4.77

-3.88

-0.44

-3.29

-3.28

-3.41

0.37

-0.28

-0.14

-1.12

-0.10

At5g45820

-1.01

-2.89

-2.59

-1.65

-1.06

-1.31

-1.08

-0.73

-1.27

-1.22

-2.85

-2.78

-2.19

At5g45950

-2.05

-3.02

-3.09

-2.48

-1.89

-2.77

-2.72

-2.13

0.22

0.06

-0.03

-0.15

-0.13

At5g46760

0.98

2.00

1.67

0.98

0.19

0.66

0.58

0.47

-0.69

0.10

0.65

0.40

-0.19

At5g47240

3.22

3.33

1.57

2.41

2.04

2.02

1.15

1.58

0.09

1.27

1.40

0.50

0.91

At5g47370

0.71

0.81

1.04

1.11

0.33

0.51

-0.20

0.41

-0.06

0.31

0.24

1.18

0.63

At5g44130

-0.37

0.08

-0.21

0.16

-0.29

-0.20

-0.14

0.26

0.22

0.14

0.51

0.15

0.12

At5g44390

-0.06

0.63

0.30

0.52

-0.39

0.39

0.44

0.44

0.00

0.33

0.25

-0.13

0.08

At5g44420

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

At5g44670

0.17

0.37

0.60

-0.08

0.08

0.94

0.85

0.07

0.20

0.29

-0.37

-0.05

0.05

At5g44910

0.23

0.21

-0.18

0.23

0.13

0.68

0.21

0.49

-0.01

0.09

-0.48

-0.40

-0.26

At5g45670

0.14

-0.14

0.20

0.24

0.27

-0.77

-0.48

-0.30

-0.33

-0.46

0.33

0.35

0.21

At5g45830

0.02

0.12

-0.32

-0.92

0.20

0.06

-0.17

-1.47

-0.07

-0.25

-0.01

-0.21

0.48

At5g46330

0.82

0.96

1.10

0.66

0.58

0.94

1.05

0.80

-0.26

-0.02

-0.24

-0.21

-0.40

At5g48430

0.64

-0.28

1.02

-0.17

0.65

0.22

1.62

1.06

0.33

0.32

-0.17

-0.26

-0.90

AGI

Nil1.BH Nil2.BH Nil3.BH Nil4.BH Ler1.BH Ler2.BH Ler3.BH Ler4.BH T0.BH T1.BH T2.BH T3.BH T4.BH

At5g44020 6.0E-01 3.8E-04 1.9E-05 1.0E-03 8.4E-01 1.4E-02 1.4E-05 1.4E-02 9.3E-01 9.1E-01 2.0E-02 6.6E-02 1.2E-01
At5g44050 3.5E-01 5.2E-01 1.5E-01 9.5E-01 4.7E-01 1.5E-01 4.3E-01 8.8E-01 9.6E-01 9.5E-01 1.7E-01 4.7E-05 5.9E-01
At5g44680 6.4E-02 1.9E-10 4.9E-13 1.6E-10 7.2E-01 1.9E-08 1.3E-08 1.0E-08 5.1E-01 7.8E-01 6.9E-01 1.1E-04 8.0E-01
At5g45820 2.2E-01 3.4E-06 1.4E-05 5.6E-03 2.3E-01 4.8E-02 1.0E-01 3.7E-01 5.6E-03 6.6E-03 1.9E-08 8.4E-09 7.9E-07
At5g45950 5.6E-02 5.8E-04 3.1E-04 5.3E-03 1.1E-01 3.1E-03 2.9E-03 2.8E-02 9.4E-01 1.0E+00 9.8E-01 8.4E-01 8.9E-01
At5g46760 2.4E-01 6.9E-04 3.2E-03 1.3E-01 9.5E-01 4.5E-01 4.8E-01 6.4E-01 2.8E-01 9.8E-01 8.8E-02 2.8E-01 7.1E-01
At5g47240 6.6E-08 5.8E-09 9.2E-04 4.1E-06 2.9E-04 1.3E-04 2.7E-02 2.6E-03 9.1E-01 2.8E-05 3.2E-07 7.0E-03 7.2E-05
At5g47370 5.3E-01 2.5E-01 9.7E-02 9.8E-02 8.9E-01 6.4E-01 8.8E-01 7.2E-01 9.5E-01 5.4E-01 2.8E-01 1.8E-06 3.4E-03

At5g44130 8.9E-01 9.6E-01 8.7E-01 9.2E-01 9.5E-01 9.3E-01 9.5E-01 9.0E-01 9.4E-01 9.9E-01 4.8E-01 8.4E-01 9.0E-01
At5g44390 9.8E-01 2.9E-01 6.5E-01 4.3E-01 8.0E-01 6.8E-01 5.7E-01 6.0E-01 1.0E+00 8.0E-01 5.4E-01 7.3E-01 8.8E-01
At5g44420

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

#N/A

At5g44670 9.5E-01 7.4E-01 4.7E-01 9.6E-01 9.9E-01 3.3E-01 3.6E-01 9.7E-01 9.1E-01 9.1E-01 4.6E-01 9.3E-01 9.5E-01
At5g44910 8.8E-01 7.8E-01 7.9E-01 7.7E-01 9.6E-01 2.9E-01 8.3E-01 5.2E-01 9.9E-01 9.8E-01 1.2E-01 1.6E-01 4.7E-01
At5g45670 9.7E-01 9.3E-01 8.6E-01 8.7E-01 9.5E-01 5.6E-01 7.3E-01 8.8E-01 8.3E-01 8.0E-01 5.8E-01 4.7E-01 7.5E-01
At5g45830 1.0E+00 9.6E-01 8.5E-01 5.6E-01 9.8E-01 9.9E-01 9.5E-01 3.4E-01 9.9E-01 9.8E-01 1.0E+00 8.0E-01 5.9E-01
At5g46330 6.3E-01 3.5E-01 2.3E-01 5.9E-01 8.4E-01 4.7E-01 3.4E-01 5.6E-01 7.8E-01 1.0E+00 5.5E-01 5.4E-01 2.7E-01
At5g48430 8.6E-01 9.0E-01 4.9E-01 9.5E-01 8.9E-01 9.5E-01 3.0E-01 6.1E-01 9.1E-01 9.6E-01 8.8E-01 7.6E-01 2.7E-01
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Supplemental Table 5: Log-ratios of genes significantly differentially expressed at 1 day
after infection in the NIL (Nil1), in Ler (Ler1) or between the lines (T1) with eQTL on QDP-1 in
either GG1, GG2 or in both experiments (Exp). Responsiveness to COR (Cor) and physical
location inside QDP-1 (in QDP-1) is indicated.
Gene

Nil1

Ler1

At1g03090 2.10

Exp

Alias

1.39

GG2

MCCA

At1g05300 -1.12 -1.28

GG2

ZIP5

At1g05510

T1

COR
responsive

in QDP-1

0.94

GG2

At1g06080 1.05

GG2

At1g15380 2.14

1.77

GG2

At1g30930

-1.64

GG2

At1g58200 1.26

TRUE

ADS1

GG2

MSL3

At2g04530 1.70

1.32

GG2

CPZ

At2g04842

-0.49

GG2

EMB2761

1.06

GG2

At2g14900 2.75

1.62

At3g17570 2.35

2.13

GG2

At3g20370

1.50

GG2

At4g10150

-0.58

GG2

At4g11270 1.23

GG2

At4g28700 -1.24

GG1

At4g36010 1.25

TRUE

GG1

At4g36870 1.37
At5g25610 -1.11
At5g39950 1.55

TRUE
1.42

GG2

SAW1

GG1

RD22

GG1

TRXH2

At5g42700

-1.81

GG2

At5g42790

-0.52

GG1

At5g42830 2.42

2.82

Both

At5g42960

-1.28

GG2

At5g43050

-1.06

Both

At5g43440

0.88

Both

At5g43450

-2.29

GG2

At5g43750 -1.33

Both

At5g43830

-0.99

At5g44870

-1.39

TRUE

GG2

At5g45040

-0.90

TRUE

Both

TRUE

Both

At5g45330 1.43

AMT1;4

GG2

At5g45370

-0.89

TRUE

GG2

At5g45430

2.51

TRUE

Both

At5g45470

1.01

TRUE

GG2

At5g45490

2.76

TRUE

GG2

At5g45500

2.96

TRUE

GG2
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Supplemental Table 5: (Continued)

Gene

Nil1

Ler1

T1

COR
responsive

in QDP-1

Exp

Alias

At5g45510

3.45

TRUE

GG2

At5g45930

1.29

TRUE

Both

At5g46020

-0.45

TRUE

GG2

At5g46780

-0.97

TRUE

GG2

TRUE

GG2

BOU

TRUE

GG2

VAM3

TRUE

GG2

NUDT8

TRUE

Both

TRUE

GG2

At5g46800

-1.30

At5g46860 1.78
At5g47240 3.22

2.04

At5g47250

1.27

TRUE

-1.10

At5g47550 -1.06 -1.23
At5g47560

0.90

TRUE

GG2

At5g47600

-1.24

TRUE

GG2

TRUE

GG2

At5g47620

-0.81

At5g47750

0.56

TRUE

GG2

At5g47880

0.83

TRUE

GG2

At5g48340

1.15

TRUE

Both

At5g48880 1.61

0.94

0.44

At5g48900 -1.46

TRUE

Both

TRUE

Both

At5g48930 -0.95 -0.92

GG2

At5g49920

1.86

GG2

At5g51010

0.53

GG2

At5g60720 2.01

0.79

GG2

At5g62800 1.18

1.10 -0.49

GG2

At5g65040 1.83
At5g65440 2.11

GG2
1.10

GG2
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ABSTRACT
Unraveling the complex interactions between molecular genetic factors in
response to the environment and resulting variation in phenotypes is one of
the major goals of quantitative genetics. The effects of genotype and
genotype-by-environment interaction can also be measured at the level of
transcripts that may subsequently be linked to associated phenotypes. Here
we analysed a genetical genomics experiment with Arabidopsis Landsberg
erecta x Cape Verde Islands Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs) treated with
spectral neutral shade. Transcript levels under these low light conditions were
compared to a previous experiment with untreated seedlings. The
experimental differences between the two expression data sets were used to
estimate the influence of environment and genome on variation in gene
transcript levels. While the genetic variation of the RILs was identical, the
environmental conditions and developmental stages were very different
between the two experiments. The plasticity in regulation of gene expression
was revealed after induction of the low light response. Most of plastic
transcriptional responses were distantly regulated, although we found striking
examples of locally regulated genes, associated with auxin and sterol
homeostasis, that show a strong interaction with the environment. From the
analysis, the COP9 signalosome component CSN5A emerged as a candidate
pleiotropic master regulator of the response to low light.
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INTRODUCTION
Developmental processes and the responses of organisms to their
environment are largely genetically determined. However, phenotypic
variation is also strongly influenced by the environment and by genotype-byenvironment interactions. Complex interactions between polymorphic gene
products specific for an environment or changing conditions are at the basis
of the variation in responses between individuals within a species. Besides
phenotypic responses, transcript levels of many genes are similarly
influenced by the environment in addition to genetic differences.
Variation in genotype leading to heritable differences in transcript levels has
been used to find expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTLs) in genetical
genomics studies (Jansen & Nap, 2001) on a number of model organisms
(Bing & Hoeschele, 2005; Brem et al., 2002; Brem & Kruglyak, 2005;
Bystrykh et al., 2005; Keurentjes et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006; Vinuela et al.,
2010; West et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011). The identified eQTLs were
instrumental in unraveling transcript regulatory networks (Bing & Hoeschele,
2005; Keurentjes et al., 2007; Terpstra et al., 2010). DNA polymorphisms in
or near a gene can affect the gene’s own expression (local or cis regulation)
and/or the expression of target genes at other locations in the genome
(distant or trans regulation). Candidate regulatory genes, responsible for
distant regulation, can be selected based on co-expression with their target
genes. Regulatory loci that affect the expression of many genes are called
Hotspots for transcript regulation (HTR). These genomic regions, enriched in
eQTLs, are identified in most genetical genomics experiments (Brem et al.,
2002; Bystrykh et al., 2005; Keurentjes et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006; Schadt
et al., 2003; West et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011) and point to, so called,
master regulators. Regulatory genes do not always exert their effect on
target gene expression by changing their own expression levels, but instead
by differential activity at the protein level. In our previous genetical genomics
study in Arabidopsis thaliana (Keurentjes et al., 2007) the receptor-like
kinase (RLK) gene ERECTA was identified as an HTR, although it was not cisregulated. The combination of single mutant gene expression profiles with
eQTL data and transcription factor binding site analysis, allowed the
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verification of HTR targets and identification of downstream signaling
cascades (Terpstra et al., 2010).
Genetical genomics studies on Arabidopsis performed so far have revealed
variation in gene expression under one experimental condition (Keurentjes et
al., 2007; West et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011). Steady state transcript
levels were measured and only the effect of genotype within these
environmental settings on variation in gene expression was studied. The
genotype of an organism can in fact express different phenotypes as a
function of the environment, which is called phenotypic plasticity (Nicotra et
al., 2010). Many of these plastic responses to a change in the environment
are relatively fast and the result of transient changes in transcript abundance.
Plasticity in gene expression is much exploited in numerous gene expression
analyses studying the effect of specific treatments. When different genotypes
respond differently to changes in the environment, there is genotype-byenvironment interaction. In any case though, this interaction will only
manifest itself after induction, for instance after an environmental change.
The influence of the environment on gene expression was reflected in the
highly plastic nature of gene expression regulation, as shown in a genetical
genomics studies on a Caenorhabditis elegans recombinant inbred line (RIL)
population grown in two different temperatures (Li et al., 2006) or at three
different ages (Vinuela et al., 2010). The majority of genes that showed
plasticity in regulation due to genotype-by-temperature interaction were
regulated in trans, with a large group of genes affected by the same
regulatory locus. Also in yeast, when grown on two different carbon sources,
trans regulation was more likely to be plastic (Smith & Kruglyak, 2008). In
another study, where yeast strains were grown under distinct growth
conditions, the genes that showed plastic regulation were biased to nonessential genes (Landry et al., 2006). In the dynamic response to a heatshock, plasticity in regulation was observed for genes enriched in essential
genes (Eng et al., 2010). The latter study clearly showed that, in addition to
different environments, the transition between environments provided a new
source of expression variation.
An important environmental change that plants experience every day is
shade or a change in light conditions. Low light treatment induces the shade
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avoidance syndrome (SAS), which includes enhanced elongation of stems and
petioles, upward leaf movement (hyponastic growth) and increased apical
dominance (Ballare, 1999; Franklin, 2008; Keuskamp et al., 2011; Millenaar
et al., 2005), concurrent with rapid changes in gene transcript levels (Devlin
et al., 2003; Millenaar et al., 2006; Salter et al., 2003; Sessa et al., 2005).
Low light is perceived by phytochromes, cryptochromes, phototropins and
members of the Zeitlupe (ZTL) family of photoreceptors (Keller et al., 2011;
Takemiya et al., 2005; Pierik et al., 2009; Franklin, 2008; Demarsy &
Fankhauser, 2009). Subsequent signaling involves phytochrome-interacting
factors PIF4 and PIF5. Although the low light-induced hyponastic response is
similar to ethylene-induced hyponasty, the low light response is independent
of ethylene signaling. Instead, auxin signaling and polar transport in
combination with brassinosteroids (BR) are required for low light-induced
hyponastic growth (Millenaar et al., 2009; Kozuka et al., 2010; Keller et al.,
2011; Keuskamp et al., 2011).
Here we analyse the effect of genotype and the genotype-by-environment
interaction on genome-wide transcript levels of Arabidopsis RILs exposed to
low light conditions. Transcript levels of 120 Landsberg erecta (Ler) and Cape
Verde Islands (Cvi) RILs (Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998) were measured on DNA
microarrays and compared to our previous genetical genomics experiment
(GG1) on the same population that was grown under normal light conditions
(Keurentjes et al., 2007). Comparison of the two experiments identified
genotype-specific eQTLs as well as experiment specific, so called plasticity
eQTLs. In response to low light a major effect on transcript regulation was
exerted by a HTR on chromosome 1. Genes in the HTR locus and distantly
regulated target genes were found to be associated with the circadian clock
and processes related to auxin, sterols and reactive oxygen species (ROS).
We propose a candidate master regulator to interactively affect these
processes in the complex low light induced SAS.
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RESULTS
Natural variation in transcript abundance under low light conditions
The recombinant inbred lines (RILs) generated from the parental Arabidopsis
accessions Landsberg erecta (Ler) and Cape Verde Islands (Cvi) show a high
level of phenotypic variation in response to low light, indicating there is a
strong influence of genotype on the SAS-related responses (Snoek, 2009). To
assess the effect of genotype on the transcriptional response to low light,
genome-wide transcript levels were measured in 120 Ler/Cvi RILs and their
parental lines (referred to as Genetical Genomics experiment 2, or GG2). For
this, 3-week-old plants grown under short-day conditions were shifted to low
light conditions, a ~90% reduction in light intensity, and leaf tissue was
collected 3 h later. We assessed the contribution of plant genotype to
variation in transcript levels by calculating the broad sense heritabilities (H2)
for all genes in the parental lines and RILs. The median H2 of gene expression
in the parents was 0.26 and in the RILs 0.46, indicating that the genetic
background has a greater influence on the variation in transcript levels in the
RILs than in the parents. We determined linkage to variation in transcript
abundance and mapped 7868 expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTLs) for
6676 genes (~32% of total measured transcripts; Table 1).
This linkage is visualized by plotting the position of the genes of which
expression levels are regulated to the position of the regulatory eQTLs
(Figure 1). The grey diagonal line depicts local regulation. Distant regulation
(also named trans regulation) is visible as vertical “bands”. Many distant
Table 1: Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) mapped in 120 RILs exposed to
low light conditions.
number
Feature

(%)

eQTL

7868

distant eQTL

4170

Genes

fraction

53.0%

20833
6676

32.0%

634

9.5%

genes with only local eQTL

3054

45.7%

genes with only distant eQTL

2988

44.8%

genes with eQTL

genes with local and distant eQTL
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effects are found near the top of chromosome 1, where transcript levels of a
large number of genes are affected by one locus, which is referred to as a
hotspot for transcript regulation (HTR). We found a similar number of eQTLs
for distant as for local regulation (Table 1).
The transcript profiles of Ler and Cvi, similarly treated for 3 h with a ~90%
reduction in light intensity, showed 3228 genes (at false discovery rate (fdr)
< 0.05) with differentially abundant transcripts between the parental lines
(Table 2). Of these genes, 2379 (74%) had an eQTL (which is 36% of all
genes with an eQTL). The eQTLs for the Ler/Cvi differentially abundant
transcripts show more local regulation than the overall fraction of locally
regulated genes (707 distant, 1374 local and 298 both). These local eQTLs
are probably caused by polymorphisms between Ler and Cvi within the
promoters or other regulatory sequences of the genes that show differential

Figure 1: Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs), physical position of the top of
the eQTL (x-axis) plotted against the physical position of the gene (y axis). Both
physical positions are in mega basepairs (Mb) and plotted per chromosome (I-V).
eQTLs for local (cis) regulation are in gray (diagonal). eQTLs with a Ler positive effect
are in green (triangles), eQTLs with a Cvi positive (= Ler negative) effect are in red
(plus signs). Chromosomes are indicated on the right for rows and on top for columns of graphs.
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Table 2: eQTLs of Ler/Cvi differentially abundant transcripts (DATs) in response to
low light treatment.

Number

Fraction

Feature

(%)

DATs

3228

DATs with eQTL

2379

73.7%

298

12.5%

1374

57.8%

707

29.7%

DATs with local and distant eQTL
DATs with only local eQTL
DATs with only distant eQTL

expression. To assess this relation, the eQTL distribution was correlated to
the distribution of genes containing Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs).
Indeed, the local eQTL distribution shows a higher correlation to the SNP
distribution (0.64; p<10-14) than that of the distant eQTLs (0.26; p<0.01).
The number of genes with an eQTL, as determined in the RIL population, is
much larger than the number of transcripts that are differential between Ler
and Cvi. For 64% of the genes with an eQTL (~20% of all genes) no
differential transcript abundance between the parental lines is observed. The
influence of recombination of parental alleles in the RILs on the larger
variation in transcript levels is reflected in the higher heritabilities for the
transcript levels in the RILs than in the parents. Combinations of parental
alleles with different effects can enhance variation and lead to more extreme
transcript levels than in the parental lines. This transgression was observed
for 3495 genes (17% of the genes). The genes with eQTLs but without
differential transcript levels between the parents show more transgression
(21%; 913 of 4297) than the overall fraction of transgressive genes with
eQTLs (18%; 1230 of 6676 genes; significance p < 1.3 * 10-16).
Transgression can therefore explain, for a considerable part, the larger
variation in gene transcript levels caused by genotype in the RILs than in the
parents.
A major part of the environmental effect in GG2 may well be attributed to the
change in light conditions, the exposure to low light, which induces the SAS.
To estimate the effect of natural variation within the RILs on the response
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induced by low light, we compared our data to transcript profiles of Columbia
(Col-0) petioles treated with low light under similar experimental conditions
(Millenaar et al., 2006). A reduction in light intensity of ~90% for 3 h
resulted in differential transcript levels of 2579 genes, compared to Col-0
plants that remained under full light conditions. Of these, 2278 low light
responsive genes could be analyzed on the microarray in GG2, and are
referred to as low light-regulated genes from here on. The number of low
light-regulated genes that is differentially regulated between Ler and Cvi is
506 (22%). This is significantly higher (p < 1.8*10-17) than the overall
percentage of 16% genes with differentially abundant transcripts (2794
genes of the 17498 genes that could be measured in both experiments). We
also observe significantly more (p < 1.3*10-29) eQTLs in GG2 for the low light
affected transcripts (43%) than for all transcripts (33%). Taken together this
shows that the low light treatment of the RILs in GG2 revealed natural
variation in the induced response to low light.

Plastic regulation of transcript abundance revealed by comparison of
two genetical genomics experiments
Our genetical genomics experiment under low light (GG2) gave us the
opportunity to compare the observed natural variation in gene expression to
our first genetical genomics experiment (GG1), under normal light conditions.
In the two experiments the same population of RILs and parental lines were
profiled in a similar microarray distant-pair design (Fu & Jansen, 2006).
There were, however, marked differences. In GG1 the aerial parts of 7-dayold seedlings were profiled, opposed to leaves of 3-week-old plants in GG2.
So not only developmental stage, but also the collected tissue types were
different. Furthermore, seedlings in GG1 were grown in vitro on synthetic
medium under long-day conditions. In GG2 the plants were grown under
short-day conditions in soil. Most importantly, plants from GG2 were placed,
3 h before being harvested, to low light conditions, which mimics neutral
shade that is known to lead to large transcriptional changes. In contrast,
seedlings in GG1 were not subjected to low light but harvested for expression
profiling when plants were 7 hours into the light period. From here on we
refer to these developmental and environmental differences as the
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experimental effect. In the two genetical genomics experiments the
distributions of eQTLs over the five Arabidopsis chromosomes are clearly
distinct, reflecting the strong experimental effect on the regulation of gene
expression (Figure 2).
In GG2, the main HTR is located at the top of chromosome 1, where the Ler
locus has a positive effect on gene expression (Figure 1 and 2A). This locus
co-locates with a QTL for petiole angle, a phenotype that is part of the SAS
(Snoek, 2009) and suggests a functional link between the expression changes

GG2

GG1

Figure 2: Genomic distributions of eQTLs in GG1 and GG2. Bars represent the number of local (black) and distant (grey) eQTLs detected at each marker position. The
horizontal lines represent the significance thresholds value for defining a hot spot.
Grey vertical lines depict chromosomal borders.
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caused by the chromosome 1 HTR and low light-induced phenotypic variation.
In GG1, the gene underlying the main HTR on chromosome 2 (Figure 2B) was
ERECTA that also has a large influence on many phenotypic growth-related
traits (van Zanten et al., 2009). Comparison of the eQTL distributions in both
experiments shows a stronger correlation between GG1 and GG2 for local
(~0.64) than for distant eQTLs (~0.21). This suggests that the eQTLs for
local regulation are predominantly genotype-specific and independent of the
experimental conditions, whereas those for distant regulation are more
experimentally controlled.
In the two experiments together a total of 12287 eQTLs were mapped, for
7259 genes of the 19205 genes profiled in both experiments. Despite the
completely different environmental conditions, 1129 overlapping eQTLs were
found, that is 9% of the total number of eQTLs. As we expected, there was a
strong effect of the genotype on the 1095 genes having overlapping eQTLs as
974 of these (89%) were found to be locally regulated, suggesting they are
affected by cis-regulatory polymorphisms. The 11540 eQTLs that were
specific for each experiment reflect the large plasticity in gene expression
regulation. The fraction of distantly regulated eQTLs is considerably higher in
the experiment-specific eQTLs (62%; 7158 eQTLs) than in the overlapping
eQTLs (11%).
To determine the similarity in genetic regulation of each gene between the
two experiments we compared –log(P) eQTL profiles in which the significance
of linkage of variation in transcript levels is plotted at every marker position
along the genome. For the genes without significant eQTLs in either
experiment (10693 genes) we observed that the correlation coefficients
between the profiles were normally distributed around zero (Figure 3A). This
was also seen for the genes with an eQTL in one experiment only (2307
genes in GG1 and 4293 genes in GG2), although the distribution was slightly
positively skewed (Figure 3B and 3C). Genes with an eQTL just below the
threshold in one experiment and a significant eQTL in the other may cause
the positive skewing.
Of the genes with an eQTL in both experiments (1912), half showed a strong
positive correlation (higher than 0.5; 954 genes) between their eQTL profiles
(Figure 3D). The transcript levels of these genes are regulated by similar loci
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in the two experiments. Surprisingly, almost 6% of the genes with an eQTL in
both experiments (112 genes) show a strong negative correlation (less than 0.5) between their eQTL profiles. The transcript levels of these genes are
affected by the same loci in both experiments but in an opposite manner. The
expression level of a gene with negatively correlated eQTL profiles could be
constant in one parental line, but plastically regulated in the other (Figure
4A). Alternatively, the gene is plastically regulated in both parents, but each
showing the strongest activation under different conditions, e.g. in the Ler
parent in GG1 and in the Cvi parent in GG2 (Figure 4B).

When looking at the individual eQTLs, we can identify 135 eQTLs with
opposing additive effects between the two experiments (from the total of
1129 eQTLs corresponding to 1095 genes). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis
showed that these genes are enriched for the molecular function categories
“glutathione transferase activity” and “lyase activity” and the biological

Figure 3: Histogram of the correlation of –log(P) profiles per gene.
Correlation between the –log(P) profiles of genes
(A)

without expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) in either experiment,

(B)

with an eQTL in GG1 only,

(C)

with an eQTL in GG2 only,

(D)

with an eQTL in both experiments.
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Figure 4: Two scenarios can explain
eQTLs with opposite effect in GG1 and
GG2. The level of expression of a given
gene in Ler (red) and Cvi (blue) is
indicated by the arrow, indicating low
(thin arrow) or high (thick arrow)
promoter activity resulting in a low or
high level of transcript (indicated by the
waving lines). (A) gene expression in
Ler is unchanged, but in Cvi it is
plastically regulated. (B) gene
expression is plastically regulated in
both Ler and Cvi, but activation of
expression is stronger in GG1 of the Cvi
allele and in GG2 of the Ler allele.

process categories “alcohol metabolic process” and “negative regulation of
cell cycle process” (Supplemental Table 1). Among the 16 genes annotated to
these enriched groups are notable examples that can be linked to the low
light response (Supplemental Table 2). TRYPTOPHAN SYNTHASE BETASUBUNIT 2 (TSB2 At4g27070) and SUPERROOT 1 (SUR1 At2g20610) are
involved in tryptophan metabolism and glucosinolate biosynthesis, that both
impact auxin homeostasis (Bender & Celenza, 2009). Also the plasticallyregulated gene STEROL METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 (SMT2 At1g20330) that is
annotated to the enriched GO categories is also located under the
chromosome 1 HTR and is locally regulated. smt2 mutants are affected in
sterol composition of the membrane and in the biosynthesis of
brassinosteroid hormones (BR) (Chung et al., 2010). Together with auxin,
this hormone is required for the shade avoidance syndrome (SAS) in
response to low light (Kozuka et al., 2010; Keuskamp et al., 2011). The
regulation of expression of these genes is clearly dependent on the
interaction of genotype with the environment and constitutes therefore a
striking example of plastic regulation.

Zooming in on the low light response regulated by the HTR
The variation in transcript levels in low light treated leaves between Ler and
Cvi (GG2) is strongly determined by the HTR on the top of chromosome 1
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that affects the expression of 380 genes. The promoters of these genes are
enriched for the EveningElement promoter motif (p<10–7 found in 53 genes)
that is found in the promoter regions of circadian-regulated genes (Harmer et
al., 2000). In 31 of these 53 promoters, also the Ibox promoter motif is
enriched (p<10-4) that is a conserved protein binding motif upstream of lightregulated genes (Giuliano et al., 1988). Of the 53 clock-regulated genes, 23
are responsive to low light (present in our low light responsive gene list),
including TIMING OF CAB EXPRESSION 1 (TOC1, At5g61380) and LUX
ARRHYTHMO (LUX, At3g46640) that are both part of the central oscillator of
the clock and active in the evening loop (Nakamichi, 2011). The expression of
these genes is repressed by the MYB transcription factors CIRCADIAN CLOCKASSOCIATED 1 (CCA1, At2g46830) and LATE ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL (LHY
At1g01060) that bind to the evening element promoter motif (Wang & Tobin,
1998; Alabadi et al., 2001), but neither gene is located under the HTR. From
the 3975 circadian-regulated genes published by Covington et al. (2008), 153
have an eQTL on the HTR, of which 49 are responsive to low light. This is a
significant enrichment (p<3*10-15 and p<2*10-10 respectively) and suggests
that a locus under the HTR is regulating part of the low light response by
affecting the circadian clock. GIGANTEA (GI, At1g22770) is a well known and
important light-sensitive regulator of the circadian clock that is regulated at
the post-translational level (Martin-Tryon et al., 2007), underlies the HTR and
is differentially regulated. GI would therefore make a likely candidate
regulator for the HTR-mediated low light responses associated with the
circadian clock.
In order to further dissect the effect of the major regulatory locus on the low
light transcriptional response, we determined the effect of the Cvi alleles in
the HTR region on genome-wide expression. To this end we used a Near
Isogenic Line (NIL), LCN1-10, that has two small Cvi introgressions on
chromosome 1 in the otherwise Ler background. The first introgression
ranges from position ~5 – ~8.2 Mbp (~950 genes) and the second
introgression ranges from ~26.5 – ~30.4 Mbp (~1150 genes). The major
HTR maps to the first introgression, as well as a phenotypic QTL for the SAS.
In addition, line LCN1-10 confirmed this phenotypic QTL, as it is slightly
larger with a less compact rosette and more upright (hyponastic) leaves than
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Ler (Snoek, 2009). The effect of the Cvi introgressions in Ler on gene
expression was determined by comparing transcript levels of LCN1-10 to Ler
after a 3 h low light treatment. We identified 2282 differentially expressed
genes (fdr<0.05), of which 166 are physically located in the first
introgression and 155 in the second. This means that the majority of
differentially expressed genes (1961, ~85%) is not physically located in the
introgressions and thus must result from trans-regulation. eQTLs were found
for 1072 (~45%) of the 2282 LCN1-10/Ler differential genes, of which 21%
mapped to one of the introgressions, 157 on the first and 120 genes on the
second introgression (Figure 5). This is an enrichment compared to the 15%
of eQTLs that map to the introgressions in the complete dataset (p < 1*10-9).
The eQTLs on the first introgression were mainly distant (90 eQTLs of 157;
57%), as would be expected from an HTR. In contrast, relatively more local
eQTLs mapped to the second introgression (189 eQTLs of 272; 69%). The
remainder of the differentially abundant transcripts with eQTLs did not map
to one of the introgressions, which could be due to indirect regulatory effects.
Of the 2282 differentially abundant transcripts between LCN1-10 and Ler, a
limited number of 660 genes (20%) have differentially abundant transcripts

Figure 5: Genomic distributions of eQTLs of the genes with differentially abundant
transcripts between LCN1-10 and Ler. Bars represent the number of local (black) and
distant (grey) eQTLs detected at each marker position. Grey vertical lines depict
chromosomal borders. Cvi introgressions of LCN1-10 are indicated by the horizontal
thick lines (on chromosome 1).
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between Cvi and Ler as well. In this subset two genes only are regulated by
the HTR and responsive to low light. At1g55960 encodes for a polyketide
cyclase/dehydrase and lipid transport superfamily protein and is strongly coexpressed, in public microarray data, with the core circadian genes
CIRCADIAN CLOCK ASSOCIATED 1 (CCA1, At2g46830) and LATE ELONGATED
HYPOCOTYL (LHY, At1g01060), implying the involvement of this gene in
regulation of the clock by the HTR. The second gene, PTO-INTERACTING 1-4
(PTI1-4, At2g47060), is a member of the PTI1-like serine/threonine protein
kinases that interacts with MITOGEN-ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE 3 (MPK3,
At3g45640) and MPK6 (At2g43790) and the ACG kinase OXIDATIVE SIGNALINDUCIBLE1 (OXI1/AGC2-1, At3g25250) (Forzani et al., 2011). This OXI1MAPK cascade is activated by lipids and reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
necessary for oxidative burst-mediated signaling (Anthony et al., 2006;
Forzani et al., 2011; Rentel et al., 2004). The differential expression between
Ler and NIL LCN1-10 allowed us to extract candidate genes for the low light
response that also clearly display HTR-mediated regulation in the Ler/Cvi
RILs.

Joint action or common regulation
Several biological processes are revealed by the genetical genomics
experiments described above that are affected by the identified plastically
regulated genes and that are possibly linked to the SAS. These processes are
auxin- and sterol homeostasis, the circadian clock and ROS signaling. Several
HTR-located genes on chromosome 1 could each contribute to one of these
processes and act in parallel (Figure 6A). Auxin homeostasis could be
differentially regulated by the locally-regulated auxin efflux carrier PINFORMED 7 (PIN7, At1g23080). Polar auxin transport and -localization might,
in addition, be affected by SMT2, a gene that is also involved in sterol
homeostasis (Pan et al., 2009). The large impact on the circadian clock could
be mediated by the post-translational effects of GI. These genes, however,
do not account for the effect of the HTR on ROS signaling, nor on the
differential regulation of ROOT PHOTOTROPISM 2 (RPT2, At2g30520), an
interacting partner of the blue light photoreceptor phototropin 1 (phot1
At3g45780), which might be instrumental in the observed variation in low
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light perception between Ler and Cvi. The proposed regulatory genes could
act in parallel with other factors underlying the HTR that affect ROS signaling
and blue-light sensing and that jointly compose the HTR-mediated
transcriptional response to low light.
It is tempting to speculate on an alternative scenario in which a single master
regulatory gene on chromosome 1 affects all these processes (Figure 6B). A
candidate integrating factor in this scenario could be the differential action of
the ubiquitin/26S proteasome pathway. Protein stability and endocytosis are
instrumental in the regulation of the clock, auxin- and light signaling
(Nakamichi, 2011; Maraschin et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2011; Pan et al.,
2009). All Cullin-RING type E3 ubiquitin ligase (CRL) complexes are
deneddylated by the COP9 signalosome (CSN) affecting the activity of these
CRL complexes (Schwechheimer & Isono, 2010). Subunit 5, required for CSN
function, is encoded by two genes CSN5A (AJH1 At1g22920) and CSN5B
(AJH2 At1g71230)), of which CSN5A is underlying the HTR, shows local
regulation of gene expression and might therefore differentially affect the CRL

Figure 6:
(A)

Multiple regulatory loci underlying the HTR could affect the plastically regulated
processes sterol- and auxin homeostasis, the clock, ROS and blue light
perception.

(B)

A single master regulatory locus, the COP9 signalosome subunit 5A underlying
the HTR could affect all processes through differential deneddylation of the
corresponding CRL complexes.

Red circles denote expression regulation of the gene by the HTR. P denotes
phosphorylation of CSN5A by OXI1.
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activities in the regulation of the different processes involved in the SAS.
Overall, the integration of gene expression and eQTL data has allowed the
selection of candidate genes and working models that now need to be
functionally analyzed.

DISCUSSION
Plastic regulation of transcript abundance in Arabidopsis revealed
under low light
We analyzed the transcription levels in the RILs of the Ler/Cvi population
following low light treatment. We mapped eQTLs for 32% of all measured
transcripts. For a large fraction of the genes (17%) recombination of the
parental genotypes resulted in transgressive expression patterns.
Furthermore, exposure of the lines to low light conditions revealed additional
variation in gene expression. The genes that are known to be regulated by
low light (Millenaar et al., 2006) were enriched in differentially expressed
genes between the parents, and in the eQTLs in GG2. The induced
transcriptional responses associated with the SAS revealed the corresponding
underlying natural variation in gene regulation. Also in yeast it was observed
that the induction of gene expression by heat-shock treatment revealed new
sources of genetic variation specifically for the regulation of essential genes
(Eng et al., 2010). Our study is the first genetical genomics analysis in
Arabidopsis that compares two very different experimental conditions. The
dynamic response to low light treatment at the transcriptional level was
compared to the “steady state” expression analysis in the same population in
a previous study (Keurentjes et al., 2007). The majority of eQTLs identified in
both experiments (91%) were specific to each of the environments. Distant
regulation was most affected by the different environments, as was found in
genetical genomics experiments on C.elegans and yeast (Li et al., 2006;
Smith & Kruglyak, 2008). Only a moderate number of eQTLs (9%) that are
predominantly locally regulated were mapped in both our Arabidopsis
experiments, suggesting genotype-specific regulation. Local regulation was
correlated to the distribution of SNP containing genes, which is also found in
a genome-wide association study in Arabidopsis (Zhang et al., 2011), where
local regulation is enriched in cis-acting polymorphisms. Surprisingly, several
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eQTLs that mapped in both experiments show opposite additive effects, a
striking example of plastic regulation. The opposite effect of eQTLs in
different environments has also been observed in other organisms. In yeast
grown on different nutrients this phenomenon affected mainly trans-eQTLs
(Smith & Kruglyak, 2008). In a study where cis-eQTLs were analyzed in
human samples obtained from different tissues eQTLs were identified with
“opposing allelic direction”, prompting the authors to highlight the importance
of using disease-related tissues to correctly characterize the effects of
disease-associated variants (Fu et al., 2012). The plastic regulation of this
type in the Ler/Cvi RIL population concerns genes that are known to be
related to auxin- and sterol homeostasis, both involved in the response to low
light (Keuskamp et al., 2011; Keller et al., 2011).

Dissecting the HTR-mediated SAS
The dynamic nature of the distant eQTLs is best reflected in the presence of
HTRs, which are quite distinct for each experiment. ERECTA on chromosome
2 regulated the expression of 176 genes in GG1. The main HTR in GG2, at
the top of chromosome 1, regulated the expression of 380 genes, enriched in
circadian and light regulated genes. Involvement of the circadian clock in the
SAS was previously shown by the identification of the evening-expressed
gene EARLY FLOWERING 3 (ELF3 At2g25930) as the causal gene for a shade
avoidance QTL in the Bay x Sha RIL population linking light input into the
clock (Jimenez-Gomez et al., 2010). ELF3 was found to modulate the
biological activity of GIGANTEA (GI, At1g22770) by direct binding to GI
affecting its protein stability (Yu et al., 2008). Developmental growth is gated
by the clock through the action of the growth promoting transcription factors
PIF4 and PIF5. Where light negatively affects their protein abundance, the
clock regulates their expression, reducing expression in the early night
(Salter et al., 2003; Nozue et al., 2007). This balancing of transcription and
protein levels by the combined action of light and the clock restricts growth
to the late stages of the night. It is possible that the hyponastic growth
response in the SAS is gated in a similar fashion by the clock.
We used the transcriptional response of a near isogenic line (NIL) LCN1-10 to
study the effects of the Cvi alleles in the HTR in an otherwise isogenic genetic
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background. The differentially expressed genes between Ler and LCN1-10 are
mainly regulated in trans, with an enrichment for genes with an eQTL on the
Cvi introgressions. This confirms the eQTLs mapped for those genes. An
important result from the expression analysis of LCN1-10 is the confirmation
of the direct differential regulation by the HTR of two low light responsive
genes; At1g55960, encoding a polyketide cyclase/dehydrase that might be
involved in regulation of the clock, as deduced from co-expression data, and
PTI1-4 involved in ROS signaling through the OXI1-MAPK cascade. Growth,
as in tip-growing root hairs, is accompanied by ROS production and signaling
(Sauer et al., 2001; Foreman et al., 2003; Carol & Dolan, 2006). Also in
expanding cells and growth in response to changing light conditions ROS
signaling may be expected (Carol & Dolan, 2006). The ACG kinase OXI1 was
found to target not only CSN5A for phosphorylation (Howden et al., 2010),
but also 3’phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 (PDK1) a conserved lipidactivated master kinase (Anthony et al., 2004; Zalejski & Bögre, 2010). OXI1
in turn is activated by PDK1 that in addition regulates a number of other AGC
kinases. Among these kinases is PINOID (PID At2g34650) affecting PIN
localization and polar auxin transport. ROS were shown to be generated by
auxin (Joo et al., 2005) and interact with auxin in adaptation to
environmental stress (Tognetti et al., 2012). Genes in the pathways of
tryptophan-, auxin- and glucosinolate biosynthesis and components in auxin
signaling are differentially expressed between Ler and LCN1-10 and/or Cvi,
although not many components are directly regulated by the HTR, only PIN7
and the auxin biosynthesis genes NIT1 (At3g44310) and ATAMI1
(At1g08980). This might be due to the indirect effects of the differential
regulation of the OXI1-MAPK cascade on PID via PDK1. PID acts at the
protein level on the PINs to target them to the membrane, whereas the
resulting auxin gradient affects auxin signaling and tropic growth responses
(Esmon et al., 2006). When auxin also affects ROS signaling, feeding back
into the ROS-activated OXI1-MAPK cascade, this would constitute
transcriptional means to dampen or enhance the response to environmental
stress, in this case low light.
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A candidate pleiotropic master regulator
Several processes have emerged from our analyses that suggest they are
plastically regulated in response to low light. The HTR as master regulatory
locus could affect these processes, through the effect of multiple polymorphic
genes acting in parallel. Local regulation of gene expression points to
candidate regulators for the effect of the HTR on the plastically regulated
auxin- and sterol homeostasis (PIN7 and SMT2) and for the differential
regulation of the biological clock (GI). It is very well possible that a suite of
nearby positioned cis-regulatory eQTLs act in concert in response to the low
light treatment. In mouse, Fraser et al (2011) have shown that adaptation of
gene expression is widespread and that this adaptation can involve selection
on multiple functionally related cis-regulated genes.
A common feature of the different processes is the ubiquitin/26S proteasome
pathway linked to protein endocytosis or degradation. The blue light
photoreceptor phot1 is endocytosed or degraded dependent on ubiquitination
status (Roberts et al., 2011). Phot1 is the primary receptor under low light
intensities and interacts with NONPHOTOTROPHIC HYPOCOTYL 3 (NPH3
At5g64330) and RPT2 both containing BTB/POZ protein-protein interaction
domains (Sakai et al., 2000). RPT2 expression is light induced (Sakai et al.,
2000) and regulated by the HTR. In both LCN1-10 and Cvi the differential
expression of RPT2 could reflect a differential effect in low light perception
compared to Ler.
GI affects protein stability by light-mediated interaction with members of the
Zeitlupe (ZTL) family of photoreceptors comprising ZTL (At5g57360), FLAVIN
-BINDING, KELCH REPEAT, F BOX 1 (FKF1 At1g68050) and LOV KELCH
PROTEIN 2 (LKP2 At2g18915) (Demarsy & Fankhauser, 2009). This
interaction stabilizes ZTL and prevents the Skp-Cullin-Fbox (SCF) SCFZTL
mediated degradation of TOC1. The binding of GI to FKF1 however, enables
the degradation of CYCLING DOF FACTOR 1 (CDF1 At5g62430), releasing
CONSTANS (CO At5g15840) from its repression. CDF1 and FKF1 are both
differentially regulated by the HTR, just like CONSTANS-LIKE 1 (COL1
At5g15850) and COL2 (At3g02380).
SMT2 could affect correct sterol composition, required for the auxin-regulated
endocytocis and membrane localization of the PIN auxin transporters (Pan et
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al., 2009), which might also involve PIN7. Especially as the pin7 mutant
shows an impaired low light response (Keuskamp et al., 2011). Also the
regulation of the transcriptional response to auxin requires SCFTIR-mediated
degradation of the AUX/IAAs in relieving the ARF transcription factors from
their repression.
Ubiquitination is however executed by different types of E3-ubiquitin ligase
complexes, composed of different RING-finger Cullins (CUL1, CUL2, CUL3a/b
or CUL4) bound to a wide range of substrate specifying components like the F
-box proteins in the SCF complexes or the BTB/POZ proteins bound to the
CUL3 scaffold proteins. All these complexes themselves however are also
prone to degradation. Addition of RUB (RELATED TO UBIQUITIN or NEDD8),
an ubiquitin homolog, activates the complex (Schwechheimer & Isono, 2010),
whereas removal of RUB (deneddylation) could stabilize the complex
(Stuttmann et al., 2009). Deneddylation is executed by the CSN5 subunit of
the COP9 signalosome (CSN) and is required for a number of pathways,
including light and phytohormone signaling (Moon et al., 2007;
Schwechheimer & Isono, 2010). CSN5A, part of the COP9 subunit 5 and
underlying the HTR, is not analyzed in GG2, but in GG1 the gene shows local
regulation of expression. Mutant phenotypes of this gene have the
constitutively photomorphogenic/de-etiolated/fusca (cop/det/fus) mutant
phenotype (Dohmann et al., 2005) of light-grown seedlings when grown in
the dark. In an analysis of targets of OXI1 CSN5A was found to be
phosphorylated (Howden et al., 2010). It could very well be that the
differential expression and activity of this gene between Ler and Cvi could
account for the diverse processes differentially affected by the HTR in
response to low light.
Further analysis should shed more light on the proposed candidate regulator
in the HTR- mediated response to low light. At the moment it is not known if
ROS signaling is also influenced by for instance differential degradation or
endocytosis of PTI1-4. The differential expression of PTI1-4 does suggest
regulation at the level of protein stability, like the transcript levels of RPT2,
GI, FKF1 and CDF1 are affected. Also the role of sterol homeostasis mediated
by SMT2 could be working in parallel to the effects of the signalosome on
protein trafficking, or be an integral, downstream component. A single
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pleiotropic regulator does fit nicely the observed phenotypic buffering
described by Fu et al. (2009). They observed that not all QTLs responsible for
variation in transcript levels affect phenotypic traits. Instead they identified 6
major HTRs in their analysis of more than 40000 molecular traits (transcript-,
metabolite- and protein levels) and 139 phenotypes in the same Ler/Cvi
population, whose effect is not only observed at the molecular but also at the
phenotypic level, as opposed to many eQTLs that do not affect phenotypes in
a robust system (Bergman & Siegal, 2003). They do show however eQTLs
and protein level QTLs co-locating at the position of the HTR identified in
GG2.
In conclusion, we find that in addition to recombination, treatment reveals
natural variation in gene expression regulation. Distant regulation shows
most interaction with the environment. Although the small numbers of
constitutive eQTLs are predominantly locally regulated, their effect does not
solely depend on genotype, but can be plastically regulated as well. Based on
the plastic regulation in response to low light we were able to dissect the
major effect of the HTR on transcription and we propose CSN5A as a
candidate regulatory factor to underlie this locus and to differentially affect
transcript- and possibly also protein levels in response to low light.
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Plant growth
To identify natural variation in transcript abundance, 120 RILs of the LerxCvi
population (Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998) were grown in one batch, divided
over 10 trays containing 3 plants of 14 individual genotypes, parents
included. In this way we obtained 3 plants per RIL and 9 per parent. Plants
were grown under short days (9h light, 15 dark), a light intensity of 200 µmol
m-2 s-1 and watered 3 times per week.

Shade treatment and harvest of material
All RILs and parents were treated with 3 hours of neutral shade (ca 10% of
growth conditions) 21 days after transfer to soil (24 days after germination).
The three most responsive leaves (petiole and lamina) per plant were
harvested and pooled per genotype for RNA isolation and transcription
profiling.

Microarray analysis
All procedures were described in de Jong et al (2006). In short, RNA was
extracted and purified using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, U.S.A).
Amplification and labeling was performed with the MessageAmp aRNA kit
(Ambion, Austin, U.S.A). Amplified RNA was used to generate labeled cDNA
with incorporation of 5-(3-aminoallyl)-dUTP and labeled with either Cy3 or
Cy5 mono-reactive dye (Amersham, Piscataway, U.S.A.). All cDNA products
were purified using the QIAquick PCR purification Kit (Qiagen, Valencia,
U.S.A). The CATMA (Allemeersch et al., 2005) Arabidopsis DNA microarrays
were provided by Utrecht University (the Netherlands) and were produced
from a set of 150-450-mers representing 20833 unique genes. Arrays were
scanned using ScanArray Express HT (PerkinElmer, Wellesley, U.S.A.) and
quantified with Imagene 6.0 (BioDiscovery, El Segundo, U.S.A.).
The Limma package (Smyth & Speed, 2003) for the statistical work
environment R was used for normalization. All array data are submitted to
ArrayExpress.
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Statistical analysis
To determine differential abundance of transcripts between the two parents,
we applied a linear model using the Limma package for the statistical work
environment R (Smyth, 2004; Smyth, 2005). For each gene the p value and
the corresponding q values (Storey & Tibshirani, 2003) were computed.
The procedures developed in GG1 were used to calculate the broad sense
heritability (H2) in the parents and RILs. Transgressive segregation was
determined in terms of the standard deviation of the individual parents (Brem
& Kruglyak, 2005). We calculated the number of RILs, (n=20), whose
expression level lay above µmax+2*SDmax or below µmin-2*SDmin ; where µ and
SD are the mean and the standard deviation of the parental phenotypic
values, respectively, and max indicates the parent with the highest value and
min indicates the parent with the lowest value.

Multiple QTL analysis
eQTLs were mapped using the procedures based on MQM mapping, as
developed in GG1. A genome-wide p value threshold of 2.23x10-3 at α=0.05
for a single trait was estimated by a 10,000 permutation test (Churchill &
Doerge, 1994). But for a study with 24,065 gene transcripts, we controlled
the false discovery rate (FDR) based on the pool of p values for all markers
and all transcripts. Because the p values are correlated when markers are
linked, the FDR increases depending on the number of markers on a
chromosome (Benjamini & Yekutieli, 2005). In our experiment the maximum
number of markers reached 35 (chromosome 5) and a simulation analysis
(not shown) using Storey’s algorithm to control the FDR (Storey, 2002) at a
desired level indeed showed a 4.4 fold increase of the actual FDR. To account
for this we corrected the FDR by a factor 5 and calculated the genome-wide p
value threshold at Storey’s FDR of 0.01 for all gene-marker p values to make
sure that the real FDR rate is below 0.05 (corrected FDR=0.05). The
estimated p-value threshold then corresponded to 5.29x10-5. As neighboring
markers stand for partially/largely similar tests, we decided to leave them
out, resulting in significance thresholds of –log(P) = 3.83 in GG1 and 3.62 in
GG2. These threshold levels were used as significance thresholds for the
detection of eQTLs.
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Correlation of SNP frequency, gene density and eQTL distribution
The SNP set published in (Nordborg et al., 2005) was used. The SNP
frequency and gene density were determined for each marker by counting
the number of SNPs or genes between the flanking markers of the marker
under study (marker locus). Indels were treated as a single polymorphism
and the number of SNPs was corrected for the number of sampled sequences
per marker locus. The number of eQTL at the marker locus, were determined
by the number of eQTL above the established genome-wide threshold.

Additional databases and tools used
We used the Athena tool (O'Connor et al., 2005) to extract enriched
transcription factor binding sites in the genes regulated by the HTR.
Overrepresentation of Gene Ontology categories was analyzed with the R
package GOstats (Falcon & Gentleman, 2007).
Co-expression data, based on publicly available microarray data, was
obtained from the Arabidopsis thaliana trans-factor and cis-element
prediction database ATTED-II (Obayashi et al., 2007).
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Table 1: Overrepresented GO categories in lists of genes with overlapping
eQTLs in both GG2 and GG1 with opposite additive effect. Categories are significantly enriched
with an adjusted p-value < 0.05. The ontology type can be Biological Process (BP) or Molecular
Function (MF).

Genes in
GO category GO cat

Genes
matched in
GO cat

Padj

Term

Ont

GO:0004364

48

4

0.0025

glutathione transferase activity

MF

GO:0016829

331

7

0.0364

lyase activity

MF

GO:0006066

229

6

0.0242

alcohol metabolic process

BP

GO:0010948

11

2

0.0337

negative regulation of cell cycle
process

BP
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Supplemental Table 2: Genes annotated to the enriched GO categories in the genes with
overlapping eQTLs in both GG2 and GG1 with opposite additive effect.

GO Term

Locus

Alias

Function

glutathione transferase activity

At1g27140

GST13

ATGSTU14 (Arabidopsis thaliana GLUTATHIONE STRANSFERASE TAU 14); glutathione transferase

At1g59670

ATGSTU1 ATGSTU15 (GLUTATHIONE S-TRANSFERASE TAU
5
15); glutathione transferase

At1g59700

ATGSTU1 ATGSTU16 (GLUTATHIONE S-TRANSFERASE TAU
6
16); glutathione transferase

At1g65820
lyase activity

At4g37870

microsomal glutathione s-transferase, putative
PEPCK

At2g20340
At3g54920

tyrosine decarboxylase, putative
PMR6

At3g56060

alcohol metabolic
process

PCK1 (PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE CARBOXYKINASE
1); ATP binding / phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
(ATP)/ phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase/ purine nucleotide binding

PMR6 (powdery mildew resistant 6); lyase/ pectate lyase
glucose-methanol-choline (GMC) oxidoreductase family
protein

At4g27070

TSB2

TSB2 (TRYPTOPHAN SYNTHASE BETA-SUBUNIT 2);
tryptophan synthase

At4g23600

JR2

CORI3 (CORONATINE INDUCED 1); cystathionine betalyase/ transaminase

At2g20610

SUR1

SUR1 (SUPERROOT 1); S-alkylthiohydroximate lyase/
carbon-sulfur lyase/ transaminase

At5g35790

G6PD1

G6PD1 (GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE 1); glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase

At3g56060

glucose-methanol-choline (GMC) oxidoreductase family
protein

At4g37870

PEPCK

PCK1 (PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE CARBOXYKINASE
1); ATP binding / phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
(ATP)/ phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase/ purine nucleotide binding

At1g17890

GER2

GER2; binding / catalytic/ coenzyme binding

At4g12110

SMO1-1

SMO1-1 (STEROL-4ALPHA-METHYL OXIDASE 1-1);
4,4-dimethyl-9beta,19-cyclopropylsterol-4alpha-methyl
oxidase/ C-4 methylsterol oxidase/ catalytic

At1g20330

SMT2

SMT2 (STEROL METHYLTRANSFERASE 2); Sadenosylmethionine-dependent methyltransferase

negative regulation of At1g20330
cell cycle process

SMT2

SMT2 (STEROL METHYLTRANSFERASE 2); Sadenosylmethionine-dependent methyltransferase

At3g18524

MSH2

MSH2 (MUTS HOMOLOG 2); ATP binding / damaged
DNA binding / mismatched DNA binding / protein binding
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Genetic variation in natural populations of Arabidopsis thaliana has allowed
the species to adapt to a wide range of environmental conditions, and has
resulted in phenotypic variance that can be exploited to understand the
genetic basis of phenotypic plasticity. The identification of natural alleles
affecting important traits can be used to improve crop species and to
enhance our understanding of the molecular mechanisms deployed by
Arabidopsis to respond to the environment. These responses are generally
controlled by multiple genes, which often interact with each other and the
environment, contributing quantitatively to the observed phenotypic traits.
The molecular dissection of naturally occurring variation in quantitative traits
has been aided by the availability of RILs and genetic maps allowing the
linkage of traits to genotypes by QTL analysis. In Arabidopsis a large number
of quantitative traits have been analyzed and scored phenotypically, ranging
from developmental traits to stress responses (Koornneef et al., 2004; Alonso
-Blanco et al., 2009). Their genetic dissection has resulted in the
identification of large number of QTLs and some of the underlying causal
genes have been cloned. For instance the previously unknown gene DOG1
has been identified, by positional cloning and mutant analysis, as being
responsible for variation in seed dormancy (Bentsink et al., 2006), whereas
the receptor-like kinase gene ERECTA, known for its role in development
(Torii et al., 1996), was found to pleiotropically affect resistance to pathogen
attack (Godiard et al., 2003; Llorente et al., 2005).
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Natural variation in gene expression
The concept of genetical genomics, as published in 2001, was based on the
idea that natural variation not only affects phenotypic traits, but also the
variation in gene expression that can be measured on a genome-wide scale
(Jansen & Nap, 2001). Soon after that, the first experiments were reported
on eukaryotic model organisms, e.g. yeast and mouse (Brem et al., 2002;
Schadt et al., 2003; Morley et al., 2004), followed by Arabidopsis (DeCook et
al., 2006; Keurentjes et al., 2007(chapter 2); Vuylsteke et al., 2006; West et
al., 2007). The large scale genome-wide analyses in complete RIL
populations allowed the generation of genetic regulatory networks
(Keurentjes et al., 2007; West et al., 2007). In the Arabidopsis Landsberg
erecta (Ler)/Cape Verde Islands (Cvi) RIL population the quantitative
analyses of genome-wide gene expression described in Chapters 2 and 5
revealed heritable expression patterns for which thousands of eQTLs could be
mapped. In both studies, we observed complex regulation of gene
expression. A considerable number of genes showed transgressive expression
patterns or heritability in gene expression that could not be explained by
mapped eQTLs, both indicative of multiple eQTLs acting simultaneously of
opposite and/or small effects. Local regulation was as prevalent as distant
regulation, although the number of distant eQTLs is strongly affected by the
significance threshold. Most remarkably, loci were detected that harbor
distant eQTLs for a large number of genes. These HTRs are identified in all
organisms for which eQTLs have been mapped, and possibly point to master
regulators. A common feature of the observed HTRs in the Ler/Cvi RILs
(Keurentjes et al., 2007 and chapter 5) and in 2 other studies performed in
Bayreuth-0 (Bay-0)/Shahdara (Sha) RILs (West et al., 2007) and F1 hybrids
of natural Arabidopsis accessions (Zhang et al., 2011), is that they seem to
affect the expression of their targets coordinately either up or down (Zhang
et al., 2011). HTRs would likely activate or suppress complete pathways
dependent on the allelic variant of the master regulator.
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Genetic regulatory networks
The possibility to dissect gene regulatory networks using eQTL data is based
on the assumption that the expression of target genes correlates with the
expression of the regulator gene. These regulators can therefore be identified
as locally regulated genes underlying eQTLs (Bing & Hoeschele, 2005). We
applied this principle to genes known to be involved in flowering time, a
genetically tightly regulated developmental process (chapter 2). As the
correlation of gene expression in a RIL population might also result from
linkage of gene expression to different genes underlying the same QTL
region, we added gene ontology (GO) information to pre-select functionally
related and therefore likely co-regulated genes, to enable the identification of
candidate regulatory loci. Co-location of eQTLs for functionally related genes
(Keurentjes et al., 2007) or eQTL analysis for a priori defined gene networks
(Kliebenstein et al., 2006) both extract candidate regulators. These
regulators might in addition affect the phenotypic function associated with
these related genes or a priori gene networks.
The major HTR that we detected in the Ler/Cvi RILs (chapter 2) co-located
with ERECTA, described to affect development, as well as disease resistance
(reviewed in van Zanten et al., 2009). The erecta mutation in the parental
line Ler and presence of a functional gene in Cvi makes ERECTA the most
logical candidate master regulator. In chapter 3 the analysis of differential
gene expression due to the erecta mutation validated the targets of the HTR
and thereby ERECTA as regulatory gene. ERECTA could therefore be used as
a starting point in the construction of its downstream transcriptional network.
GO and transcription factor binding site (TFBS) information was combined
with publicly available gene expression data to structure the ERECTA targets
and point to likely intermediate regulators. This analysis revealed a MAPK
signaling cascade and a suite of WRKY transcription factors (TFs) that are
best known for their role in plant immunity. ERECTA is not locally regulated in
the RILs and regulation presumably occurs at the protein level. This implies
that ERECTA would not have emerged as a candidate based on correlation of
expression to its target genes. Through comparison of mutant vs wild-type
gene expression levels, we were still able to link ERECTA to its downstream
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signaling cascade. Furthermore we could dissect this network as eQTLs
provided causal links between the downstream targets of ERECTA. In a
similar fashion, any non-redundant gene can be potentially linked to
downstream signaling cascades that are compromised in the corresponding
mutant. The gene in question does not necessarily have to be mutated or
polymorphic in the parental lines, as long as part of the signaling cascade
does contain polymorphisms that cause variation in gene expression levels
for which eQTLs are mapped.

Plasticity in gene expression regulation
The second genetical genomics experiment, GG2, performed on the Ler/Cvi
RIL population exposed to low light, allowed a first explorative comparison of
eQTLs and to get an impression of plasticity in gene expression regulation.
Although the experimental conditions in the first study, GG1, markedly
differed from the environment in the GG2 experiment, ~1000 linkages were
identified in both experiments. These overlapping or shared eQTLs were
predominantly locally regulated. The majority of eQTLs, however, was specific
for each experiment, and was enriched for distant eQTLs. In C. elegans (Li et
al., 2006) and yeast (Eng et al., 2010; Landry et al., 2006; Smith &
Kruglyak, 2008) plasticity in gene expression regulation was also
predominantly observed in trans regulation. The clearest examples of
experiment-specific regulation were the distinct HTRs observed in GG1
(ERECTA) and the major HTR in GG2 on chromosome 1, which regulated
twice as many genes as the HTR co-locating with ERECTA. The limited
overlap between the genes that mapped to ERECTA in GG1 and GG2 suggests
a distinct role of ERECTA under different environmental and developmental
conditions. The enrichment observed for the genetic regulation of defenserelated genes in seedlings as observed in GG1 (Supplemental Table 3) as well
as in seedlings of 18 accessions (Gan et al., 2011) coincides with the role of
ERECTA in plant immunity and the relatively larger impact on gene
expression in GG1.
In yeast a greater variation in gene expression was revealed after induction
by temperature shock (Eng et al., 2010). This induced variation was
specifically enriched for essential genes whereas variation observed in
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acclimated cells was observed for less essential genes in yeast. Also in
Arabidopsis, the effect of important regulators in response to an
environmental change could be transient and only observed after specific
induction of the response. We did observe more eQTLs in GG2 compared to
GG1, likely due to the treatment with low light that induced many
transcriptional changes associated with the shade avoidance response
(Millenaar et al., 2006). However, the limited number of conditions profiled to
date (Gan et al., 2011; Keurentjes et al., 2007; van Leeuwen et al., 2007;
West et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011) would imply that a lot of natural
variation in gene expression is not uncovered yet. This calls for genetical
genomics experiments under more diverse experimental conditions (Li et al.,
2008). On the other hand, careful assessment of the need to measure gene
expression regulation in all possible conditions is advisable. The eQTLs
measured in healthy plants provided workable hypotheses and candidate loci
for the variation in disease after bacterial infection. And although in GG2 we
specifically treated the plants to reveal significant natural variation, the
candidate regulatory gene for the HTR-mediated responses was found to be
also regulated in GG1.

From genotype to phenotype
Gene expression, as determined by measuring steady state mRNA levels, is
one of the levels one can interrogate when trying to find functional links
between genotype and phenotype. In addition to transcript levels, measuring
protein accumulation and activity as well as metabolite content would provide
a good picture of the molecular components and quantitative changes that
occur in response to intrinsic or external stimuli. And although the analysis of
the proteome and metabolome still face considerable challenges, their
genome-wide genetic analyses have been proven feasible as well (Fu et al.,
2009). An important result in the comparison of the regulation of mRNA,
protein and metabolite levels to the regulation of phenotypic traits in the Ler/
Cvi RIL population was the observation of phenotypic buffering. Only 6 QTL
hotspots accounted for 77% of the phenotypic traits, as opposed to only 16%
of the gene expression traits with QTLs. These hotspots co-locate with some
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well-studied and previously cloned QTLs, such as CRY2 and FRL1 involved in
flowering time regulation, ERECTA in development and pathogen resistance
and MAM1/2 in glucosinolate biosynthesis, all of large effect due to deletions
or null mutations. The observation that a limited number of QTLs underlie the
majority of phenotypic traits and probably a much larger number of distantly
regulated eQTLs stresses the importance to consider genetic regulation of
gene expression in the context of the networks of genes interacting together
to constitute the linked phenotypes.

Genetical genomics: an aid in the selection of candidate genes
Natural variation has been studied in family-based populations such as RILs
and near-isogenic lines (NILs). Genetical genomics data generated in the Ler/
Cvi and Bay-0/Sha RIL populations has allowed the combined analysis of
phenotype and gene expression variation (Fu et al., 2009; Jimenez-Gomez et
al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2008). In chapters 4 and 5 we explored the added
value of the genetics of gene expression in the analysis of the response of
Arabidopsis to the virulent bacterial strain Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato
(Pst) and to treatment with low light in the Ler/Cvi RILs respectively, in
search for new factors in the regulation of these stress responses.

Natural variation in Pst disease resistance
Many important factors have already been identified that affect plant
immunity, but still many factors that are important to restrict virulent
pathogens and control disease remain elusive. Although the parental
accessions Ler and Cvi are both susceptible to Pst, the higher susceptibility of
Cvi compared to Ler could be mapped to several disease susceptibility QTLs
in the Ler/Cvi RILs. The major QTL on chromosome 5 (QDP1) affected both
bacterial growth and symptom formation. The strong effect of QDP1 was also
observed in near-isogenic lines (NILs) harboring introgressions covering
QDP1 of Cvi in the Ler genetic background. Microarray analysis of an infection
time course of Ler and NIL LCN5-11 revealed the large impact of bacterial
infection on gene expression. A strong differential effect of the Cvi
introgression was observed, especially on the response to jasmonic acid (JA),
probably incited by the action of the bacterial phytotoxin coronatine (COR).
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The genetical genomics experiments performed in the same RIL population
allowed to restrict the analysis to genes that showed direct regulation of
expression by QDP1. Focusing, in addition, on the action of COR lead to the
identification of KAT5, a gene involved in the biosynthesis of JA, and NUDT8,
a Nudix hydrolase co-expressed with JA biosynthesis genes in general gene
expression data sources (Obayashi et al., 2007). The physical position of
NUDT8 underlying QDP1 suggests a regulatory role for this gene in the CORinduced JA-responses. Nudix hydrolases can degrade free highly reactive ADP
-ribose that is liberated when poly(ADP-ribosyl)ated proteins are reversed or
modified (Ogawa et al., 2005). Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation was shown to affect
disease resistance (Adams-Phillips et al., 2010). In addition, several type IIIeffectors of Pst possess ADP-ribosyl transferase activity, which is deployed to
suppress plant immunity (Fu et al., 2007). Further studies are needed to
analyze the role of NUDT8 in susceptibility of Arabidopsis to Pst infection.

Natural variation in low light response
The low light treatment is known to induce the shade avoidance syndrome for
which Ler and Cvi showed considerable natural variation (Snoek, 2009). Also
at the transcript level, low light affected many genes in Arabidopsis Col-0
(Millenaar et al., 2006) and > 6000 eQTLs were mapped in the RILs exposed
to low light (chapter 5). A major HTR affected the expression of 380 genes
that were enriched in components of the circadian clock. Isolation of the
effect of the HTR in a NIL confirmed the differential regulation of PTI1-4, that
is part of a ROS-activated signaling cascade (Forzani et al., 2011). Auxinand sterol homeostasis were also affected by the HTR and found to be
plastically regulated compared to seedling stage eQTL analysis. For these
diverse processes affected at the transcript level several putative regulatory
genes could be identified underlying the HTR that could act independently or
additively. A common feature linking these processes could be the regulation
of protein-stability and -trafficking by ubiquitination, which has been
recognized for its critical role in regulation of abiotic stress response (Lyzenga
& Stone, 2012) and plant immunity (Trujillo & Shirasu, 2010). In Arabidopsis
more than 1300 E3 ubiquitin ligases have been identified (Craig et al., 2009),
each specific for a certain substrate targeted for ubiquitination and
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subsequent endocytosis or degradation. The addition or removal of related to
ubiquitin (RUB) by the COP9 signalosome (CSN) is a modification of the E3ligase complexes that influences their activity (Schwechheimer & Isono,
2010). The physical location of CSN5A, an important subunit of the CSN, that
underlies the HTR and is locally regulated, could indicate a role for the CSN in
the HTR-mediated processes. Enhanced activity of CSN5A in for instance Cvi
could reduce the activity of the E3-CULLIN complex phot1: CRL

NPH3/RPT2

acting on phot1 (Roberts et al., 2011). The result of this reduced activity
could lead to stabilized phot1 and prolonged light signaling which is observed
in the NIL harboring the HTR-Cvi alleles. At the same time reduced activity of
other E3-CULLIN complexes, for example SCFTIR active in auxin signaling, has
the opposite effect, namely reduced auxin signaling, as the stabilized E3substrates, the AUX/IAAs, act as repressors of auxin signaling (Dharmasiri et
al., 2005; Kepinski & Leyser, 2005). The same would apply to other hormone
signaling pathways negatively regulated by repressors that are targeted by
E3-ligase complexes, for instance SCFCOI that targets the repressor JAZ
proteins in the JA signaling cascade (Chini et al., 2007; Thines et al., 2007;
Yan et al., 2007). The opposite effects resulting from an overall reduced
activity of E3-ligase complexes could therefore constitute an intrinsic
mechanism, where some processes are enhanced and other signaling
cascades are suppressed depending on the type of regulation exerted by the
E3-ligase substrates.

From eQTLs to eSNPs in Arabidopsis
Until recently, most Arabidopsis studies have been based on the annotation
of the genome sequence of the Columbia (Col) accession (The Arabidopsis
Genome Initiative, 2000). Recently the genome sequences of 80 accessions
have been published (Cao et al., 2011) along with large scale SNP genotyping
of more than 1300 accessions on 250K SNP chips (Horton et al., 2012). This
wealth of information, in combination with expression data of multiple
accessions (Gan et al., 2011) and F1 hybrids (Zhang et al., 2011) provide
detailed information on species-level genome evolution (Horton et al., 2012),
and genetic architecture of gene expression regulation. Large scale genomewide association (GWA) mapping of 107 phenotypes to 250000 SNPs (Kim et
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al., 2007) used to genotype two sets of relatively limited numbers (~96 and
~192) of accessions yielded associations to single genes corresponding to
known functional polymorphisms, for instance in disease resistance genes
(Atwell et al., 2010). In addition, GWA analysis of natural variation in
flowering time (FT) in natural populations identified 12 major FT QTLs, of
which 10 were supported by earlier studies based on linkage analyses (Li et
al., 2010). These studies highlight the strength to map QTLs with high
resolution using GWA studies. However, some hurdles still need to be taken.
Population structure could lead to false positive genetic associations, although
this was not an issue in the F1 hybrid panels used by Zhang et al. (2011).
Allelic heterogeneity could complicate the identification of traits that are
affected by different alleles of the same gene. In addition, it might be difficult
to map the large number of rare variants, which each account for a small part
of the phenotypic variation. For instance, the GWA analysis of the shade
avoidance response in Arabidopsis accessions confirmed the importance of
the hormones, gibberellic acid (GA) and auxin, as well as of the
phytochromes, when focusing on a priori associated candidates (Filiault &
Maloof, 2012). However, ELF3, a regulator of the circadian clock was not
identified. Although the ELF3-Sha allele is probably a rare variant in the
population used for the GWA study, natural variation for this gene was shown
to underlie the shade avoidance response in the Bay/Sha RILs (JimenezGomez et al., 2010). The combination of GWA studies with QTL analysis in
RILs is suggested to control for these complicating factors. Some studies
have already explored this combination of approaches (Chan et al., 2011;
Nemri et al., 2010), that is indeed expected to be more powerful.
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Concluding remarks
The prospect of genetical genomics to provide the means to construct
regulatory networks and aid in fine mapping phenotypic QTLs holds true.
Genetical genomics in Arabidopsis on RILs provided means to construct
regulatory networks for flowering time and downstream of the RLK ERECTA,
and in addition supplied putative regulatory genes for susceptibility to Pst and
the low light response. Although limited to polymorphisms between parental
lines, a limitation not present in GWA, the RILs provide information on
affected processes and complements available microarray data in providing
causal regulatory relationships. The importance of hormone signaling in
mediating the responses to environmental factors is highlighted by the
substantial differential effects observed in JA-SA signaling in response to Pst
and Auxin-ROS in response to low light. In addition, the integration of genetic
regulation of phenotype and gene expression, in combination with induced
plastic gene expression changes, allowed the identification of candidate genes
regulating plant responses to changing environments. Whether the identified
genes, NUDT8 and CSN5A that are involved in the modification or
degradation of proteins, act by balancing the activity of signaling cascades in
response to the environment awaits experimental validation.
In the future, expression data obtained from GWA studies combined with
linkage studies in for instance multi-parent RIL populations (Kover et al.,
2009; Huang et al., 2011) will add to the wealth of information obtained from
studying natural variation at the genome and phenotype level. In addition
RNA sequencing will provide platform-independent, more extensive
possibilities to monitor gene expression levels, which could benefit the
molecular dissection of plant responses to the environment.
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Arabidopsis thaliana (zandraket) komt werelwijd voor en de genetische
variatie in natuurlijke populaties heeft de soort in staat gesteld zich aan te
passen aan een breed scala aan omgevingsfactoren. De aanpasingen van
Arabidopsis aan deze condities heeft geresulteerd in variatie in fenotypes die
gebruikt kan worden om de onderliggende genetische basis te bepalen en
betrokken genen te identificeren. Doel van het in dit proefschrift beschreven
onderzoek was om genen op te sporen die belangrijk zijn voor de respons
van de plant op veranderde omgevingscondities. Kennis over deze genen en
planteigenschappen kunnen bijdragen aan een groter begrip van de
moleculaire aanpassingen die planten, zoals Arabidopsis, in kunnen zetten in
reactie op hun omgeving. Men kan hierbij denken aan de respons van planten
op veranderingen in omgevingsfactoren zoals lichtcondities en blootstelling
aan ziekteverwekkers, eigenschappen die ook een mogelijke toegepassing in
de plantenveredeling hebben.
De respons van planten op deze abiotische en biotische stresscondities wordt
meestal gestuurd door meerdere genen, die vaak in interactie met elkaar en
de omgeving bijdragen aan het fenotype en aanpassingen van de plant. In
populaties die gegenereerd zijn uit kruisingen van ouderlijnen die van elkaar
verschillen, kunnen de afzonderlijke bijdragen van elk van de genen, als die
maar groot genoeg zijn, met statistische methoden worden gekoppeld aan
chromosomale regio’s of loci, de zogenaamde ‘quantitative trait loci’ of QTLs.
Door gebruik te maken van recombinante inteelt lijnen (RILs) en genetische
informatie is het mogelijk geworden deze, vaak kwantitatieve, eigenschappen
zo op moleculair nivo in kaart te brengen. Op vergelijkbare wijze is het ook
mogelijk om de regulatie van de expressie van genen te koppelen aan
genetische verschillen tussen de ouderlijnen. Deze methode wordt, wanneer
genexpressie genoomwijd bestudeerd wordt, ‘genetical genomics’ genoemd.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschijft een ‘proof-of-concept’ van deze methode in
Arabidopsis. In de RILs gegenereerd uit de ouderlijnen Landsberg erecta
(Ler) en Cape Verde Islands (Cvi), is gebleken dat de expressie van veel
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genen genetisch gereguleerd wordt en voor veel genen zijn loci
geïdentificeerd die genexpressie beïnvloeden, de zogenaamde expressie QTLs
(eQTLs). De regulatie van expressie is gevonden in loci op of vlakbij de
gereguleerde genen zelf (cis- of lokale regulatie). Een vergelijkbaar aantal
eQTLs had effect op de expressie van genen op afstand (ook wel transregulatie genoemd). Door deze gen-locus connecties wordt inzicht verkregen
in genregulatie. Juist door het gebruik van genoomwijde expressiedata is het
mogelijk gebleken een genregulatienetwerk te genereren voor de inductie
van bloei.
De expressie van een groot aantal genen, meer dan verwacht, werd door
hetzelfde locus gereguleerd. Deze hotspot van expressieregulatie viel samen
met de ‘receptor-like kinase’ ERECTA, een eiwit dat ook veel effect heeft op
het fenotype van de plant. In hoofdstuk 3 is de invloed van deze hotspot
geanalyseerd door de expressie in de erecta mutant te vergelijken met de
wild type ERECTA ouderlijn. De verschillen in expressie in combinatie met de
eQTLs heeft geresulteerd in de identificatie van een MAP kinase signalerings
cascade die door ERECTA beïnvloed wordt en verantwoordelijk is voor variatie
in expressie van vele genen.
Een verwachte meerwaarde van genetical genomics is het opsporen van
kandidaatgenen voor eigenschappen waar in dezelfde RIL populatie ook
natuurlijke variatie voor aanwezig is. Co-locatie van QTLs voor fenotypes en
voor expressie zou het aantal kandidaatgenen sterk terug kunnen brengen.
In hoofdstuk 4 is deze strategie toegepast voor het bestuderen van
vatbaarheid voor ziekte veroorzaakt door de bacterie Pseudomonas syringae.
Cvi is veel vatbaarder voor deze bacterie dan Ler. Voor de natuurlijke variatie
in symptoomvorming (vergeling en lesie-vorming) en bacteriegroei zijn in de
RILs QTLs geïdentificeerd. De QTL met het grootste effect viel samen met de
bekende receptor kinase FLAGELLIN SENSING 2 (FLS2). De gevonden
puntmutatie die het FLS2 eiwit in Cvi voortijdig afbreekt verhindert de
herkenning van bacterieel flagelline, maar kan niet geheel het verschil in
vatbaarheid tussen Ler en Cvi verklaren. Om andere kandidaatgenen voor
deze QTL op te sporen is gezocht naar genen waarvan de expressie door
ditzelfde locus gereguleerd werden en die bovendien differentieel tot
expressie komen tijdens het infectieproces. Uit de expressieanalyse bleek dat
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de reactie op het afweer-gerelateerde hormoon jasmonzuur verschilde tussen
de ouderlijnen en dat voor deze reactie een kandidaatgen geselecteerd kon
worden.
Wanneer de lichtcondities verslechteren, kan de plant zich aanpassen door de
bladeren anders te positioneren om meer licht op te vangen. Deze respons
wordt hyponastie genoemd. In hoofdstuk 5 is de genetische variatie in
expressie tijdens deze hyponastische reactie bestudeerd. Hiertoe is de
expressierespons geïnduceerd in de Ler/Cvi RILs d.m.v. een tijdelijke
verlaging van de lichtintensiteit. Onder deze omstandigheden is de grootste
hotspot voor transcriptregulatie gevonden op chromosoom 1. Dit locus heeft
niet alleen veel invloed op genexpressie, maar verklaart ook een deel van de
variatie in hyponastie die is waargenomen onder dezelfde condities. Er is nu
gebruik gemaakt van een bijna-isogene lijn (LCN1-10), waarin een klein stuk
van het DNA van Cvi, dat de hotspot omvat, in de Ler achtergrond is
ingekruisd. De expressie verschillen tussen LCN1-10 en Ler zijn vergeleken
met de eQTLs en laag licht-geïnduceerde genexpressie, om de biologische
processen te achterhalen die door de hotspot beïnvloed worden. Op basis van
deze analyse is een kandidaatgen geselecteerd dat de regulatie van
genexpressie in deze procesen op eiwitnivo zou kunnen aansturen.
De genetische variatie in regulatie van genexpressie zoals die waargenomen
is in zaailingen (hoofdstuk 2) verschilt aanzienlijk van de variatie gemeten in
oudere planten die met laag licht zijn behandeld (hoofdstuk 5). De
vergelijking van deze experimenten laat zien dat de genetische regulatie van
genexpressie sterk afhankelijk is van de groeicondities en
ontwikelingsstadium van de plant.
Dit onderzoek heeft laten zien dat de toegevoegde waarde van genetical
genomics vooral ligt in het opstellen van genetische regulatienetwerken en
het opsporen van kandidaatgenen die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de
fenotypische verschillen in reactie op de omgeving, zoals bacteriële infectie of
verandering van lichtcondities.
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